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CRYSTAL SPRINGS DAM
Shown Spilling Surplus Water in 1911. With Delivery of Hetch Hetchy Water Crystal Springs

and Other Local Reservoirs Will Again be Filled to Capacity.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

287 City Hall

December 4, 1934.

Hon. Angelo J. Rossi,

Mayor of the City and County of San Francisco.

My dear Mayor:

The Public Utilities Commission of the City and County of San Francisco
is pleased herewith to submit to you its third annual report, covering the fiscal

year beginning the first day of July, .1933, and ending with June 30, 1934.

The Commission, under the provisions of the Charter, has charge of the

construction, management, maintenance, extension, operation and control of

all public utilities and other properties owned, used, leased or constructed by
the city and county for the purpose of supplying any public utility service

to the city and county and its inhabitants, and to territory outside the lim-

its of the city and county, and to the inhabitants thereof.

Its jurisdiction extends over the San Francisco Water Department, the

Hetch Hetchy project, the San Francisco Municipal Railway, the San Fran-
cisco Airport, to Foreign Trade Zones authorized by Acts of Congress and
located in the city and county, and to the fixing, changing and adjusting

charges or fares for the furnishing of service by any utility under its juris-

diction. The Commission also has the power to enter into contracts for

supplying heat, light and power for municipal purposes.

The most marked achievement of the year 1934 was the completion of the

Coast Range tunnel of the Hetch Hetchy project. This tunnel, with a length

of 28.5 miles, pierces the Coast Range mountains from the San Joaquin val-

ley to the Irvington portal, facing the bay of San Francisco. One section of

the tunnel, 25 miles in length, is the longest continuous tunnel ever constructed

and with a present carrying capacity of 250 million gallons of water a day.

It forms a part of the aqueduct conducting the waters of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains, stored behind the 'Shaughnessy Dam and Lake Eleanor,

to the homes and industries of San Francisco, a distance of approximately ](i7

miles. The Hetch Hetchy System is the greatest water project ever under-

taken by a municipality.

A celebration, commemorating the date of the mountain water first reach-

ing San Francisco, by means of this system, was arranged for Sunday, Oc-
tober 28, 1934, to be held at the Upper Crystal Springs dam in San .Mateo

County.

San Francisco from this source will be provided with an inexhaustible

supply of purest water brought from the snow-capped peaks lying within the

Yosemite National Reservation. There will be no future fear of drought
or shortage in supply and the danger of great property loss from destructive

fires will have ceased. The present mountain dams of the Hetch Hetchy Sys-

tem are capable of impounding 76 billion gallons of water, with an ultimate
capacity, when the dams are raised, of 185 billion gallons—sufficient to sup-

ply the needs of a population of four million people. All pumping has been
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done away with, and San Francisco will receive Heteli Hetchy water from the

Lofty snow-crowned peaks by gravity flow alone.

San Francisco began the task of acquiring' the sources of a great water

supply in the Sierra Nevada mountain range in 1901, during the administra-

tion of Mayor James D. Phelan.

December 19, 1913, President Woodrow Wilson signed the Act of Con-

gress which granted to San Francisco the rights of way and the use of public

lands in the Yosemite National Park and the Stanislaus National Forest for

the storage of life-giving waters, which had theretofore, in flood times, flowed

on to the sea uncontrolled and unused. The actual work of construction began
in July, 1914. Through the great engineering skill of man, these waters, by
means of impounding lakes, dams, reservoirs and conduits, have been appro-

priated to the highest and best uses of civilization and progress—the conserv-

ing- of the health and well being of the population of a metropolitan city and
the stimulation and building up of its industries. The rights acquired should

be jealously and patriotically protected and guaranteed the city through the

coming years.

The Hetch Hetchy Water System will be an enduring memorial to those

who had the broad vision to select the ideal location for the water supply, to

those who acquired the water rights within, or adjacent to, the Hetch Hetchy
Valley, and secured from the Federal Government, at Washington, the use

of public lands for storage purposes and rights of way and conduits for the

beneficent conservation and use of water, to the capable and zealous engineers

and workmen who designed and carried out the great project, and to all who
labored for the accomplishment of this great undertaking.

The water department report shows that the revenues of that department,
lor the last fiscal year, increased $139,830 over those of the preceding year
and that operating expense decreased $360,899. The water department also

contributed from its earnings the sum of $901,410 to the general fund of

the city and to this extent decreased the necessity for a levy of taxes. In addi-

tion to this the Commission provided for a reduction in rates to water con-

sumers of 10%. This marked the first reduction in such rates for the last 25

years.

During the last fiscal year there has also been an increased revenue
shown in the operation of the municipal railway and a reduction in operating
expenses of $250,000, which resulted in a net revenue for the system of

$160,000. The preceding fiscal year showed a deficit of approximately $351,-

000. The operation of the municipal railway by the Public Utilities Commis-
sion has resulted in the discontinuance of a demand for a tax subsidy to be

paid from the public treasury, which had heretofore been the practice and a

practice burdensome to the people.

Notwithstanding the cancellation of all domestic air mail contracts by
the Federal Government, during the last year, and the temporary loss by the
San Francisco Airport of nearly all transport companies, the transport ser-

vice has been renewed ami an increase shown of nearly $12,000 in revenue
over the previous year. All air transport service in Northern California is

now broughl to the San Francisco Airport. A new shop building has been
constructed, the administration building has been enlarged, the entrances to
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the airport widened, and the paving and drainage of the grounds improved.
The area of the field is being greatly increased by filling in on the bay front-

age.

A detailed statement of the activities of the Commission, the improve-
ments accomplished and contemplated, both in economy of administration and
increased efficiency of operation, are set forth in the departmental reports

accompanying this letter. It will be noted that there has been a material sav-

ing in all lines of operation. All interest dne on bonds outstanding has been
promptly paid, bond obligations wiped out by payment as they fell due. All

necessary reserve funds have been provided for.

The ability shown and the zeal manifested in the performance of duty
by the manager of utilities, the engineers, the heads of departments, the em-
ployees and workmen, must commend itself to those interested in the efficient

operation of public utilities as provided for in the New Charter, and which
we feel has made, and we hope will continue to make, the work of the Public
Utilities Commission outstanding in the line of competent public service in

San Francisco.

Very respectfully yours,

President

LFB :RG- Public Utilities Commission.
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REPORT OF THE SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION

General

:

The end of the fiscal year 1933-34 finds San Francisco's $160,000,000

municipal utilities enterprises in healthy condition.

Reflecting a general betterment of economic conditions, revenues of the

utilities show a substantial increase over receipts of the prior fiscal year

—

the first increase since 1929. This increase in earnings was particularly evi-

dent during the last half of the fiscal year, giving good reason to expect con-

tinued betterment in the future.

Coupled with this increase in earnings was a further large reduction in

expenses brought about by operating economies accomplished during the year.

These two factors have resulted in larger net earnings for both the San Fran-

cisco Water Department and the Municipal Railway.

In the case of the water department revenues increased $139,830 ovoi

those received in the fiscal year 1932-33, while operating expenses decreased

$360,899, resulting in an increase of $500,729 in net income. It is interesting

to note that the cost per million gallons of water sold during the fiscal year
was $81.89 as contrasted with a cost of $89.78 per million gallons in 1929,

the last year the water system was privately owned. This lowered cost is

particularly significant in view of the higher wage scale in effect under munici-

pal ownership.

The Municipal Railway shows an increase in revenue amounting to $23,-

191 over the prior year. This increase would have been greater were it not

for a loss estimated at $30,000 during May and June of 1934 during a strike

of waterfront workers.

Expenses of the railway were reduced $250,111 or 9.18%. The net income
for the year was $165,877.94 in contrast with a deficit of $351,446.47 for the

fiscal year 1932-33. With operating conditions continuing to improve, no tax
subsidy was asked for the fiscal year 1934-35. A definite upturn in revenues
was evident starting in November of 1933 and increasing in the spring of

1934. A portion of this increased street car travel undoubtedly resulted from
relief employment under the federal Civil Works Administration.

All bond interest and redemption obligations of all the utilities were fully

and promptly met. Reserve funds were provided in cash. In addition to

meeting all its operating expenses and bond charges, the water department
contributed $901,410 to the city's general fund, making possible an equivalent
tax reduction, and furnished $360,000 worth of water free to other city de-

partments in lieu of taxes.

Water Rate Reduction:

On December 5, 1933, anticipating the early delivery to San Francisco of
Hetch Hetchy water, the Public Utilities Commission, through Lewis F. Bying-
ton, president, announced a forthcoming reduction in water rates to consum-
ers of the water department system.

Three factors effecting the revenues of the water system made possible
a definite commitment that rates would be reduced approximately 10% during
the following fiscal year. They were: (1) The success on November 8, 1933, of



2 PUBLIC UTILITIES C OMMISSION

a bond Issue of $12,095,000 to finance necessary extensions and enlargement
of the water system, thus assuring that these betterments need not be financed
1'rom current revenue; (2) The prospect of early delivery of Hetch Hetchy
water, guaranteeing against recurrence of past water shortage, and, (3) A
definite increase in water sales and attendant income.

This 10% reduction in rates, the first lowering of charges in more than
2.~> years, will save consumers approximately $700,000 annually.

Coast Range Tunnel "Holed Through"

:

Engineers and working crews of the Hetch Hetchy Water Supply Project
accomplished one of the outstanding engineering feats of the world on Janu-
ary 5, 1934, when they completed excavation and "holed through" the 28.5

mile Coast Range tunnel, last major unit of the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct
necessary to be completed to deliver water to San Francisco from Yosemite
National Park, 155 miles distant.

In driving this tunnel, the longest ever constructed by man, unprece-
dented obstacles were met and conquered. Explosive methane gas, quick-

sands and gushing streams of water, twisting, swelling ground, cave-ins and
slides—all added their multiple difficulties to a task which without them would
have been sufficiently arduous.

Driven in sections from portals and intervening deep shafts, the tunnel

presented problems never before encountered in similar work and its suc-

cessful excavation and lining necessitated invention and use of new equip-

ment. The point of 1

1

holing through ' in the middle of the longest section,

lay 2000 feet beneath the highest ridge of the Coast Range mountains. Con-
siderable difficulty was encountered at this point because of the swelling

ground which, driven inward by tremendous rock weight, practically filled the

opened tunnel. Necessity for new excavation and many re-timberings of this

section led to unexpected delay in placing the permanent concrete lining in

this section. By June 30, 1934, however, the lining operations were well

under way, with invert entirely completed and only 14,602 feet of sides and
arch to be placed. In a number of sections this lining was made 3 feet in

thickness to withstand the enormous external pressure.

With all major obstacles surmounted, it was certain that actual delivery

of Hetch Hetchy water would take place before the end of 1934, thus com-
pleting 22 years of construction work on the aqueduct.*

Although extra excavation and lining increased construction costs, sav-

ings in other charges kept the tunnel project well within estimates and it

appeared that the job would be finished with a surplus.

Bond Issues Voted:

On November 8, 1933, voters of the City and County of San Francisco

by substantially more than a two-thirds vote approved three bond issues to

finance public utility construction. All three of the issues are predicated upon
a grant of 30% of the cost of labor and materials from the federal govern-

ment through the Public Works Administration.

The Largest issue is that for extension and improvement of the water

department system, amounting to $12,095,000. Projected construction includes

*lletch Hetchy water was delivered to San Francisco October 28, 1934.
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a second Bay Crossing pipeline, a new water transmission pipe from the pen-

insula reservoirs into San Francisco, a new distribution reservoir in Sunset

Heights and enlargement of University Mound reservoir, and enlargement

and rebuilding of the network of distribution mains within the city. Com-
pletion of this program will give the city 129 miles of new distribution mains,

replace 86 miles of 2 inch main, totally inadequate for fire protection, and

will increase our reservoir capacity within the city from 137 million gallons

to 325 million gallons, almost 7 days' water supply.

Several months following the election were consumed in obtaining federal

approval of grants, drawing of plans and sale of bonds. The first contracts,

for three sections of Bay Crossing pipeline, was awarded on June 11, 1934;

others will follow rapidly. It is expected that the entire program will be

completed by the middle of 1936.

Another bond issue voted by the people will provide $3,500,000 for en-

largement of the storage capacity of Hetch Hetchy reservoir 709c by increas-

ing the height of 'Shaughnessy Dam 85.5 feet. This project when com-

pleted will permit year-round operation of Moccasin Power Plant, even dur-

ing diy seasons, thus increasing power revenue $225,000 a year. By con-

serving the flow of the Tuolumne River, the enlarged dam is expected to mate-
rially benefit other water users below the Hetch Hetchy reservoir and assist

in a satisfactory adjustment of pending litigation over water rights. Plans
for the enlargement are being drawn.

A third bond issue approved will provide $260,000 for enlargement of San
Francisco Airport by reclamation of tide-lands bordering on the east. This

project will provide a cross-runway in the direction of prevailing winds and
will enable the airport to comply fully with United States Department of

Commerce requirements for a Class A transport airport. Plans for the rec-

lamation are practically completed and contracts will be awarded in the near
future.

The excellent financial standing of the City and County of San Fran-
cisco has made possible sale of these bonds, as required, to private buyers at

lesser interest rates than could be obtained from the federal government.
Consequently early applications for both loans and grants of federal funds
have been amended so that only the offered grants are sought.

Proposed bond issues of $6,500,000 for construction of the Red Mountain
Bar power house of the Hetch Hetchy system, together with a transmission
line and a small distribution system in San Francisco, and of $10,000 for

extension of the "L" line of the Municipal Railway to Sloat boulevard at

Fleishhacker Playfield failed to secure the approval of the voters.

Rapid Transit Studies:

One of the most important problems confronting San Francisco is that

of re-arrangement of the street railway transportation system necessitated

by new traffic flows which will arise upon completion of the San Francisco-
Oakland and Golden Gate bridges.

It is recognized that a major element of this problem is the necessity of
providing rapid transit by subway, elevated railway or other means, between
the residential and business districts of San Francisco to avoid a flow of

population to outside areas served by the bridges. It will also be necessary
to provide adequate transportation between the bridges and business centers
to accommodate commuter travel.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 5

Mindful of these problems which must be met with completion of the

bridges in 1937, the Public Utilities Commission during the year began pre-

liminary studies. A special appropriation to finance complete and detailed

plans will be asked during the coming year.

Power Revenue Increase:

Favorable rainfall and water run-off conditions during the springs of

1933 and 1934 made it possible to operate the Hetch Hetchy power plant- at

Moccasin Creek and Early Intake continuously during the fiscal year. Total

revenue for the year was $2,333,162.96, a substantial increase over the $2,204,-

127.83 received during the prior year. After paying all operating expenses

and bond interest $1,139,973.38 was available as net income in comparison

with $950,328.74 for the fiscal year 1932-33. Operating costs were reduced

approximately $60,000. Operative revenue was $300,000 more than that esti-

mated in the 1933-34 budget.

Through cooperation with the Modesto and Turlock Irrigation Districts,

it was hoped that the power plants could be kept in continuous operation dur-

ing the coming year, although the 1934 run-off was considerably below normal.

An important power construction project accomplished during the year
was the laying of the Early Intake Tailrace pipeline. This pipe will carry

water used by the Early Intake plant into the Hetch Hetchy aqueduct tunnel

so that it can be used again for power generation at Moccasin Creek. The cost

of the job was $85,000, while the annual increase in revenue is estimated at

an equal sum. Thus, the pipeline will pay for itself by one year of operation.

Calaveras Pipe Line:

A major piece of construction undertaken during the year by the water
department was the laying of the 7 mile long Calaveras pipe line to carry

water from Calaveras reservoir to a connection with the Hetch Hetchy aque-

duct at Alameda Crossing. This water formerly was released down Alameda
Creek to Sunol, from which point it was pumped to Crystal Springs reser-

voir. The new pipe will permit a gravity flow. A substantial saving in con-

struction cost was accomplished by use of a portion of the Newark-San Lorenzo
emergency pipe line, now no longer needed, instead of purchasing new pipe.

C WA and SERA Construction:

A number of projects of benefit to the utilities were carried on during the
year as part of the federal government's unemployment relief program. Cost
of the construction was shared by the city and the federal government, the
latter paying labor expense while the city furnished materials and equipment.

Included in the major projects thus accomplished were construction of
a wooden cover over the Crystal Springs-San Andres aqueduct, rehabilitation

of the Hetch Hetchy railroad, clearing of trails and repair of mountain roads,

drainage and surfacing improvements at San Francisco Airport and construc-
tion of a boulevard around Lake Merced.

Cross Connection Survey:
An active campaign was placed under way by the water department to

protect the system against contamination from private water supplies which
consumers have connected to the water department system. Such cross-con-
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ncct ions must be eliminated or protected by approved check valves or other
approved safety devices under regulations of the state and federal health ser-

vices. Questionnaires, with return postcards, were sent to all consumers. In-

spection of the entire system for possible remaining unprotected connections
will be completed during the coming year. The department also created a

new Water Purification Division.

Universal Transfer Offer:

Universal transfers are furnished without cost between all lines of the
Municipal Railway and, at a number of intersections, with the privately owned
lines. Realizing that the extension of this privilege to provide for free

transferring at all points of street railway intersections within the city would
greatly benefit the travelling public, the Public Utilities Commission on Feb-
ruary 13, 1934, by resolution advocated the institution of universal transfers

at all points and authorized the Manager of Utilities to enter into negotia-

tions with the private companies to this end. These negotiations were ter-

minated by refusal of the private company to enter into such an agreement.

Street Light Policy:
Two important steps toward the eventual acquisition of an entirely city-

owned street lighting system, with resulting lowered operating costs, were
taken by the Commission during the year.

The first of these was the inclusion in the budget for 1934-35 of the sum
of $234,000 to buy or build a city-owned system in the so-called "triangle dis-

trict" of the downtown area. Unfortunately, this appropriation was later

eliminated by the State Board of Equalization to bring the entire city budget
within limitations of state law.

To insure that all future installations were so far as possible the prop-

erty of the city an ordinance was passed by the Board of Supervisors, on
recommendation of the Public Utilities Commission, requiring that in the

future where streets are being reconstructed or paved the funds provided
must include sufficient amounts for a complete street lighting system, to be

paid for out of the money provided for the street improvement or by those

developing the tract.

Airport Improvements

:

The fiscal year 1933-34 witnessed an unprecedented upheaval in the air

transport industry as a consequence of the presidential decree of February

9, 1934, cancelling all domestic air mail contracts. As a consequence of this

decree, three out of four transport companies using San Francisco Airport

as their bay region terminal ceased operations. Consequent decrease in rev-

enue made it necessary to bring about a drastic cut in expenses of operation.

At the end of the fiscal year revenues were again upon the increase. Despite

this hard blow, net revenues increased by $11,471.06 over the prior year,

mostly as a consequence of the large gains shown prior to the February de-

cree.

Extensive improvements were made at the field during the year. These

included enlargement of the administration building, construction of a new
shop building, paving and drainage betterments.

All air transport service in Northern California is now concentrated at

San Francisco Airport.
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Recreational Development:

The Public Utilities Commission took two steps during the year toward

improvement of the recreational facilities of the people of San Francisco.

The first of these was the leasing of a portion of the Amazon reservoir

site to the Recreation Commission for development of a new playground in

the southern section of the city. The area has been landscaped and developed

largely into baseball fields for the use of the youth of the city. It is under-

stood that the lease is to be cancelled when it becomes desirable to develop

the land for reservoir purposes.

The second step was initial use of the Lake Merced area for recrea-

tional purposes. Recognizing that with the arrival of Hetch Hetchy water,

the water produced by Lake Merced will be required only in an emergency,

the Commission leased an area in the neighboring tract to the Pacific Rod
and Gun Club for use as a skeet shooting field. The club was also permitted

to plant black bass in the lake, it being expected that fishing will later be
enjoyed there by our people. A motor boat regatta was held on the lake un-

der a permit granted by the Commission. In addition to the activities men-
tioned, the Lake Merced tract includes Harding Municipal Golf Course and
an extensive system of equestrian paths.

Bureau of Accounts Established:

The Commission continued in its policy of centralizing the activities of

the various utilities and the avoidance of duplicate functions. To this end
a Bureau of Accounts was created to exercise general control over the ac-

counting divisions of the various departments. By resolution of July 2, 1934,

Mr. John J. Sharon was named as head of the Bureau of Accounts, still re-

taining his duties as auditor of the water department and assistant secretary

of the Commission.

General Office:

The general office of the Commission handled an increasing volume of

work during the fiscal year by reason of a large amount of construction

placed under way.

Twenty-nine contracts were awarded for work costing $2,975,428.08. Con-
tract payments totalled 103, amounting to $1,012,786.91. The office handled
84 claims, 121 leases, purchase of 11 parcels of land. The Commission held
29 regular and special meetings.

Audits:

Books and accounts of the Municipal Railway, the San Francisco Water
Department, Hetch Hetchy Construction and Power Operative divisions for
the fiscal year 1933-34 have been audited under the direction of the Con-
troller by the certified public accounting firms of F. W. LaFrentz and Co.,

Bullock, Kellog and Mitchel, William Dolge and Company, and Lybrand,
Ross Bros., and Montgomery and have been certified as regular and accurate.
Accounts of the Commission itself and of street and public building lighting
are kept by the Controller of the city and county.

In succeeding sections of this volume will be found detailed reports of
the activities and operations of each of the departments and bureaus under
the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission.
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JACKSON T. CARLE
Director

The Bureau of Public Relations functioned effectively during the fiscal

year 1933-34 in acquainting the citizens of San Francisco with the activities

of the Public Utilities Commission and of the municipally owned utilities un-

der its jurisdiction.

During its first full year of operation the bureau directly expended
$9,851.76, a sum within its budget allocation.

An increasing interest of the public generally in municipal utility opera-

tions was evident during the year. This undoubtedly was based on the ex-

cellent administrative record of the Public Utilities Commission and result-

ing publicity. This interest was manifested by an increasing number of in-

quiries for information on utility subjects, by a much larger number of re-

quests for speakers to address meetings of civic and improvement organiza-

tions, and by favorable editorial comment of newspapers and other publica-

tions.

Publicity

:

Evidence of this increased interest in utility problems was the fact that

the bureau clipped and collected a total of 14,713 column inches of news-
paper and magazine articles on municipal utility subjects published during

the year. A large proportion of these articles were based upon information
released by the bureau. During the prior fiscal year 9,218 column inches of

articles were filed.

Speakers on utility subjects were supplied for 63 meetings and radio

appearances. At 26 of these meetings motion pictures of the Hetch Hetchy
project were displayed.

Under the direction of the Public Utilities Commission the bureau took
an active part in the successful campaign for $15,855,000 in utilities bonds
voted on November 8, 1933, for extension of the water system, enlargement of

'Shaughnessy dam and enlargement of the San Francisco Airport landing
area. The bureau's particular attention was directed to supplying voters

with accurate and complete information on these projects.

A large amount of favorable nation-wide publicity was received by San
Francisco from bureau releases on the completion of excavation of the Hetch
Hetchy Coast Range tunnel, the longest ever driven.

Publications

:

The bureau continued its two regular series of publications in the cars
of the municipal railway and through the water department. A series of 104
posters describing municipal railway operations were displayed in the side
windows of the cars, two posters being used each week. Leaflets informa-
tive of water department activities were distributed monthly to the 108,000
consumers of the water system.
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Special publications included a pamphlet, ''Taxes and the Municipal
Railway", printed in March, 1934, and distributed to Municipal Railway
patrons from boxes carried in the municipal cars, and a revised edition of a

pamphlet descriptive of the Hetch Hetchy project printed in June, 1934. This

latter pamphlet is distributed largely to school children for use in schools.

Mimeographed copies of radio speeches on utility subjects were dis-

tributed on application. Requests ranged from 150 to 250 for each speech.

Besides the compilation and publication of the annual reports of the

Public Utilities Commission and of the several utilities, the bureau has pre-

pared a number of special reports on particular utilities and projects.

Complaints, Commendations and Suggestions:

The bureau has functioned in cooperation with the complaint depart-

ments of the individual utilities as a clearing house for complaints, commen-
dations and suggestions.

It is often found that complaints may be adjusted to the greater satis-

faction of the consumer or patron when he feels that the matter is not being
handled directly by the department complained against, but rather, by an
outside agency.

It is encouraging to note that a larger number of commendations of em-
ployees' conduct and suggestions for improvement of service were received

than during the prior j^ear. Such letters indicate increasing interest in the

operation of municipal utilities and an increasing appreciation of their ser-

vice. Commendations are noted upon the record of the employee concerned

and are publicly displayed in the department.

There seems little doubt that these services of the Bureau of Public

Relations during the past year have proved valuable both to the public and
to the municipal utilities. It has been the aim of the bureau, on the one
hand, to interpret for the non-technical citizen the highly technical facts

of utility operations, while on the other, to make known to the utilities the

viewpoint and suggestions of their patrons.

There is presented herewith a statement showing the expenditures of

the bureau during the fiscal year 1933-34:

Salaries $3,570.00

Contractual:*
Travel Expense $ 613.15

Mileage 1 490.93
Printing 4,360.08

Telephone 5.53

Subscriptions 170.01

Miscellaneous 103.10 5,742.80

Materials and supplies 23.79

Equipment 371.41

Fixed charges—Retirement System 143.76

$9,851.76

*Does not include $2,000 budgeted for Hetch Hetchy completion celebration

and carried over to fiscal year 1934-35.





SUNOL WATER TEMPLE
This architectural masterpiece, designed by the late Willis Polk, symbolizes "the meeting of the

waters" derived from Alameda County sources



SAN FRANCISCO WATER DEPARTMENT
N. A. ECKART

General Manager and Chief Engineer

ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

ACCOUNTING
J. J. Sharon Auditor

(Also acts as Assistant Secretary Public Utilities Commission)
Willis O'Brien Supervising Accountant

(Also acts in similar capacity for Hetcli Hetehy Power and
Construction Organizations)

E. J. White Assistant Auditor
H. M. Kinsey Cashier

ENGINEERING AND WATER PRODUCTION
T. W. Espy Engineer of Water Production
I. E. Flaa Hydraulic Engineer
G. J. Davis Superintendent Peninsula Division

S. M. Millard Asst. Supt. Peninsula Division
A. W. Ebright Superintendent Alameda Division

Walter A. Anderson Asst. Supt. Alameda Division

WATER PURIFICATION AND SANITATION
G. E. Arnold Water Purification Engineei

DISTRIBUTION
G. W. Pracy Superintendent City Distribution
O. G. Goldman Asst. Supt. City Distribution
J. J. Miley General Foreman City Pipe System
Joseph Kappeler General Foreman Service and Meter Dept.

WATER SALES
V. E. Perry Manager Water Sales Division
A. M. Cooley Asst. Manager Water Sales Division
W. D. Kyder Supervisor Consumers Accounts
J. E. Huntoon Asst. Supervisor Consumers Accounts
A. W. Till Supervisor of Collections

F. S. Hobro Asst. Supervisor of Collections

G. H. Ehrhorn Supervisor Consumers Service Dept.
L. H. Coleman Chief Adjuster
C. C. Young Chief Meter Inspector
J. C. Joost. . Supervisor Docks and Shipping Sales

AGRICULTURE AND LANDS
F. W. Eoeding Superintendent Agricultural Division

RETIRED
During the past fiscal year there were retired seven employees whose long

and faithful service with the organization should not pass without note. These
were

:

Retired 1933-1934
Frank V. Grolimund—Oiler 38 Years ' Service
David J. Eogers—Engineer 33 Years ' Service
Gustav R. Boerner—Water Shed Keeper 45 Years ' Service
Chas. A. Marston—General Clerk 17 Years ' Service
Thomas Mulkern—Fireman 17 Years ' Service
Daniel W. Sexton—Oiler 36 Years ' Service
John B. Kretzer—Chief Pump Operator 21 Years ' Service
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The Water Department lias completed the fourth full year of operation
since the city acquired ownership of its water supply system, and the results
must be as gratifying to the public generally as they are to the management.

Improvement in business conditions during the past year has been reflected
in an increase of $139,830 in gross income, the first year since 1929 to show an
increase. Expenses during the year were reduced $360,899 over the previous
year. As a result of these increased sales and reduced expenses the net income
for the year showed an increase of $500,729.

It is interesting to note that the operating cost of the department per
million gallons of water delivered during the past year was $81.89 as compared
with $89.78 in 1929, the last year under the private company, a reduction of
8.4 per cent, notwithstanding the higher scale of wages paid in the lower
grades of employment by the city.

Rainfall for the year was again extremely small, being only 58.6 per cent
of normal, resulting in water production of only 40 per cent of the amount
withdrawn from storage, and leaving our available storage at such a low stage

as would cause serious concern except for the delivery of Hetch Hetchy water
to be available this fall.

The only major construction work covered during the year was the con-

struction of the Calaveras Pipe Line, although the engineering department has
been busily engaged in preparing plans and specifications for the various
projects provided for under the P. W. A. Bond Program.

The newly established sanitary division, in addition to its routine work,
has been conducting a thorough survey looking to the elimination of cross

connections between the public supply and private supplies which latter

present a potential source of contamination.

A rearrangement of the distribution system in the Daly Hill district,

made possible by the installation of some new feeders, permitted the discon-

tinuance of the Lake Merced pumping plant and effected operating economies
of more than $21,000.

The success of the P. W. A. bond issue, providing $12,095,000 for improve-
ments to the system, has made it possible to recommend a 10% reduction of

water rates, which it is expected will become effective within the calendar year.

Constant effort is being directed toward operating economies, compatible

with improvement of service and the establishment of improved public

relations.

ACCOUNTS
The Balance Sheet of the San Francisco Water Department as of June,

1934, shows Total Fixed Capital as $47,390,772 and Unappropriated Surplus of

$995,871. The investment in plant represents an increase of $827,401 over the

previous year and $3,492,980 since the acquisition of the property in March,

1930, due solely to expenditures for plant and equipment made from depart-

ment earnings in the respective periods.

During the four years and four months of its existence, as set forth in the

statement, the department has, after paying all operating expenses, bond
interest charges, taxes, etc., built up a surplus of $995,871.42, provided

$3,076,136.79 for additions and betterments, redeemed $4,000,000 of its funded

debt, provided for redemption of $39,083.33 of P. W. A. Water Distribution
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Bonds which had accrued as of June 30, 1934, and contributed $1,982,410 to the

General Fund for reduction of taxes.

The Income Statement shows revenues from Water Sales for the fiscal

year 1933-34 of $6,495,799.25 which figure should be increased to $6,855,289.53

to reflect the $358,490.28 charges for water furnished free to the other Munici-

pal Departments in lieu of taxes which the Water Department would ha ve paid

to the city under private ownership.

Water Sales for the fiscal year 1933-34 increased $157,995.31 as compared
with the fiscal year 1932-33, of which $109,510.66 represents the increase

within San Francisco and $48,484.65 increased sales outside of San Francisco.

This increase in sales may be generally attributed to improvement in business

conditions.

Net Income for the fiscal year 1933-34 amounted to $2,890,037.88 as com-
pared with $2,389,308.55 for fast year, an increase of $500,729.33. This in-

crease in net is the result of increase -in gross income from all sources amount-
ing to $139,830, combined with a decrease in expenses amounting to $360,899.

Decrease in expense is accounted for in the main as follows: Charter salary

deduction $90,000; operating expenses $96,586 due principally to reduced
pumping costs; source of supply expense decreased $48,750 due to completion
of write-off of standby charge of Newark-San Lorenzo pipe line; taxes $84,389;
and bond interest $45,000; walnut orchard expense $4,197; these reductions
were partially offset by increase in other miscellaneous items of expense
amounting to $8,022.

In addition to the sum of $901,410 transferred by the Board of Supervisors
to the general fund for tax reduction purposes, during the fiscal year there

was set aside from the Water Department Funds the sum of $39,083.33 to

provide for accrued redemption charges on Water Distribution Bonds.

Changes in accounting methods made on recommendation of the expert
accountant firm of Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery, instituted in

August, 1933, effected a savings of $1,810.

The personnel in the Accounting Department remains unchanged.

CONDENSED COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1934 and June 30, 1933

ASSETS June 30, 1934 June 30, 1933 Increases Decreases
Present Balance of Former Spring-
Valley Property .$43,798,576 02 $43,809,146.43 $ $ 10,570.41

County Line Water Works 99.215.11 99,215.11
Additions to Plant and Equipment 3,492,980.75 2,665,579.13 827,401.62

Totals Fixed Capital $47,390,771.88 $46,573,940.67 $ 827,401.62 $ 10,570.41
Appropriated to City and County
General Fund $ 1,982,410.00 $ 1,081,000.00 $ 901,410.00 $

Cash on Hand and With City
Treasurer (Water . Revenue Fd) 563,360.14 299,145.33 264,214.81

Accounts Receivable 692,377.69 597,508.14 94,869.55
Materials, Supplies and Prepaid
Expenses 297,854.13 397,824.88 99,970.75

Bond Redemption, Bond Interest
and Water Extension Fds 2,209,388.51 2,266,843.45 57,454.94

Land Purchase and Depreciation
Funds 264,806.27 239,503.89 25,302.38

Water Department Trust Fund 48,818.04 44,525.19 4,292.85
Water Distribution Bond Fund

1933 1,352,135.00 1,352,135.00

Total Assets $54,801,921.66 $51,500,291.55 $3,469,626.21 $ 167,996.10
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LIABILITIES
Funded Debt-Bonds Due Serially-
1934-1970 Spring Valley $36,000,000.00 $37,000,000.00 $ $1,000,000.00

Funded Debt- Bonds Due Serially-
1934-1953 Water Distr 1,324,000.00 1,324,000.00

Funded Debt-Accrued and Unpaid 1,867,199.58 1,885,096.25 17,896.67
Accounts Payable 185,892.48 213,080.82 27,188.34
Consumers' Deposits and Advances 45,616.98 41,982.49 3,634.49
Reserves and Deferred Credits 382,079.59 289,039.37 93,040.22
Unamortized Premium on Debt-
Water Distr. Bonds 28,135.00 28,135.00

Total Liabilities and Reserves. $39,832,923.63 $39,429,198.93 $1,448,809.71 $1,045,085.01
Earnings 1922-1930 Invested in
Plant 4,152,652.24 4,152,652.24

Valuation Countv Line Water
Works 100,000.00 100,000.00

Appropriated Surplus from Opera-
tions *Note Detail 9,720,474.37 7,098,649.98 2,621,824.39

Unappropriated Surplus from Op-
erations 995,871.42 719,790.40 276,081.02

Totals $54,801,921.66 $51,500,291.55 $4,346,715.12 $1,045,085.01
'Appropriated Surplus
Additions and Betterments $ 3,676,136.79 $ 3,004,647.24 $ 671,489.55
Bond Redemption, Spring Valley
and Water Distr 4,039,083.33 3,000,000.00 1,039,083.33

Appropriated to General Fund.. 1,982,410.00 1,081,000.00 901,410.00
Other Appropriations 22,844.25 13,002.74 9,841.51

$ 9,720,474.37 $ 7,098,649.98 $2,621,824.39

CONDENSED INCOME STATEMENT
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1934 and June 30, 1933

Total March 3, 1930 to June 30, 1934
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year March 3, 1930

Ended Ended to

June 30, 1934 June 30, 1933 June 30,1934
OPERATING REVENUES— COM-
MERCIAL SALES
Metered Service—San Francisco. $6,122,781.67 $6,028,207.12 $26,522,345.94

Outside San Francisco 281,330.80 232,846.15 1,187,170.52

Municipal Departments (Over-

plus Ord. 8691) 91,686.78 76,750.67 324,378.59

Total $6,495,799.25 $6,337,803.94 $28,033,895.05

OPERATING EXPENSES
Source of Water Supply $ 152,638.98 $ 159,523.06 $ 755,151.45

Source of Water Supplv—Water
Purchased 48,750.00 97,500.00 714,201.10

Pumping 292,991.27 393,628.71 1,748,346.84

Purification 29,024.90 29,823.42 122,252.04

Transmission and Distribution.. 253,038.02 266,861.91 1,187,045.52

Rent Deductions (Hetch Hetchy
Aqueduct, etc.) 400.741.00 401,040.98 1,384,822.75

Rent Deductions (Newark San
Lorenzo Pipe Line) 47,025.00 47,025.00 158,471.25

Collections, Reading Meters, etc. 310,654.10 342,813.88 1,446,095.58

General and Miscellaneous 207,437.36 239,719.62 971,112.01

Taxes, Actual 200,250.28 284,639.53 1,321,535.35

Depreciation (Ord. 8691) 61,000.00 60,000.00 261,000.00

Uncollectible Water Bills 25,017.29 19,160.80 77,998.41

Total $2,028,568.20 $2,341,736.91 $10,1 48,032.30

NET OPEKATING REVENUES $4,407,231 .05 $3,996,007.03 $17,885,862.75
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OTHER INCOME
Rent from Buildings and Lands,

including Crop Shares $ 54,082.42

Walnut Orchard Sales 23,363.83

Interest Earned on Fund Bal-

ances 46,700.77

Miscellaneous Income

GROSS INCOME $4,591,438.07

INCOME DEDUCTIONS
Interest on Funded Debt $1,665,000.00

Agricultural, Walnut Orchard
and Rent Expense 36,400.19

Total $1,701,400.19

NET INCOME $2,890,037.88

Appropriation of Net Income

—

For Bond Redemption, Spring

Valley Bonds $1,000,000.00

For Bond Redemption, Water
Distribution Bonds 39.083.33

For Additions and Betterments 671,489.55

To General Fund 901,410.00

Other Appropriations of In-

come—Net 1,973.98

To Surplus 276,081.02

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.

$ 73,568.52

28,982.12

39,782.77

38.78

$ 246,553.10

89,874.26

171,987.96

304.84

$4,138,439.22 $18,394,582.97

$1,710,000.00 $ 7,534,750.00

39,130.67 146,976.45

$1,749,130.67 7,681,726.45

$2,389,308.55 $10,712,856.52

$1,000,000.00 $4,000,000.00

551,373.84

808,000.00

39,083.33

3,676,136.79

1,982,410.00

1,808.15 19,354.98

31,742.86 995,871.42

WATER PRODUCTION
The water supply of the San Francisco Water Department during the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1934, has been derived from the five catchment
reservoirs in San Mateo and Alameda Counties, from the infiltration galleries

at Sunol and from wells in San Francisco and at Pleasanton. No water was
drawn from Lake Merced during the past year.

In contrast with the preceding years since acquisition of the system,

during the past year there has been practically no activity in the development
of new sources of the further development of existing sources of supply. The
abundant water yield of the season of 1931-32 provided sufficient storage to

insure the adequacy of the supply to meet our consumption, materially reduced
bv the depression, until the deliverv of water from the Hetch Hetchv in the
fall of 1934.

The construction of the Calaveras Pipe Line, the extension of the Crystal
Springs Pump Station and the roofing of the Crystal Springs-San Andres
Aqueduct are the more important improvements made in the transmission
system during the year.

The Millbrae Pumping Plant was taken out of service in the latter part
of July, 1933, and these pumping operations transferred to the enlarged Crystal
Springs Stations, thereby effecting an annual saving in operating expense,
amounting during the past year to more than $22,000.

The two subnormal seasons of rainfall in 1932-33 and 1933-34 made it

necessary to draw heavily on the reserve water impounded in the storage
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reservoirs, and to continue operation of the Sunset wells at capacity through-
out the year. Pumping from the Pleasanton wells was of necessity resumed in

April, 1934, to avoid excessive depletion of the surface storage.

The increasingly important problems connected with the maintenance of

proper standards of purity and potability of the supply have been transferred
and consolidated in the newly-created "Division of Water Purification and
Sanitation".

Aside from the changes above referred to the personnel and operation of

the water production have continued substantially as outlined in previous
reports.

Rainfall:

The winter of 1933-34 was another season of extremely low rainfall. The
precipitation in San Francisco totalled only 12.91 inches for the year, 58.6 per
cent of normal, while the rainfall measured on the watersheds of the Peninsula

and Calaveras reservoirs was scarcely 50 per cent of normal.

This scant season following the 1932-33 season with a precipitation 67.8

per cent of normal marks the seventh successive season in which the rainfall

at San Francisco has been below normal. The total deficiency of rainfall

during these seven years is in excess of 40 inches or an average annual defi-

ciency of nearly 6 inches. Fortunately the season of 1931-32 while slightly

below normal in total precipitation, was above normal in the amount of water
yield due to the exceptional timely occurrence of the rain storms.

The monthly rainfall at San Francisco for the last three seasons as com-
pared with normal is shown in Table No. 1, while Table No. 1-A shows seasonal

rainfall at various watershed points compared with normal.

TABLE No. 1

Rainfall by Months for San Francisco

Seasons 1931-32, 1932-33 ami 1933-34

From U. S. Weather Bureau

Season Season Season
Month 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 Normal
July T T O 0.02

O T 0.01

T 0.14 0.45

0.68 0.01 1.49 1.12

2.93 1.00 0.00 2.35

9.24 2.75 4.19 3.95

3.23 5.68 1.03 4.54

3.00 1.13 4.68 3.85

March 0.86 2.93 0.07 • 3.14

0.47 0.06 0.51 1.61

May 0.65 1.36 0.12 0.80

0.03 0.01 0.68 0.18

14.93 12.91 22.02

"T" trace, amount too small to measure. 12.91 is 58.6 per cent of normal

rainfall.
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TABLE No. 1-A

Seasonal Rainfall—Watershed Stations

Seasons 1931-32, 1932-33 and 1933-34
Water Department Records

Station 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 Xormal
14.93 12.91 22.02

28.05 22.86 46.16

20.96 17.37 39.13

20.31 16.95 33.37

20.85 14.15 28.12

17.51 15.66 26.37

22.80 15.03 11.89 20.85

20.49 16.10 12.54 21.92

19.68 14.92 12.71 25.30

18.24 15.83 13.80 21.01

17.93 13.18 11.39 20.55

Catchment and Storage:

The scant rainfall produced a seasonal yield sufficient only to replenish

our storage reserves to the extent of 4,675 million gallons above the low point

for the year reached on December 12th or approximately 40 per cent of the

amount withdrawn from storage during the preceding dry season. The catch-

ment in the preceding wet season was likewise very small, 4,540 million gallons

equivalent to 36 per cent of the draft in the preceding dry season. As a result

of these two dry years the total storage in the reservoirs has been reduced from
the peak of 30,237 million gallons in hand on March 2, 1932, to 10,729 million

gallons as of June 30.

The fluctuation in the amount of storage in the several reservoirs of the

system from the high point at the end of each wet season to the low point at

the end of each dry period for the past three years is shown in Table Xo. 2.

TABLE No. 2

Storage in Million Gallons
1931 1932 1933 1934

Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. As of
Jan 9 Oct. 17 Mar. 2 Dec. 31 Apr. 5 Dec.12 Mar. 7 June 30

Calaveras .

.

. 692 19,484 6,237 8,641 1,581 6,597 2.774

C. Springs . 2,653 1,026 6,034 8,034 9,574 6,897 5,847 5,305
San Andres .2,404 2,515 4,241 3,122 3,459 2,127 2,720 2,161
Pilarcitos . 177 208 370 221 471 307 429 389
Lake Merced 599 426
City Res. . . . 109 116 108 107 116 117 111 100

Total .6,634 4,291 30,237 17,721 22,261 11,029 15,704 10,729

Wells and Auxiliary Supply:
The Sunset wells have been operated continuously throughout the year

producing 1,943 million gallons. Pumping from the Pleasanton wells, discon-

tinued in December, 1931, on account of the low water table, was resumed in

April, 1934. Although it would have been desirable to permit the water table

in the Pleasanton wells to be further restored, it became necessary to pump
these wells in addition to the Sunset wells to avoid depleting the storage
rservoirs to a point where the quality of the water would be materially af-

fected by increasing turbidity and weed growths.
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Lake Merced has not been utilized as a part of the permanent supply
since March, 1932.

No purchases of water from oilier sources have been made since January,
1932, when the supply from the East Bay Municipal Utility District was
discontinued.

Table No. 3 shows the amount of water pumped from wells and auxiliary
sou ices during the past several years.

TABLE No. 3

Water Pumped from Wells and Auxiliary Sources

(Millions of Gallons)

Source 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-31
Pleasanton Wells 1,089 2,616 314* 1,154
Sunset Wells 1,319 2,115 2,046 1,943
Lake Merced 1,030 686t
East Bay M. U. D 2,470 5,418$

Total 8,908 10,835 2,360 3,097

*Local consumption between Pleasanton Wells and Town of Sunol.

tStopped March 9, 1932. ^Stopped January 12, 1932.

Table No. 4 shows for the period from 1918 to date the total seasonal

catchment of the surface reservoirs during the wet season, the draft therefrom
during the succeeding dry season, together with the draft from wells and
auxiliary supply. This table does not account for water drawn directly from
runoff for consumption.

TABLE No. 4

Surface Storage and Draft, Also Showing Draft from
Underground Storage, in Million Gallons

1 2 3 4 56789
Draft Storage Loss

Draft from plus
Storage Storage from Draft East Underground
Increase Loss Pleas- from Bay and

Maximum Minimum During During- anton Sunset M. IT. E. B. M. U. D.
Year Storage Storage Season Season Wells Wells Dist. Draft

1918 20,388 12,382 — 8,006 3,603 — 11,609
1919 22,388 13,160 10,006 9,228 2,000 — 11,228
1920 16,578 9,986 3,418 6,592 2,871 — 9,463

1921 19,788 11,502 9,802 8,286 317 — 8,603

1922 20,091. 12,770 8,589 7,321 397 — 7,718

1923 22,649 11,721 9,879 10,928 515 — 11,443

1924 11,721 4,266 7,455 4,726 — 12,181

1925 13,585 4,959 9,319 8,626 2,666 — 11,292

192(5 17,859 9,618 12,900 8,241 2,536 — 10,777

1927 30,581 20,000 20,963 10,581 2,104 — 12,685

1928 30,687 18,657 10,687 12,030 762 — 12,792

1929 20,265 8,906 1,608 11,359 4,054 — 15,413

1930 16,475 6,441 7,569 10,034 4,073 341 — 14,448

193J 6,779 4,291 338 2,488 3,812 2,054 7,731 16,085

1932 30,916 18,(550 26,625 12,2(5(5 277 2,083 158 14,784

1933 23,389 12,158 4,739 11,231 257 1.991 13,479

1934 16,998 — 4,S40 — — — — —

Average 8,830 9,042 2,18(5 12,125
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Consumption:
The average amount of water supplied daily to San Francisco and the

Peninsula communities was 49.9 million gallons during the year 1933-34. This

is an increase of 1.6 per cent over the previous year and is the first year since

1929, the beginning of the depression, that the consumption lias shown an
increasing trend. Table Xo. 5 shows the average, maximum and minimum
rates of consumption for the past year as compared with the several preceding

years.

TABLE No. 5

Consumption in Million Gallons Per Dav
Max. Min.

San Total Max. Min. Month Month
Year Francisco Suburban Svstem Dav Dav Average Average
1930-31 49.2 3.1 52.3 69.2 41.5 57.1 47.0

1931-32 49.3 2.8 52.1 65.6 39.6 59.4 47.5

1932-33 46.4 o -
49.1 60.4 39.9 54.3 44.6

1933-34 47.3 2.6 49.9 64.3 39.1 53.7 45.1

TABLE No. 5-A

Average Daily Consumption Sinee 1865

Year M.G.D. Year M.GJD. Year M.G.D. Year M.G.D.
1865 2.4 1885 17.0 1905 34.9 1925 42.6

1870 6.0 1890 20.4 . 1910 35.6 1928 50.1

1875 11.7 1895 19.9 1915 42.6 1929 52.1

1880 12.7 1900 25.5 1920 36.2 1930 52.1

Transmission

:

During the year an average of 25.7 million gallons per day was delivered

to San Francisco through the three transmission pijDe lines having their source

at San Andres reservoir ; 16.3 million gallons per day delivered to University

Mound distribution reservoir through the Crystal Springs transmission pipe
line ; and 5.3 million gallons per day were delivered into the City System from
Sunset wells.

The amount delivered through the several transmission pipe lines is indi-

cated in the following table

:

TABLE No. 6

Delivery Through Pipe Lines in Million Gallons Daily
1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

7.0 10.6

5.9 5.9

12.7 9.2

Crvstal Springs 44" Pipe Line 18.1 15.2 16.3

1.9

5.8 5.6 5.3

2.8 2.7 2.6

52.1 ~49J 49.9

An average of 19.2 million gallons per day was pumped from the Crystal
Springs reservoir into the San Andres reservoir and an average of 26.2 million

gallons per day was transferred from the Alameda sources into the Crystal
Springs reservoir system. Of this Alameda water 15.4 million gallons per day
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were delivered through the 36" Alameda supply pipe to Belmont pumps, thence
boosted through the 30" and 54" Alameda transmission pipe and the 44"
Crystal Springs discharge pipe into University Mound distribution reservoir.

The balance, 10.8 million gallons per day, was transported through the Hetch
Hetchy Bay Division Pipe Line, Pulgas Pumps and Pulgas Tunnel into Crystal
Springs reservoir.

The amount of water obtained from the various Alameda sources is

shown in Table Xo. 7.

TABLE No. 7

Average Yearly Draft on Alameda Sources in

Million Gallons Daily

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34
. . .11.1 6.9 .6 2.9

Sunol Filters and Calaveras Eeservoir . ...18.5 23.5 45.4 23.3

East Bar Municipal Utility District... ... 6.3 14.8

Total . . , 35.9 45.2 46.0 26.2

Operation and Maintenance

:

Expenses chargeable to the production properties outside of San Francisco
for the past year were $429,898, which is $131,000 less than the preceding year
and less than half the expense for the year 1931-32. Excluding the purchase of

East Bay water, the past year's expense of all production properties amounted
to 82 per cent, 68 per cent and 64 per cent of the three previous years, respec-

tively. These reductions were in large part due to elimination of certain pump-
ing operations.

With the exception of the pumping plants, the operation and maintenance
of the water production facilities have been carried on substantially as in

previous years. City pumps located on the shore of Lake Merced have been
out of operation since March, 1932, and the Millbrae pumps at Aqua were shut

down in July, 1933. The Pleasanton pumps, excepting for a small local con-

sumption, did not operate between December, 1931, and April, 1934. The San
Lorenzo pumps, not operated since January, 1932, have now been permanently
discontinued and will be moved and installed at other locations under the

$12,095,000 Public Works Administration bond program. The Newark-San
Lorenzo Pipe Line, which carried the emergency from the East Bay Municipal
Utility District, has already been removed in part and used in constructing the

Calaveras Pipe Line. The balance of this pipe is to be removed and used in

connection witli other projects under the P.W.A. bond program.

The discontinuance of these pumping plants and the reduced pumping at

Pulgas Pumps and Crystal Springs, due to the shortage of water, have ma-
terially decreased water production costs. Other production costs are in gen-

eral substantially the same as previous years excepting the ''service or standby

charge" for East Bay water. The final payment ($48,750) for the East Bay
Municipal Utility District */2 year "service charge" was made in first half of

past fiscal year.

Table Xo. 8 is a statement of the operation and maintenance costs of

producing and transporting water Prom the Alameda and Peninsula sources to

San Francisco.

Table No. 9 gives additional detail on pumping costs at Production Pump-
ing Stations.
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TABLE No. 8

Operating Expenses for Divisions Outside San Francisco
PUMP STATIONS 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

Belmont Pump $ 68,763.04 $ 64,230.55 $ 62,339.39 $ 57,339.70
Millbrae Pump 41,771.85 38,994.36 33,144.86 3,186.76
Crystal Springs Pump 73,712.99 46,274.30 52,791.17 59,925.09
Bay Division Pump 55,494.76 77,574.38 79,794.35 34,195.47
Pleasanton Pumps 49,123.78 42,065.80 7,868.01 13,735.75
Pleasanton Township Water Dist 4,645.46 6,131.69 5,236.52 4,549.95
San Lorenzo Pump 15,616.87 43,624.38 2,852.41 288.83

$309,128.75 $318,895.46 $244,056.71 $173,221.55
PURIFICATION SYSTEMS

Sunol Chlorination Station 3,303.75 4,730.39 8,085.21 5,502.13
San Mateo Screen Tank 119.88 153.31 1,383.89 386.45
Millbrae Purification 493.35 6,577.87 50.48 61.90
Belmont Purification 724.87 608.40 658.30 339.09
San Andres Purification No. 1 412.89 645.68 978.81 1,102.03
San Andres Purification No. 2 1,500.14 1,597.39 1,861.42 2,092.80
Crystal Springs Purification 3,027.34 6,066.42 3,366.07 5,763.60
San Andres Reservoir 593.97 1,284.37 1,395.81 2,542.91
Calaveras Reservoir 890.48 482.08 3,257.92 2,599.81
Pilarcitos Reservoir 30.47 94.74 20.29
Irvington Portal Chlorination 4.30 67.08
Alameda Transmission Line 12.42
Bay Division Pipe Line 75.83
General Purification 274.48

$ 11,066.67 $ 22,176.38 $ 21,136.95 $ 20,840.82
RESERVOIRS AND SOURCES

San Andres Reservoir 15,843.85 8,717.23 10,907.48 15,709.36
Crystal Springs Reservoir 24,442.80 26,381.86 27,091.30 22,448.24
Pilarcitos Reservoir 28,258.02 31,200.78 18,961.80 12,862.74
Calaveras Reservoir 5,723.64 8,188.24 11,957.05 5,997.30
Newark-San Lorenzo Pipe
Water purchased for } 180,534.90 387,416.20 97,500.00 48,750.00
Resale

$254,803.21 $461,904.31 $166,417.63 $105,767.64
Ground Sources
Sunol Filter Beds 10,511.06 13,531.38 10,182.82 10,242.55
Pleasanton Wells 6,908.99 3,349.21 2,624.09 230.01

$ 17,420.05 $ 16,880.59 $ 12,806.91 $ 10,472.56

SUPPLY AND TRANSMISSION LINES
Supply Lines
Bay Division Pipe $ 31,424.18 $ 2,548.52 $ 10,322.04 $ 11,852.55
Niles-Irvington Pipe 446.48 1,100.76 483.59 731.27
Niles Supply Line .24 127.02 14.32 74.66
Pleasanton Pump Supply 1,093.67 506.73 27.56 189.97
Stone Dam Aqueduct 26,923.73 6,111.13 5,919.84 17,224.46
Pilarcitos Aqueduct 10,402.47 2,382.27 28.53 192.80
San Andres Aqueduct 5.94
Millbrae Pump Supply 10.33 95.61 60.01
Crystal Springs Pump Supply 130.70 86.94 115.52 393.54
Sunol Supply Line 34.15 152.70 44.22 26.21
Belmont Pump Supply 5,372.19 354.18 .57

Upper Alameda Tunnel 2,020.25 686.69 2,235.28
Upper Alameda Creek Dam 1,959.44 919.24 731.86
Calaveras Pipe Line 10.22

$ 70,471.89 $ 22,367.95 $ 19,011.34 $ 33,723.40
Transmission Lines
Alameda Supply Line 6,559.99 4,435.38 4,670.81 1,461.47
Alameda Transmission 1,552.81 1,746.61 3,237.43 1,411.31
Crystal Springs Aqueduct 1,651.60 721.25 1,491.47 7,118.75
Crystal Springs Transmission 26,128.26 9,109.02 7,987.46 3,624.07
San Andres Transmission No. 1 3,239.30 1,958.49 1,673.58 1,485.82
San Andres Transmission No. 2 1,699.92 2,475.53 3,045.91 2,547.94
San Andres Transmission Merced-B. . . 2,041.88 2,730.30 1,949.87 1,797.41
Niles Reservoir 1,783.93 3,216.76 2,298.81 2,092.60
Pleasanton Transmission Line 46.80 1,395.44
Newark-San Lorenzo Line 1,129.39 2,531.88 2,052.89 671.51

45,833.88 30,320.66 28,408.23 22,210.88
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MISC'KLLANIOOL'S AND (JEXKRAL EXPENSES
Alameda System Expense
Outside Meter Expense
Telephone Account
Peninsula System Expense
(Jeneral Expense
Engineering Dept. (Hydrography)
Rent and Land Expense

Total

SOURCES IN SAN FRANCISCO
Lake Merced Reservoir
Lake Merced Pumps (V2)
Lake Merced Purification
Sunset Wells Source
Sunset Wells Purification
Sunset Pump Supply Line

15,449.29
5,305.76
4,650.43

33,402.55
2,266.53
3,283.97
949.53

65,308.06

$774,032.51

4,645.82
22,642.79
4,005.29

16,244.48
373.20
76.92

15,911.20
5,042.12
6,210.38

41,647.92
1,461.46
4,466.64

13.23

74,752.95

$947,298.30

$ 6,337.97
21,773.24
3,573.89

19,455.73
560.07

14,783.05
4,569.19
8,417.09

35,730.65
2,576.13
3,001.45

69,077.56

$560,915.33

$ 7,445.88

13,344.03
4,849.71
9,206.10

31,924.82
1,381.34
2,926.31

28.85

63,661.16

$429,898.01

$ 4,395.92

389.15
19,476.47

498.37
28.87

18,108.95
489.60

1,514.92

$ 47,988.50 $ 51,700.90 $ 27,838.74 $ 24,509.39

TABLE No. 9

Comparative Pumping Station Costs
BELMONT PUMPS
Water pumped, gallons
Gas burned, cubic feet.

Fuel Cost . .

,

Labor Cost .

Miscellaneous

1930-31
5,993,956,807
139,270,747

$22,283.33
42,392.71
4,087.00

1931-32
6,066,392,332
133,230,262

$19,978.70
40,953.38
3,298.47

1932-33 1933-34
5,839,966,473 5,615,122,218
128,044,683 121,578,734

$18,932.93
40,555.94
2,850.47

$17,712.25
38,334.82
1,292.63

Cost per mil. gal. . .

Cost per mil. gal. ft.

MILLBRAE PUMPS
Water pumped, gallons.
Gas burned, cubic feet
Electric Power, KWH.
Fuel and Power
Labor Cost
Miscellaneous . .

.

Cost

$68,763.04 $64,230.55 $62,339.34 $57,339.70

$ 11.46
.0421

$ 10.58
.0404

$ 10.67
.0428

$ 10.21
.0410

4,314,630,000
35,394,424

709,440

3,744,570,000
41,071,347

515.280

2,911,190,000
43,004,055

39,600

153,480,000
3,546,344

$14,136.20
24,439.78
3,195.87

$11,832.06
24,332.69
2,826.61

$ 7,941.37
23,891.46
1,312.03

$ 613.92
2,382.68
190.16

$41,771.85

Cost per mil. gallons $
Cost per mil. gal. ft $

9.68
.0785

$38,991.36

$

CRYSTAL SPRINGS BOOSTER PUMP
Water pumped, gallons 6,260,310,000
Electric Power, KWH 3,390,000

Power Cost .

Labor Cost .

Miscellaneous

Cost per mil. gal. . .

Cost per mil. gal. ft.

$23,820.00
3,778.26

448.86

$28,047.12

4.478
.0811

10.41
.0841

,890,800,000
2,315,000

$17,670.71
4,670.00
661.79

$23,002.50

5.917
.0926

$33,144.86

$ 11.38
.0842

132,970,000
45,700

$ 376.60
340.00
145.55

$ 862.15

6.484
.3050

$ 3,186.76

not
operating

CRYSTAL SPRINGS-SAN ANDRES PUMP
Water pumped, gallons.... 5,366,540,000
Electric Power, KWH 5,906,000

Power Cost .

.

Labor Cost . .

Ai iscellaneous

$41,438.74
3,778.27
448.86

$15,665.87

( !os1 per mil. gal.

.

Cost per mil. gal.
8.510
.0303

2,476,760,000
2,554,300

$19,480.59
3,320.46
470.75

$23,271.80

9.402
.030.r

4,769,800,000
4,899,900

$40,379.42
8,109.03
3,440.57

$51,929.02

7,019,890,000
7,011,200

$51,318.05
7,374.28
1,232.76

$59,925.09

10.887
.0441

8.537
.0335
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PULGAS PUMPS
Water pumped, gallons
Electric Power, KWH . .

7,305,380,000 10,476,062,000 10,934,550,000
5,699,200 9,553,600 10,033,600

3,940,760,000
3,068,800

Power Cost .

Labor Cost .

Miscellaneous

$45,547.92 $69,075.45 S71.080.10
8,191.25 7,898.46 7,737.06
1,755.59 600.47 977.20

$26,673.98
7,255.30
266.19

$55,494.76 $77,574.38 $79,794.36 $34,195.47

Cost per mil. gal..

.

Cost per mil. gal. ft.
$ 7.60

.0443
7.40
.0362

7.30
.0360

8.68
.0508

Note: Millbrae Pumps were shut down after operating for the first twenty days of

Pump Operation:

The pumps at the Pleasanton Well Supply did not operate, except for a

small local consumption, until the last three months of the fiscal year. There
were practically no repairs to these pumps nor the wells during the year.

The small punrp which pumps the water supply for the town of Sunol
operated throughout the year with no unusual repairs.

The San Lorenzo Pumping Plant did not operate during the year. One of

the 700 horse power motors from the pump station was transferred and in-

stalled at the Crystal Springs pumping station during the fall of 1933.

On account of the small storage in Calaveras reservoir, only four billion

gallons of water were pumped at Pulgas pumping station. During ten months
of the year only one of the three pumps was in operation and this with a small

capacity runner.

Practically no repairs were necessary at this plant during the year.

Belmont pumps operated four pumps throughout the year, averaging 15^
million gallons a day. Xo extraordinary repairs were made, but the operating
crew kept quite busy on incidental repairs. Once in three years the economizer
is cleaned and this was done this year.

The Millbrae pumps operated only a part of one month. The machinery
and equipment were cleaned, greased and left in condition that the plant can
be put in operation on short notice, should necessity arise. A man spends one
day each week in keeping the building and equipment in good shape. Repairs
were made to the roof of the building which was leaking badly.

On account of the reduced consumption from University Mound reservoir,

the Crystal Springs Booster Pump was operated only a few hours during the

whole year. This operation was necessitated by a temporary shut down of

Belmont pumps due to a break in the Alameda line.

During the fall of 1933 the Crystal Springs Pump Station building was
enlarged and two additional pumping units installed to boost water to San
Andres reservoir. One of these two units was a certrifugal pump originally

purchased for the Hetch Hetchy Corral Hollow pumping plant, driven by a

700 horse power motor from the San Lorenzo pump station. The second unit

was a new centrifugal pump driven by a 1,000 horse power motor, also orig-

inally purchased for the Corral Hollow pumping plant. The capacity of these
pumps has more than doubled the original installation, and has made possible

the discontinuance of operation of the Millbrae pumps. During the past year.

July 1933.
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over seven billion gallons oi' water were pumped from Crystal Springs to San
Andres, the largest quantity ever transferred to San Andres from Crystal

Springs pumps during one year.

In connection with the enlargement of the Crystal Springs pump station,

the electric transformers were removed from the building and a newT bank of

greater capacity was installed out doors a short distance north of the building.

The grounds around the building have been replanted with shrubbery and the

yard to the south has been rocked and oiled. Sparling water meters with
pedestal type recorders located in the pump building have been installed on
the discharge side of the two new pumping units.

Reservoirs

:

A great deal of road work has been done by the county on county roads
through the Water Department property, providing work for unemployed
labor. The Sawyer Camp road from the Skyline Boulevard to the Polhemus
bridge has been widened, macadamized and oiled, which necessitated a change
in the location of the entrance to the road leading to the Crystal Springs pump
house. Relocation of the road leading from Belmont Hill to the Upper Dam
has been commenced by the county using the unemployed.

During the winter months the Federal Government S.E.R.A. established

a transient boys' camp near the lower Crystal Springs Dam. The boys living

in this camp were given employment in clearing brush from the San Mateo
Creek and from below the high water mark of Crystal Springs reservoir, and
quite a bit was accomplished in this way without cost to the department.

Repairs to line fences in the Crystal Springs reservoir area have been
large, chiefly on account of fills being made on the low side of the roads in

widening them.

Between $6,000 and $7,000 were spent on the destruction of weed growth
in San Andres reservoir. Weeds were pulled to the shore line and allowed to

dry and then burned. All vegetation was burned to the high water mark.

The interior fire trails have been cleared of brush for a width of fifty feet

as far as Pilarcitos. The exterior of the Pilarcitos keeper's cottage has been
painted. Gate houses were repaired and all road signs replaced.

Transmission Pipe Lines:

Leakage in the Pleasanton pipe where this pipe crosses under the Western
Pacific Railroad track near Pleasanton again developed, with accompanying
annoyance, when this pipe line was again utilized up to its maximum capacity

in April. Money has been provided in past budgets for the repair of this

particular leak but this work has been deferred in the hope that minor repairs

will permit us to carry on until arrival of Hetch Hetchy water when a smaller

pipe and less costly repairs will suffice.

The Alameda pipe between Centerville and San Francisco Bay marsh
again gave much trouble from leaks during the spring and summer of 1934.

This line was out ol' operation on several occasions for days at a time. This

has been the worst siege of leaks here since the year 1931. With the exception

of some leaks near Ravenswood pumps, the Alameda pipe on the west side of

the bay gave no trouble, and by by-passing water from the bay pipe was
operating practically the entire year.
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Extensive repairs were made to the Bay Division pipe trestle on both

sides of the bay, the pine caps showing much decay. Many caps were replaced

with redwood and an additional post set on the sill to the center of the cap
for support.

The Millbrae standpipe tower was overhauled. One small leak occurred

in San Andres Pipe Xo. 1 during the year. Electrolysis leaks are still being

repaired in the San Andres Pipe Xo. 2, but it is difficult to determine whether
or not these leaks are the result of original trouble. Readings show that the

flow of current is far less since insulating the gate valve at Baden. One hun-

dred and thirty-four lineal feet of this line at Hamlin Gulch were lowered to

accommodate the extension of the Junipero Serra Boulevard.

All trestles on the San Andres Pipe Xo. 3 (Baden-Merced) were inspected

and repaired, most work being done on the Fifth Avenue trestle. This pipe

was also lowered at Hamlin Gulch to accommodate the Junipero Serra Boule-

vard. All this lowering was requested by, and chargeable to, the Highway
Division of the State of California.

Repairs were made to Crystal Springs pipe trestle below Crystal Springs

Dam which was found to be badly affected by termites. The stringers and
redwood caps, although mounted on stone piers, had been attacked by these

insects, several of the caps being reduced to a mere shell.

The tunnel under the Southern Pacific tracks at South San Francisco was
cleaned out; the pipe cleaned, painted, and the timber piers under the pipe
replaced with concrete, making the pipe accessible in the event a leak should
occur.

REDWOOD COVER BEING CONSTRUCTED OVER CRYSTAL SPRINGS AQUEDUCT BY
CWA LABOR
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Aqueducts

:

A small amount of capital expenditure was made on the stilling basin and
outfall ilume at the discharge end of the Upper Alameda Creek Tunnel. Fur-
ther small capital expenditure will be necessary from year to year at this

outfall channel until the channel is eroded to a stable rock bed.

Section No. 1 of Stone Dam Aqueduct was repaired during the year. On
account of the delay in receiving material, the substructure was repaired in the
fall of 1933 and the flume repair delayed to early summer of 1934. This work
should be done in the late summer, less water being wasted at this time of

the year. The whole structure was completely overhauled and all joints run
with fresh asphalt. The trestle at the San Andres end of Section No. 4 was
replaced by a 72" concrete siphon with an overflow waste leading into the old

San Andres wasteway tunnel. Since the reconstruction of the Crystal Springs
Aqueduct in 1931, Section No. 4 of the Stone Dam Aqueduct being a part of

this reconstruction, is considered and referred to as a part of the Crystal

Springs Pump Aqueduct.

A pitch redwood roof was built by unemployed men of San Mateo County
over 70 per cent of the Crystal Springs Pump Aqueduct. Preliminary work for

transportation of material and the cost of material were paid by the Water
Department, amounting to approximately $34,000. About $13,500 was paid

by the Civil Works Administration for labor on this project before June 30,

1934. The balance of the roof work was completed by S.E.R.A. employees
about the end of August. The total cost to the federal government was $20,091.

Covering this canal has become a necessity on account of weed growth which
obstructed the flow of water. On two occasions the canal overflowed with less

than one-quarter of its designed capacity on account of water weeds. The
covering will also keep grass and leaves from blowing into the canal during
wind storms in the fall of the year and will also prevent deer and other animals
from falling into the canal.

The siphon pipes of the Pilarcitos Aqueduct are in very bad condition,

with many leaks occurring. Requests have been made for appropriation for

repairs in the budget for next year.

Millbrae Headquarters:

The entrance gate at Aqua has been widened to reduce danger on entering

and leaving the property. Large trucks previously had difficulty in getting

through the gate. A road has been built from the main entrance to the back
of the Millbrae pumping station to improve accessibility. The rear end of the

pumping station has been remodeled into two office rooms to accommodate a

number of engineering employees assigned on P. W. A. bond issue work. A
section of the pump house has been partitioned off to provide a space for the

purification laboratory. The exterior of the Superintendent's cottage has been

painted. The fence along the highway has been damaged on several occasions

by automobile accidents. The addition of a two-yard dump truck to the equip-

ment has been of great help in general maintenance work. Two trucks and the

Superintendent's Buick have been replaced. All telephone poles and cross

arms in the Peninsula Division telephone system were painted; the lines are

in good condition.
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Meters:

Thirty new meter sets were made during the year and twenty-three dis-

continued. The reduction in the suburban consumption is largely due to the

City of Burlingame using water from wells of a private estate, which is pur-

chased at less than Water Department rates.

Additions and Betterments:

Compared with the three previous years, only a relatively small amount
of construction on Sources of Supply chargeable to capital was done during
the fiscal year. An adequate supply of water in the surface storage reservoirs

made further development of wells at either Pleasanton or at the Sunset Wells
source unnecessary.

Crystal Springs Pump Station:

Two additional electrically driven pumps, doubling the capacity for pump-
ing water from Crystal Springs reservoir up to San xYndres reservoir, were
installed at Crystal Springs Pump Station during the fall of 1933. Contract
for this installation was awarded in June, 1933, and a description of the con-

struction is given in the report of last year. The installation of these pumps
is one of the steps for concentrating pumping at this point and has already

permitted the discontinuance of Millbrae and Lake Merced pumps. The plans

provide for additional pumping facilities to be installed here as needed in the

future.

CRYSTAL SPRINGS PUMPS RAISE THE WATER 320 FEET TO THE HEADWORKS OF THE
CRYSTAL SPRINGS AQUEDUCT, WHERE IT FLOWS A DISTANCE OF 6% MILES TO

SAN ANDRES RESERVOIR
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Crystal Springs-San Andres Aqueduct:

The concrete siphon on the Crystal Springs Aqueduct near San Andres
Dam, described in the report of last year, was completed in the fall of 1933.

During the winter months a portion of the Crystal Springs Aqueduct was
looted over with redwood lumber. This work was done as a C.W.A. project.

The Federal government furnished the labor and the Water Department sup-

plied all the materials. The balance of this aqueduct is now being roofed as a
Federal Government S.E.R.A. Project. This roof is preventing the growth of

moss in the canal which during the preceding summer reduced the carrying

capacity of the canal by more than seventy per cent. The roof also keeps
animals, weeds and dirt out of the canal.

Calaveras Pipe Line:

A steel pipe line, 44 inches in diameter, 5/16 inch plate, 30,000 feet long,

with capacity of 60 million gallons daily, was constructed from the outlet of

the Calaveras reservoir to the Alameda siphon of the Hetcli Hetchy Aqueduct.
Previous to this construction the water drawn from Calaveras reservoir was
allowed to now down Calaveras Creek to Sunol where it was diverted into the

Sunol Aqueduct and flowed by gravity to the west side of San Francisco Bay
from which point it was pumped into the Crystal Springs reservoir system.

The Calaveras Pipe Line now allows the Calaveras water to be delivered by
gravity through the Irvington Tunnel and the Hetch Hetchy Ba3- Pipe Line

SOUTH PORTAL OF CALAVERAS PIPE LINE TUNNEL
The Water from Calaveras Reservoir Flows Through this Pipe Line via Hetch Hetchy Bay

Crossing Line into Crystal Springs Reservoir without Pumping.
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CALAVERAS PIPE LINE CROSSING CALAVERAS CREEK ON STEEL TRESTLE

into Crystal Springs reservoir. This has eliminated large pumping costs at the

Pulgas Pumps as well as eliminated contamination in Calaveras Creek.

Thirty thousand seven hundred feet of the Xewark-San Lorenzo Pipe
Line, constructed in 1931 to obtain an emergency supply from the East Bay
Municipal Utility District, were removed and installed in the construction of

the Calaveras Pipe Line. The fact that the Xewark-San Lorenzo pipe had been
laid on the surface of the ground very much facilitated its removal for use

in the Calaveras line. An additional 1,745 feet of the Xewark-San Lorenzo
pipe was at the same time removed and incorporated into the overflow spill-

ways of the Coast Range tunnels at either end of the Alameda siphon.

Bay Crossing Pipe Line No. 2:

In June, 1934, two contracts were awarded for construction of portions

of a second Bay Crossing Pipe Line but the actual work under these awards
did not start before the end of the fiscal year.

This Bay Crossing Pipe Line Xo. 2 is one of the improvements to be con-

structed under the $12,095,000 Public Works Administration bond issue voted

Xovember, 1933. A description of all the improvements to be made under this

P.W.A. bond issue will be found on pages 79 to 84 of the report of the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission for the fiscal year 1932-33.

A description of engineering features of the above-mentioned additions

and betterments will be given later in this report.
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ENGINEERING DIVISION

General engineering work in connection with the operation and mainte-
nance of the water system was performed as usual. The record maps of all

pipe installations were kept up to date, but due to the press of work on the

$12,095,000 Public Works Administration bond issue program, hydrographic
and water records have not been completed.

A brief description of various improvements contracted for during the

present fiscal year follows. The plans and specifications of these improve-
ments were prepared by the Engineering Division. Descriptions of improve-
ments, discussed in previous reports and not completed before the present
fiscal year are not repeated here but are included, however, in the table of

Progress of Work.

Cast Iron Pipe in Alemany Boulevard—Contract No. 43:

Under Section 1 of this contract about 5,050 feet of 8" and 6" diameter
cast iron pipe were laid in Alemany Boulevard between San Jose Avenue and
Naglee Street. About 4,500 feet of 8" were under the sidewalk area, 450 feet

of 8" and 100 feet of 6" were in the street area. This pipe was laid slightly

ahead of the actual needs to have the pipe installation made before the boule-

vard was paved.

Under Section 2 of this contract, approximately 4,100 feet of 8" pipe were
laid under sidewalks and crossings in Alemany Boulevard between Seneca
Street and Ocean Avenue.

The contract was awarded to Herman Lawson Company on September 11,

1933, and completed November 10, 1933, for a total contract payment of

$1,704.68.

Harvesting Walnuts—Contract No. 44:

The walnut crop in the Sunol Walnut Orchard was gathered and, after

being dried, was delivered to the Walnut Creek Packing House of the Contra
Costa Walnut Growers Association, under Contract No. 44. Drying the walnuts
in the dehydration apparatus was done by the Water Department's agricul-

tural employees. The crop harvested was 76^2 tons of dried nuts. The contract

was awarded to C. H. Schween & Son, September 25, 1933, and the work com-
pleted November 22, 1933, for a total contract payment of $3,597.43.

Calaveras Pipe Line—Contract No. 45:

The Calaveras Pipe Line is a 44 inch diameter welded steel pipe of 5/16"

plate, extending from Calaveras Dam down the Calaveras Creek about 30,000

feet and connecting into the Alameda siphon of the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct
located 3^2 miles south of the town of Sunol, Alameda County. The pipe used
for this line is that recovered from the Newark-San Lorenzo pipe line con-

structed in 1931 to obtain an emergency water supply from the East Bay
Municipal Utility District. It is asphalt coated and felt wrapped. The pipe

Line generally parallels Calaveras Creek. It is laid in a trench except where
it ciosses the creek, which it does at five points on steel trestles, and where it

passes through a tunnel driven in the hillside for a distance of 1,077 feet in

passing the most inaccessible part of the Calaveras gorge.
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The contract was awarded to Bechtel Company on January 3, 1934, for the
estimated sum of $223,623. The contract was not quite completed as of the end
of the fiscal year.

Public Works Administration Projects:

On November 7, 1933, the voters approved a bond issue of $12,095,000 foi

major extensions, improvements and replacements urgently needed to provide
better fire protection and improve service to present consumers. Construction
under this bond issue will have Federal aid under the National Industrial

Recovery Act of the Federal Government by which the Government pays 30

per cent of the cost of material and labor used in the construction. The im-
provements to be made under this bond issue conform with previous recom-
mendations and embrace the program proposed and described in last year's
report, comprising

:

1. Additional Bay Crossing Pipe Line.

2. Crystal Springs-University Mound Pipe Line.

3. University Mound Reservoir Addition.

4. Sunset Reservoir and Connecting Pipe Line.

5. Extension to Main Pipe System.

The Engineering Division has been extremely busy in connection with the

construction program under this P.W.A. bond issue. The engineering force

was materially increased and a number of engineers and surveyors were em-
ployed throughout the year on the necessary work preliminary to starting the

I

actual construction. Although only one contract was awarded before the end
of this fiscal year, plans and specifications on many others are practically

< ready for calling for bids.

Bay Crossing Pipe Line No. 2—Contract No. 46:

On June 14, 1934, the Public Utilities Commission awarded two contracts

|
under Specification No. 46 for constructing 20.6 miles of the Bay Crossing
Pipe Line No. 2. This pipe line is one of the improvements to be constructed

; under the $12,095,000 P.W.A. bond issue. A general description of this pipe

line will be found on page 80 of last year's report. This pipe line will parallel

jthe present bay pipe with a capacity of 65 million gallons per day by gravity

from Irvington Portal and discharge through Pulgas Tunnel into Crystal

Springs reservoir.

One contract under these specifications (Sections A and B) is for about
114.9 miles of 66" diameter and 3,870 feet of 76" diameter pipe made from
steel plates %"and 7/16" in thickness. 11.3 miles of this steel pipe will be
placed in trench and the balance will be on wooden pipe trestles above the

San Francisco Bay marsh lands and the 76" diameter pipe will be on the

Hetch Hetchy Bay bridge. The pipe placed in trench will be protected by a

[California asphalt pipe dip and rag felt pipe wrapping, while the pipe placed

[above ground will be protected by only the asphalt dip. In some short

[stretches, the pipe in trench will have additional protection of a thin coating

(of concrete. The construction of the wooden pipe trestles and submarine pipes

across the deeper part of San Francisco Bay are not included under Specifica-

tion No. 46, and will be done under separate contracts.

The second contract (Section C) is for about 5.0 miles of 62" diameter,

[reinforced concrete pipe, which will be laid in three locations, where the soil

[conditions are severe. One stretch of concrete pipe is adjacent to Irvington

[Portal and two others are adjacent to the tide lands on either side of the Bay.
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The concrete }>i]>e consists of a steel cylinder with a minimum of IV2" of

concrete Lining inside the cylinder and 41
/2

,/ of reinforced concrete lining out-

side the cylinder. The weight of the steel in the cylinder is about equal to the

weight of the steel reinforcing in the outside concrete; the two are sufficient to

resist all the tensile stresses in the pipe.

The contract for the steel pipe line (Sections A and B) was awarded to

the Western Pipe and Steel Company for the estimated sum of $1,732,437.80,
and the contract for the steel cylinder reinforced concrete pipe (Section C)
was awarded to the American Concrete and Steel Pipe Company for the esti-

mated sum of $638,969.30. The awards were made by the Public Utilities

Commission on June 14, 1934, but not certified by the Controller until June 30,

1934. The contracts contemplate completion to a point where the line may be
placed in service within three hundred days.

Balboa Reservoir:
In November, 1934, plans were prepared for the Balboa distribution reser-

voir located at a site between Ocean, Judson, Phelan and Plymouth Avenues.
This tract of land was acquired by the Spring Valley Water Company many
years ago for reservoir purposes. Work on this reservoir was started as a

relief measure for putting the unemployed to work under the Civil Works
Administration. About 1400 men worked on this project in two five-hour

shifts during the winter months. The Federal government paid the men's
wages and the Water Department supplied all material and equipment on the

job. The work was conducted as a hand-labor-job using picks, shovels and
wheelbarrows for excavating and transporting material. A 24" gage railroad

system with two cubic yard dump cars was used for transporting excavated
material on the longer hauls. On this system the loaded cars ran by gravity

from the point where filled to the discharge embankment and were hauled back
up grade by donkey engines. About one-half of the equipment used on this job

came from the Water Department (mostly from the Calaveras Project) and
the other half was borrowed from Hetch Hetchy construction projects. Sup-
plies and smaller items were purchased new and rented.

Comparatively small progress was made on the actual construction of the

reservoir. The surface soil was stripped and wasted from the area (about 30

acres) of the reservoir site; the division wall embankment and the earth em-
bankment on two sides were well started, when the work was discontinued,

with all other Civil Works Administration projects.

Crystal Springs Aqueduct Roof:
A second C.W.A. Federal unemployment relief project was the construe-

lion of a wooden cover over the Crystal Springs Aqueduct. This work was
started February 5 and continued until March 28 when the roof was about 70

per cent completed. This work will be resumed and completed as a Federal

Government State Employment Relief Administration project. The Federal

governmenl paid for the labor and the Water Department furnished supervi-

sion and all material. The cover was made as a pitch roof with a good grade

of \" by 0" redwood lumber laid longitudinally with the canal and supported

on 2" by 6" redwood rafters, V by 6" redwood ties and 2" by 12" redwood mud
sills. The width of the canal is variable requiring a roof span of 14 to 18 feet.

There were 989 thousand board feet of redwood lumber and other material

purchased lor this project. The Water Department's total expenditure, ap-

proximated $34,000 and the Federal government's expenditure was $20,091.
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WATER PURIFICATION DIVISION

This appears as a new division in the report for this year. The establish-

ment of a separate and independent division has been considered necessary on
account of the increasing importance and extent of the work involved and the

desirability of providing a freer scope for extending control over the several

operating divisions of the water system. The necessity for this new division

has been further accentuated on account of the low stage of the reservoirs for

the past few years producing conditions affecting the potability of the water,

and also by the requirements of the Federal and State authorities looking to

the elimination of cross connections between the public supply and private

wells and other unsupervised sources.

Mr. Gerald Arnold, who has been hitherto carrying on this work in a gen-

eral way in connection with the production and distribution divisions, has been
placed in charge of this division.

Laboratory

:

An additional room wTas provided at the Millbrae laboratory and addi-

tional equipment purchased. The laboratory is now fully equipped for chemi-

cal, bacteriological and biological analyses. Two additional men were added
to the staff, one assistant water purification engineer and one laboratory

technician.

During the year, 860 bacteriological analyses, 373 partial chemical analyses,

and 16 complete mineral analyses were made in the laboratory. Plankton net

samples continued to be taken from each of the principal storage reservoirs

every week and subjected to microscopical examination, 338 such examinations
being made during the year. Twice each week water samples for bacteriological

and partial chemical analyses are obtained from twenty-four sampling points

throughout the system. During the summer and fall, plankton net samples were
obtained each week from Lake Eleanor and Hetch Hetchy reservoirs and sent

to the laboratory for examination. Fifty-five such samples were received.

Experimental and research work is being conducted at the Millbrae labora-

tory in connection with our particular problems. A small pressure filter and
two activated carbon niters are in operation, the results being studied for the

removal of taste and odor and for the clarification of the water. The weed
growths in the various reservoirs are being studied, particularly those in San
A imI res. Experimental beds of various types of weeds are being cultivated at

the laboratory. Chemical studies of the water are being made. Hetch Hetchy
water is being tested to determine if chemical corrections will be necessary to

prevent pipe corrosion. Experimental application of ammonia and chlorine was
conducted at Sunol to eliminate a taste condition. The results have been quite

satisfactory.

Algae and Weed Control:

Copper sulphate treatments were given the principal reservoirs at inter-

vals during the warmer season to prevent the growth of algae.

San Andres reservoir developed a heavjr growth of weeds during the late

summer and tall. These weeds produced a severe taste and odor in the water,
w hich persisted lor about three months. The weed causing the taste was a

variety known as Chara (Chlorophyceae). This weed, a short green stem with
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whorls of leaves around the stem, grows on the bottom of the reservoir from
the water edge to a depth of fifteen feet. Large beds of it were found growing
along the sides of the reservoir. Between August 17 and September 23, the San
Andres pump, at Crystal Springs, was shut down to allow the lake surface to

lower. During this interval the water level receded nine feet, uncovering
eighty acres of the bottom of the reservoir, most of which was overgrown
with Chara. All the exposed reservoir area up to the maximum high water
line, was burned over, using kerosene torches with a compressed air blast. A
heavy treatment of copper sulphate applied on September 1st cleared a slight

algae growth but did not improve the taste. Following this, air was pumped
into the water at the Bald Hill outlet in an attempt to aerate the water. This
treatment was not effective in removing the objectionable taste. Other experi-

ments were conducted consisting of increased and decreased chlorination, the

application of ammonia and chlorine, and of nitration through activated

carbon. Of these, filtration through activated carbon was the only one success-

ful in removing the objectionable taste, but as the water system is not equipped
with filter plants, it could not be applied on a large scale without undue ex-

pense. The taste persisted until early in November when it cleared up follow-

ing cool weather and the fall turnover of the water in the reservoir.

Crystal Springs reservoir was maintained at a fairly high level throughout
the year and no taste trouble was experienced from this source.

Calaveras reservoir receded steadily throughout the year, there being very
little runoff to replenish the water. Rather frequent copper sulphate treat-

ments were necessary here to control algae growths, but no particular trouble

was experienced.

Moss growth in the Crystal Springs aqueduct has been reduced by supply-
ing copper sulphate at the upper end of the canal. The canal is now being
roofed over, which will prevent further growths and also will keep animals,

I weeds and dirt out of the aqueduct.

Chlorination:

Throughout the system there are at present ten vacuum type solution-feed

I
chlorinating machines and five machines of the dry-feed type in operation or

in reserve.

Chlorination at Sunol, Belmont Pumps, Crystal Springs outlet, the Bald
Hill and north outlets of San Andres and the Sunset Pumps has been continu-

ous and satisfactoiy throughout the year. The two wet-feed machines at

;

Sunset Pumps were overhauled and adjusted during the year. The Bald Hill

I plant is the only one now using the small 150 lb. cylinders. This plant should

f be rebuilt to handle the 2,000 lb. containers.

One new Wallace & Tiernan automatic solution feed chlorinating machine
was installed at North San Andres outlet, replacing the old dry-feed machines
which have given trouble in the past. These old machines are being maintained
for emergency use.

In August, 1933, the solution feed chlorinating machine at Lake Merced
I pumps was moved and installed at University Mound reservoir, chlorinating

the outgoing water. Its operation has been continuous and satisfactory. A dry
feed chlorinating machine was installed at College Hill reservoir, chlorinating

I the outgoing water. Its operation has been intermittent, depending on the
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condition of the water. Provision for chlorinating the water distributed from
these reservoirs has become desirable as a precautionary measure, due to the

l act that they are open reservoirs subject to minor contamination from dust

and birds.

A dry- teed chlorinating machine was temporarily installed at the Irving-

ton Portal of the Hetch Hetchy tunnel, while the water percolating into this

tunnel was flowing into the system through the Hetch Hetchy Bay Crossing

Pipe. This machine Avas taken out of service April 3 when use of this water
was discontinued.

A portable emergency chlorinating unit was constructed for use in steriliz-

ing new mains and reservoirs. A Wallace & Tiernan vacuum type chlorinating

machine is mounted on a trailer with a gasoline engine driven pump. The unit

is equipped with the necessary hose connections so that chlorine may be applied

into either open conduits, standard pipe connections or fire hydrants. A ma-
chine of this type, belonging to the City of Los Angeles, was found to be very
valuable at the time of the Long Beach earthquake in March, 1932.

A site has been acquired and a permanent chlorinating plant is being
designed for installation at the Irvington Portal of the Hetch Hetchy tunnel

to treat the water from Hetch Hetchy and Calaveras reservoirs which latter

will flow through this tunnel following completion of the Calaveras Pipe Line.

Cross Connection Survey:

An active campaign is now being conducted to protect the water system
against contamination from private water supplies which consumers have
cross-connected to the Water Department System. The State Board of Health
and the United States Public Health Service require that all such cross con-

nections be eliminated or protected by approved check valves or other approved
safety devices. Post card questionnaires were mailed to all water consumers,
requesting that the return card be signed and mailed back to the Department,
indicating whether or not the consumer had any other source of water suppty
on his premises. Whenever consumers report a secondary source an inspector

calls at the premises and instructs the consumer regarding the installation of

approved devices for protecting the Department's water. Inspection is being
made of all premises where the nature of the business or the vicinity of known
wells may indicate the possibility of cross connections unknown or unrecog-
nized by the consiimer. Also, a general inspection is being made throughout
the residential districts for the location of unreported sources.

This survey is still under way and will be completed during the calendar

year. In general, it may be said that the consumers have cooperated splendidly

with the Department and where the necessity has appeared and the situation

explained the necessary changes and protective devices have been installed by
i he consumer without question.

Causes of Complaints Rectified:

Careful supervision of the purification work, aided by laboratory control,

has materially reduced the number of complaints of bad water. With the

exception of complaints resulting from the weed growth in San Andres reser-

voir, the number of complaints of taste and odor in the water has been com-
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paratively few. Dirty water complaints are still rather numerous and will

continue to be so until the distributing system is thoroughly flushed out. This

flushing is planned when Hetch Hetchy water is available and the reservoirs

are filled.

During March, 1934, the Lombard Street reservoir developed a growth of

organisms known as Crustacea, a tiny fresh water shrimp. These organisms,

though not dangerous to health, presented an objectionable appearance in the

water. The reservoir was treated with copper sulphate, ammonia and chlorine,

after which the distributing system was flushed. The reservoir was then
drained and cleaned, wire screens were placed over the outlet and a dry-feed
chlorinating machine installed, chlorinating the outgoing water. Since these

remedial measures were made no further trouble has been experienced.

CITY DISTRIBUTION DIVISION

It is interesting to note the continued decrease in the operating costs of

the Distribution System. During the past year the unit cost of distributing

1,000,000 gallons of water was $18.72 as compared with $22.87 in the previous

year and $23.71 in the year preceding. This cost reduction, while in part due
to a reduced pay scale, is mainly the result of discontinuance of the Lake
Merced or City Pumps, which was made possible by a rearrangement of a

portion of the Distribution System in the Daly Hill District permitting gra vity

delivery in certain sections from the San Andres transmission line.

More than twenty-eight miles of pipe were installed during the year of

which approximately seven miles were 12 and 16 inch, materially improving

the adequacy of the system for fire protection service.

Aside from the changes above noted, operations and maintenance work
have been conducted as usual.

Water Consumption:

The water consumption in San Francisco and the suburban districts during

the fiscal year 1933-34 was 18,262,926,000 gallons. This was an increase of

305,132,000 gallons above the previous year.

The average daily consumption for the past two years together with the

percentage gain or loss is given in the following table

:

AVERAGE DAILY CONSUMPTION
Change

District 1933-34 1932-33 Increase Decreas e %
Forest Hill 229,018 232.333 3,315 1.43

Stanford-Clarendon . . . 5,225,570 5,478,132 252.562 4.60

Lake Honda . . .19,635,352 19,650,216 14,864 0.08

5,834,751 43.939 0.75

University Mound . . . . . .16,343,090 15.224,262 1,118,828 7.35

Total City . . .47,311,720 46,419,694 892,026 1.92

Suburban 2,644,340 2,736,964 92,624 3.38

Total Entire System 49,956,060 49.156,658 799,402 1.61
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PEAK CONSUMPTION
District 1933-34 1932-33

Forest Hill 441,455 440,618
Stanford Heights 7,359,000 6,659,000
Lake Honda 23,840,377 24,105,354
College Hill

7,643,000

6,626,000
University Mound 19,716,000 18,270,000

Total City 58,876,000 55,314,000
Suburban' 5,772,000 6,331,000

Total Entire System 64,294,000 60,378,000

Operating Expenses:

Operating expenses for the past year, segregated into the various accounts
and as compared with the previous years, are shown in the following table

:

CITY PIPE SYSTEM AND RESERVOIRS
1Q3Q 10*3.1lvoo- ±vo-± 1 O Q 9 1 O Q Q 1031 1 Q 3 9

31 ^ ^3O ±O.Oo <R 3 ^73 8Q
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a 357 Q7u,oo 1 .V 1

Central Pumps Supply Line
675.13 — 936.82

63.00 52.27

298.25 2.10

S.A.T. Line Merced Branch 873.04 181.36

6.40 3,012.13

.194.01 3,473.14

10,741.17 13,579.03 15,869.66

.... 44,457.18 44,10.1.57 41,831.16

13,047.04 13,044.93 12,736.26

29,085.74 27,103.23 57,285.94

.... 70,355.67 72,978.75 64,781.69

8,832.78 14,074.99 47,232.02

125.49

489.60 498.37 560.07

1,514.92 28.87

716.28

197.30 947.45 1,007.55

5.71

College Hill Purification 67.11 307.00

Universitv Mound Purification . . . 511.12 124.35

34.50 73.62

29,578.25 32,261.70
313.33

Repairs Transmission Lines 3,705.33

. . . .$222,175.93 $237,928.56 $260,879.67

PUMPING STATIONS
STEAM PLANTS 1933-1934 1932-1933 1931-1932

$ 39,502.53 $ 40,196.30'

City , , . 21,344.17 42,729.24 43,546.48

Black Point 345.12 1,357.32 864.53

148.86 688.70 358.47

93.18 63.00

$ 84,370.97 $ 85,028.84
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ELECTRIC PUMPS
Precita Vallev $ 39.12 $ 450.23 $ 4,522.49

Forest Hill /. 3
;
004.14 4,724.95 4,448.57

Potrero Heights 79.56 217.96 292.16

Xewcomb Avenue 485.63 620.42 582.99

Hillside 344.04 440.74 383.09

Fairview 363.42 244.00 140.05

Lincoln Park 89.73 343.44 256.56

Crocker-Amazon 103.43 272.69 377.82

Daly Hill 403.70 785.72 2,184.16

Twin Peaks 170.11 272.52 296.53

Lake Honda Booster 1,739.38 2,054.43 2,976.29

University Pump 569.30 291.90 278.32

Leland Avenue 13.17 95.52 4,995.09

Sunset Booster 35,181.11 35,857.49 36,187.55

Sunset Source 17,911.65 18,529.02 18,448.18

Olmstead 217.08 — —
Bernal Heights 463.11 — —
Total Electric Pumps $ 61,099.44 $ 65,201.03 $ 76,369.85

All Stations—Total $119,769.69 $149,572.00 $161,398.69

A comparison of operating expenditures of the past four years, segre-

gated as to labor, material, fuel, etc., as follows:

CITY PIPE SYSTEM AND RESERVOIRS
1933-1934 1932-1933 1931-1932 1930-1931

$163,830.52 $181,253.24 $161,918.34
. 35,356.69 33,336.76 45,451.67 39,320.36
. 10,365.96 13,599.33 12,771.21 11,870.35

3,990.95 5,247.07 3,105.83

. 12,734.76 14,226.79 14,917.16 19,161.15

. 20,930.10 8,944.21 7,239.32 9,011.80

Total .$933,175.93 $237,928.56 $266,879.67 $244,387.83

PUMPING STATIONS
1933-1934 1932-1933 1931-1932 1930-1931

.$ 50,026.83 $ 67,498.35 $ 72,654.73 $ 72.142.42

Material & Miscellaneous . . 1,546.38 5,324.92 5,147.86 5,376.98

376.09 638.79 435.59 826.38

. 67,058.28 74,113.93 80,174.81 73,597.09

762.11 1,996.01 2,985.70 2,435.03

Total .$119,769.69 $149,572.00 $161,398.69 $154,977.90

Grand Total .$341,945.62 $387,500.56 $428,278.36 $399,365.73

Cost per M.G 18.72 22.87 23.71 21.98

Total water used in San 18,26^,926,000 gallons

Pumping Stations:

The Central Pumping Station is now the only steam plant operated in the

San Francisco Division of the Water Department. Lake Merced Pumping
Station was shut down at 10 P. M., January 4, 1934, and unless some emer-
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gency arises it will not operate again. This is the fifth steam plant that has
been discontinued, the others being Black Point, Clarendon Heights, Precita
Valley and Ocean View Pumping Stations.

Central Pumping Station operated throughout the year, pumping 1,909,-

570,000 gallons of water into Stanford Heights reservoir. This plant is in good
shape.

The Sunset Wells System has operated to its capacity during the year.

One pump from Well No. 20 had to be removed and overhauled. The other

well pumps and booster pumps have run without more than the usual atten-

tion. The quantity pumped was 1,943,097,000 gallons, an average of 5,323,553

gallons per day. The ground water level remained the same, and the salinity

of the water has not increased. Samples from the test Avell are analyzed about
every other month.

It is interesting to note that this system installed in 1930 as an auxiliary

emergency supply has been in continuous operation ever since and during that

time has produced approximately 7.5 billion gallons of water which has sold

for more than $2,000,000.

The total charges against this system, including both operation and orig-

inal cost, amount to $403,789.

The small isolated electric pumps operated throughout the year with the

exception of the Crocker-Amazon, which went out of service December 8, 1933,

when the Stanford Heights District

was enlarged. The Daly Hill pump,
which also became obsolete when the

method of supplying the Daly Hill

District with water, was changed. The
Crocker-Amazon pump and tank were
turned back to the Crocker Estate

Company in accordance with our
agreement with them.

Two new pumping stations were
built—the Bernal and the Olmstead.

Both were a part of the change of

supply to the Daly Hill District. The
Bernal pump is located in a vault in

Bocana Street south of Powhattan
Street and consists of a iy2 inch cen-

trifugal pump operated by a 3 horse-

power motor. It was built to furnish

water to the high levels on the slopes

of Bernal Heights. The Olmstead
pump located at Olmstead Street and
University Avenue was built to supply
water to the Wilde Avenue reservoir

as it could no longer be supplied by
gravity after Lake Merced pump was
shut down. It consists of a 2y2 inch

centrifugal pump operated by a 5

horsepower motor. Both pumps oper-

ate automatically.

72-inch Concrete San Andres Siphon Carries

Water from Crystal Springs Aqueduct to San
Andres Reservoir. This Siphon Replaces the

Flume Structure on the Right.
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The increase in the size of its area with resultant increase in consumption
made necessary the replacement of the old Oxford pump with a new one. The
new pump was located in a new building adjacent to the old one.

On May 9, 1934, it became necessary to start the Lake Honda booster
pump as the San Andres 54-inch line with the present level in the San Andres
reservoir could not supply tbe water necessary for the Lake Honda District.

I
This is the first time that the pump has been put into regular service. During

,
May and June it was necessary to run it from one to four shifts per week, the

|

amount of pumping depending upon the weather.

The detailed data regarding the steam plants are as follows

:

STEAM PUMPING STATION COSTS
1933-1934 1932-1933 1931-1932

Water Pumped—gallons 3,371,024,280 4,557,032,280 4,298,130,360
Gas Burned—cu. ft 132,349,969 .170,220,963 169,363,069

Fuel Cost $18,927.67 $24,418.31 $24,709.43
Labor 38,209.46 55,240.92 55,275.84
Miscellaneous 1,033.74 4,711.74 5,043.57

Total $58,170.87 $85,028.84 $89,345.13
Cost per M.G 17.25 18.53 19.78

Lake Honda Screen House:
The Lake Honda Screen House has been in routine operation all year. It

is in reasonably good condition. No changes were made in the structure or in

its operation.

Lake Merced:
No water was drawn from the lake during the past year. The water

storage rose from 1,120,061,000 on June 1, 1933, to 1,247,184,000 on July 1.

1934, an increase of 127,123,000 gallons, an average of 348,282 gallons per day.

Considerable work was done on the Lake Merced boulevard by Civil Works
Administration forces. This road work necessitated moving the keeper's cot-

tage to a new location, just east of the pumping station. This work was done
at the expense of the boulevard fund.

The Pacific Rod and Gun Club has constructed two skeet fields on the west
shore of the lake.

Supply and Transmission Lines:

The only change in any of the transmission lines was the relocating of

three portions of the Lake Honda transmission line, a total length of 4,182

feet, and the construction of a 36-inch tunnel through the Lakeview Hill. This

work will be described in more detail in the discussion of the distributing

system.

A few but not serious leaks occurred on the other lines.

City Reservoirs:

College Hill was given the usual cleaning in Xovember, 1933. On March
29, 1934, it was dosed with 20 pounds of copper sulphate, and on March 30,
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HEADWORKS OF CRYSTAL SPRINGS AQUEDUCT, WITH CRYSTAL SPRINGS
RESERVOIR IN THE BACKGROUND

1934, with 20 pounds of ammonia sulphate and 100 pounds of chlorine. This
work was done to prevent tastes in the water. A chlorinator was again set up
at the outlet, chlorination of the outgoing water being started June 18, 1934.

The keeper's house was re-papered and re-shingled, asbestos shingles

being used.

The Lombard reservoir was cleaned on April 3, 1934. Twenty-five men did

the work in one day. Screens were put in the old outlet tower to make sure

that no shrimps could get into the pipe system from the reservoir. The water
was turned back in on the night of Apiil 4. Careful examination has been
made of the screens just before they are washed but so far no shrimps have
been found on them.

The bank slopes of the east basin of the Stanford Heights reservoir were

planted during January and February of 1934. This work will give them a

much better appearance.

Weed growths in University Mound reservoir gave some trouble during

July and August of 1933 and the incoming water was by-passed around the

reservoir. On September 6, 1933, the reservoir was treated with 484 pounds of

chloride of Lime. A chlorinator was then installed at the outlet and started

September 7, 1933. This chlorinator has been kept in continuous operation

since that time. On March 28, 1934, the reservoir was dosed with 100 pounds
of copper sulphate to prevent trouble I'roni algae growths.

In October, 1933, the southeast corner of the Wilde Avenue reservoir wall

set lied and enlarged the old existing cracks, causing rather a large leakage.
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To strengthen the wall and prevent further loss of water, buttresses were built

on the south and east sides at the corner. This should prove a permanent
repair.

All of the tanks are in operation. The steel tanks are in good shape. The
Amazon tank was turned back to the Crocker Estate Company in accordance
with our agreement with them. The Meyer tank leaked rather badly but has
been repaired. The tank is not in good condition and must be replaced soon.

The other wooden tanks are in fair condition.

Meter Expense:
This is a routine account,

changed and 787 brought home.

Meters
Year In Use

1930-31 113,027
1931-32 114,441
1932-33 —
1933-34 ...114,914

During 1933-1934: there were 4,657 meters
Data for the past four years are as follows

:

Total Cost

$42,593.82

41,831.16

44,457.18

Cost
per

Meter
.38

.37

.39

Labor Material
Cost Cost

per Meter per Meter
.211 .124

.216 .116

.20; .13'

Meter Account:
During the vear only 919 meters were set. Of these, 791 were % inch

;

3, 34 inch; 42, l^inch; 26, V/2 inch; 82, 2 inch; 3, 6 inch; 2, 8 inch. Detailed
data as follows:

Meters set

Percent. %" & smaller

1933-34

949
83.5

1932-33

1,148

1931-32

2,172

1930-31

2,399

88.2

$ 1.43 $ 1.23 $ 1.18

95 .78 .41 .41

12.43 12.04 11.31 12.01
5.90 4.00 .48 2.15

22 .45 .22 .25

29 .35 !35 .49

24 .19 .27 .21

Total $21.39 $19.24 $14.27 $16.70

City Pipe System:
During the year five contracts were let

feeder mains, as follows

:

for extensions to the secondary

Con- Length
tract Size of

No. Contractor Pipe Pipe
33 Eaton & Smith 16" 5,350'

35 E. J. Treacy 16" 2,408'

36 E. J. Treacy 16" 5,404'

37 F. O 'Shea
I 16"

\
12"

3,053'

2.205'

38 Lowrie Pav. Co. |i?
3,465'

7,757'

In addition,

Details of the pipes
ing this report.

Location
Through Forest Hill to Portola & Fowler
19th Avenue and Ulloa Street

San Pablo Ave., Yerba Buena & Plymouth
Judah St., 19th to 29th Avenue
Ocean Avenue, Faxon to Harold
Plymouth, Wildwood to Lakeview
Plymouth, Lawrence & Brunswick

the usual amount of distribution mains were laid.

laid and their cost are given in the tables accompany-
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The replacement of the 16-inch main in Army, Iowa and Indiana Streets

was completed in October, 1933. The work was done by the manufacturer of

the pipe, the line being relaid with lead joints.

Equipment:
During the year the machine shop added another lathe, a boring mill,

milling machine and small drill press to its equipment. The lathe came from
the Livermore shop, the other tools were purchased second-hand.

Xo equipment was added for the general work.

Street Department Expense:
Only routine work was done during the year. Considerable blowing off

was done as the mains are quite dirty.

Repairs Distribution Mains:
No unusual work was done on this account. As the general city work was

quiet the work of readjusting our mains was very little.

Service Connection Repairs:
This work kept up as all mains laid to replace the old 2-inch pipe required

the re-tapping of the services. The work was all routine, there being nothing
unusual.

Service Connections:
Few service connections were installed. The data and unit cost are as

follows

:

1933-34 1932-33 1931-32 1930-31

491 708 1,552 1,694

80.0 90.8 93.0 91.4

$ 7.35 $ 7.96 $ 8.06 $ 8.79

1.83 1.27 .25 .58

5.97 3.42 5.87 5.98

97 1.33 .94 .96

2.40 2.74 1.86 2.48

1.66 1.79 3.80 4.12

$18.50 $20.78 $22.92

Operating Conditions

:

During the past year one major change was made, that being the method
of supplying water to the Daly Hill District. Formerly, this water was pumped
at Lake Merced pumps with two auxiliary motor-driven pumps at the Daly Hill

pump station. The water was forced through the Lake Honda Transmission
Line over the top of Daly Hill, then over Lakeview Hill, the surplus of supply
over use going into Lake Honda reservoir.

Three changes were made in the Lake Honda Transmission Line: The pipe

was laid around the base of the hill; a 36-inch diameter tunnel was driven

through the Lakeview Hill; and a section of the line was laid on lower ground
through Mount Davidson Manor. These changes permitted direct supply with-
out pumping from the San Andres 54-inch and Sunset Wells supply to all but
;i small area of high ground. To supply this high area, which was in isolated

spots, several minor changes were made. Stanford Heights water was brought
over into the Amazon trad and to that area adjoining Daly City. To do this,
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a 16-inch cast iron line was laid over Plymouth Avenue to Sadowa, thence
cutting across by way of Lawrence Street to that high area east of Mission
Street. This work cared for most of the high area. In addition, the area sup-

plied by the Le Grande Avenue tank was increased, the Bernal pump was
installed to supply the upper part of that hill, and the Olmstead pump was
built to supply the district around the Wilde Avenue reservoir.

PIPE RECORD FOR FISCAL YEAR
Wrought Total Pipe Taken Out or Total Pipe
Iron & in Ground Pipe Laid Abandoned in Ground
Steel Size July 1, 1933 1933-1934 Total 1933-1934 June 30, 1934Wrz 1,644 1,644 A

u 1,644

/4 10,228 2,559 12*787 Au 1^,787
1" 47*116 1,438 48^,554 OJL4:

A1 CkA n4/ ,»4U
4 894 4 894 AU

Wo"x /2 345,'993 839 346,832 97 S9Q Q1 Q OAQ
2" 53n',455 1,824 532',279 °1 171 ^A1 1 AQ

Galv. 3" 30,846 30'846 30,846
Dip. 3" 1,419 1,419 1,419

G & D 4" 8,809 8,809 8,809

Galv. 5" '804 804 804
Dip. 6" 3,832 3,832 3,832

Galv. 6" 117 117 117
i i 8" 17 17 17
1

1

1 9" 0,000 Au o,ooo 6,555
13" 456 a 456 456
16" 20,0bo 6 OA ATO20,0/2 1,203 18,869
20" A A A A A40,940 A Pi A i A4U,9-iU 40,940
22" 25,017 25,017 25,017
23%" 9,087

A A A07
9,087 9,087

OA H24 12,637 A 1 O C O C1^,63 / 12,637
30" 19,993 2,890 22,883 4,182 18,701
33" 2,409 • 2,409 2,409
36" 9,223 9,223 AU Q 99Q

37y2
"

8,896 8,896 8,896
44" 6,999 6,999 6,999

11,504 o 11,504 11,504

Total . . . .1,159,956 9,556 1,169,512 64,999 1,104,513

C/I Pipe
2" 2,384 1,775 4,159 4,159
3" 63,112 63,112 850 62,262
4" 470,909 1,956 472,865 412 472,453
6" 1,001,950 60,618 1,062,568 855 1,061,713
8" 1,158,504 42,045 1,200,549 66 1,200,483

10" 6,873 6,873 6,873

12" 300,886 10,181 311,067 311,067
16" 161,159 23,436 184.595 184,595

20" 22,642 22,642 22,642

22" 19,058 19,058 19,058

24" 52,171 52,171 52,171

30" 4,376 4,376 4,376

Total . . . .3,264,024 140,011 3,404,035 2,183 3,401,852

Grand Total .4,423,980 149,567 4,573,547 67,182 4,506,365

Total Miles . 837.88 28.33 866.21 12.72 853.49
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INVENTORY OF GATES AND COCKS
IN THE CITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, JUNE 30, 1934

Service
Gates Gates Stop Cocks Blow Offs Air Valves Check Valves

14 Q" OQA6 ^ifV w 1 % " 11 %" 27 1 i / " 1 Aiy2 10
3" 229 4" 257 %" 18 1" 48 1" 8 2" 11
4" 923 6" 132 %" 141 iy2

" 334 iy2
" 162 3" 1

6" 1,997 8" 64 1" 204 2" 890 2" 87 4" 7
8" 2,287 1%" 3 3" 119 3" 5 6" 19

10" 6 iy2
"

1,349 4" 94 4" 1 8" 19
12" 638 2" 3,725 6" 67 6" 12 12" 3
16" 254 3 8" 55 8" 68 16" 3
20" 21 12" 9

22" 22 16" 2

24" 45
30" 7
36" 12

37V>" 2

CALAVERAS DAM
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WATER SALES DIVISION

Gross charges for water sold during the fiscal year 1933-34 amounted to

$6,877,370 which after deducting for allowances, refunds and losses, showed a

net of $6,829,176, an increase of $152,095 or 2.28 per cent over the net for the
iis. nl year 1932-33. This is the first year since 1929-1930 that the net sales

have shown an increase over the preceding year and thns marks an upturn in

the trend of our earnings.

Sales to residential consumers reached a new peak; commercial, industrial

and shipping sales, while exceeding the sales for 1932-33, failed to equal the

peaks of previous years.

The number of new services installed during the year, 754, was 169 less

than the previous year and less than 50 per cent of normal years. The number
of services now total 114,033 of which 107,896 are revenue producing, while

6,137 are shut off on account of vacancies or other reasons.

The branch bank collection service, inaugurated in 1923, has been extended
to 45 branches of the Bank of America National Trust and Savings Associa-

tion, 35 branches of the American Trust Company, 10 branches of the Anglo-
California Bank, 5 branches of the Hibernia Bank, 4 branches of the San
Francisco Bank, and 1 branch of the Bank of California, making a total of

100 branch bank collection agencies, an increase of one over the previous year.

Since the service was made available, the branch bank collections increased

from 80,000 bills or 7.9 per cent in 1924 to 390,798 bills or 30.0 per cent in

1933-1934. Since August 1, 1933, when the new accounting system was adopted,

about 80 per cent of bills are handled by our collectors with about 26 per cent

collection of all bills which are taken out.

On August 1, 1933, the stub plan of bookkeeping was substituted for the

ledger card system. This change caused a release of five clerks who were
transferred to the Collection Division and mailing of bills has been largely

dispensed with. Under the new set-up, there are eighteen first-line collectors,

four follow-up, and three shut-off: collectors, and although the collectors now
handle an average of two hundred and twenty bills per man per day, as against

one hundred and ten for the previous year, the average number of bills col-

lected per man per day has only increased from fifty-four to fifty-seven. It is

felt that thiF will be somewhat increased as economic conditions improve.

Following are a number of tables and statistics covering the operations of

the Water Sales Division for the past fiscal year.

NET WATER SALES

All Allowances, Refunds and Losses Deducted

Comparisons—Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934
( 'I.ASS OF CONSUMERS: 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

Residential $2,822,552 $2,891,703 $2,890,834 $2,905,107
Commercial (Incl. Contrs.) 2,924,016 2,858,049 2,721,989 2,7(53,412

I adust rial 391,(508 344,5(54 307,862 345,472
Suspense 16,556* 18,440* 19,461* 25,866*
U. S. Militarv 5,3(55 2,(518 4,8 1 2 2,729

^Suspense Charges formerly included in Commercial and Residential Charges

—

now shown separately.

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.
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.$ 193,961 $ 200,696 $ 204,981 $ 209,351

H. P. System 14,998 13,292 11,865 11,372

St. Work & Sew . .
— — — 262

. 198,818 211,731 218,290 229,192

Total .$ 407,777 $ 425,719 $ 435,136 $ 450,177

. 135,799 .119,294 103,078 106,814

Total (S. F.) .$6,670,561 $6,623,507 $6,444,250 $6,547,845

.$ 40,255 $ 47,054 $ 179,257 $ 103,595

0.6% 0.7% 2.7%) 1.6%

SUBURBAN
.$ 284,472 $ 245,555 $ 212,385 $ 258,236

16,402 19,645 20,086 22,735

U. S. Military 361 360 360 360

$ 301,235 $ 265,560 $ 232,831 $ 281,331

$ 35,675 $ 32,729 $ 48,500

Ratio 9.88% 11.8% 12.3% 20.8%
System Totals .$6,971,796 $6,889,067 $6,677,081 $6,829,1/6

73,298 82,729 211,986 1 ^9 no

1.0Wo 1.18% 3.08% 9 oor/-•-oyc

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.

WATER DELIVERIES AT THE CONSUMERS' METERS
San Francisco District

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

.106,367 107,708 107,952 107,945

. 107,355 108,061 107,843 108,047

METERED DELIVERY (M.C.F.)

724.6 743.0 740.5 744.4

1,133.8 1,082.9 1,020.3 1,061.0

83.9 90.1 88.1 91.6

40.9 36.3 31.1

Total—(M.C.F.) . 1.983.2 1,952.3 1,880.0 1,933.4

Average —(M.G.D.) 40.8 40.0 38.6 39.7

Consumption Records (M.G.D.) .

.

49.8 49.4 46.4 47.3

Difference—(M.G.D.) 9.0 9.4 7.8 7.6

. 18.1% 19.0% 16.8% 16.1%

Suburban District

, 658 597 550 (Esti.) 546

643 552 548 545

METERED DELIVERY (M.C.F.)

119.6 103.7 88.8 110.1

20.7 21.8 23.6 25.8

22.6 26.1 26.0 26.0

Total—(M.C.F.) . 162.9 151.6 138.4 161.9

Average— (M.G.D.) 3.3 3.1 2.8 3.3
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OFFICIAL METER TESTS

During Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1934

PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION

c
/r> 1%J- /o 3% 4% *J /o 6<#>u /c • /o

Fast 16 20 10 3 2 1

Slow 8 1 1

0. K. 25

Total 25 24 21 11 3 o 1

Previous
Totals

Year
1930 163 133 35 36 5 9 o 1

1931 54 34 17 13 5 2 1

1932 51 45 19 8 4 1

1933 28 36 14 10 6 3

Refunds account of over-re^nstration—-1930, $577.59

1933, $77.91.

8%
Number Tested

10% Total Eatio
52 59.8%
10 11.5%
25 28.7%
87 100.0%

384
126
129
97

77.59; 1931, $45.30; 1932, $132.97

Increase account of under-registration—1932, $43.61; 1933, $19.61.

GROSS METERED SERVICE REVENUES, SERVICE CHARGES AND SPECIAL

SERVICE REVENUES;
ALSO RECORD OF REFUNDS, ALLOWANCES, ADJUSTMENTS,

COLLECTIONS AND BALANCES DUE

Comparisons—Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934

1930-31

METERED SERVICE—Standard Rates
1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

Residential
Commercial (Incl. Contrs.)

Industrial

Suspense
Municipal
Docks
Suburban

$2,831,871

2,938,119

391,727

213,913

69,293

285,054

$2,899,970
2,869,750

345,260
*

225,207
66,174

246,386

$2,898,485

2,736,282

308,396
*

230,477
62,070

212,999

$2,913,688

2,778,073

345,880
*

240,660

66,451

258,760

Total $6,729,977 $6,652,747 $6,448,709 $6,603,512

For Water Delivered
Ratio

Service Charges
Ratio

$5,504,424
81.8%

1,225,553

18.2%

$5,407,221
81.3%

1,245,526

18.7%

$5,212,887
80.8%

1,235,822
19.2%

$5,371,460

81.4%
1,232,052

18.6%

SPECIAL SERVICE
Fire Hydrants (S. F.)

St. Work and Sewers
< lontractors—Flat Rates
Shipping—Hose Trucks
Su rban—Special Contracts

$ 193,961

3,217
67,287

16,402

$ 200,696

2,622

53,596

19,644

$ 204,981

927
41,992
20,086

$ 209,351
262
958

40,552

22,735

Total $ 280,867 $ 276,558 $ 267,986 $ 273,858

Tol al G ross ( !ha rges $7,010,844 $6,929,305 $6,7.16,695 $6,877,370
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DEDUCTIONS
pnA T?o-FnTirla

H> _L,J.OO <K 1 91 I

$ ±,0±i $ 967
Allnwnnpp< nnrl A rl "in *tm pnt^^IIU »» XI V. V. O Ll 11 VI - V Villi '1111 V_ i I I 20 911 90 700 1 ft 7 TO

Profit and Loss 16,981 18,224 19,213 25,113

Total S 39,048 $ 40,238 $ 39,614 $ 48,194

Net Sales $6,971/796 $6,889,067 $6,677,081 $6,829,176
Collections 6.715.978 6,461,701 6,277,609 6,382,118
Balances due on Cons. Accts. 423^536 495,955 538,420 617,703

*Suspense Charges formerly included in Commercial and Residential Charges

—

now shown separately.

WATER SALES DIVISION EXPENSE
Comparison—Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34
OFEKA llJs (t ALLULJslb
General (Inc. sick leave) $ 34 971 $ 33 531 $ 41.777 $ 26 829

Service & Supply 47*064 42,366 40,202 36,'898

Meter Reading Qft 9A9 or O 7AOO,- i o

Bookkeeping & Adjust. 112,869 109,031 111,030 99,646

Collections 93,044 100,399 100,218 101,550

Cons. Premises 14,253 12.955 12,819 11,723

-L/ULJVS d. JUL U. OLUppillg 15.179 14.743 14 309 JLd,-.-±.J

Office Equipment '

67 109 500

Automobile Equip.

Totals $355,649 $351,653 $355,631 $319,691

CLASS OF EXPENSE
Salaries $295,639 $294,890 $285,571 $266,782
Supplies & Miscl. 8,996 8,510 13,297 9,990

Postage 13,900 13,096 19,755- 5,630

Auto Main. <&: Oper. 6,558 10,265 10,913 9,734

Carfare, etc. 2,413 2,536 2,720 2,575

Shop Charges 3,675 1,148 310 398

Dock Rentals 3,720 3,720 3,720 3,720
'

' Deliveries 572 376 371 566

Subscrip. Bnk. Coll., etc. 15,131 16,384 18,974 19,796

Equip. Expense 67 109 500

Suburban 4,978 619

Totals $355,649 $351,653 $355,631 $319,691

GROSS SALES
San Francisco Dist. $6,709,494 $6,663,274 $6,483,611 $6,595,876

Expense Ratio 5.30% 5.28% 5.48% 4.83%

Average Cons. Accts. 106,367 107,70S 107,952 107,945

Monthly cost per acct. 28.0d 27.2c" 27.4c 24.7c
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STREET MAIN TAPS AND SERVICE CONNECTIONS RECORD
San Francisco District—June 30, 1934

Taps on Street Mains

Wharf %" 1" li//' 2" 3" 4" C" 8" Totals
Juno 30, 1933 243 122,255 2,861 2,648 1,910 538 231 160 54 130,900
Add 1933-34 356 58 37 13 9 3 15 14 505

June 30, 1934 243~ 122,611 2,919 2,685 1,923 547" 23T 175~ 68 131,405

Service Connections

Services connected to street mains, as above 131,405
ADD— "Distributors", being one or more additional meters eon. to

service pipes 8,886

TOTAL connections of record 140,291

DEDUCT—Disconnected services (partly estimated) 26,258

NET live services, all metered, 108,777—active; tempy S/O
6,137, less 881 extra meters in batteries 114,033

Previous Records 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33

Active 107,538 108,660 108.718*

Shut-Off 5,489 5,781 5,959*

Totals 113,027 114,441 114,677*
Less extra battery meters 771 846 863*

Net 112,256 113,595 113,814*

*Estimated.

Service Installations

District Taps Distributors Total
Richmond District 21 4 25

Sunset District 125 9 134
No. Market & West Add. 101 134 235
So. Market & Twin Peaks 258 102 360
Waterfront

Totals 505 249 754
revious Years
3 930-31 1,756 303 2,059
1931-32 1,591 273 1,864

1932-33 687 236 923

Automatic Sprinkler Installations

Size Oct. 26, 1932-June 30, .1933 1933-34 Total

4 inch 10 1

6 inch 2 12 14

8 inch 1 13 14

Totals 4 25 29
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RECORD OF BAD WATER COMPLAINTS
Comparisons of Complaints Received During the Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to

1933-1934, with Reference to the Reservoirs Supplying:

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34
University Mound 413 346 257 418
College Hill 373 90 88 117
Lake Honda 1,200 792 414 J ,Ulo

Forrest Hill 23 30 7 34
Claremont & Stanford Heights 384 159 88 233
Clay and Presidio Heights 310 131 31 85

Totals 2,703 1,548 885 1,903

RECORD OF NO WATER COMPLAINTS
Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934

(a) Those for which Department was responsible:

Choked Pipes 202 148 91 1 128
Service or main broken 81 58 102 25

'
' or main too small 92 75 61 54

Elevation too high 46 44 28 44

S/O at main or meter 39 44 43 51

District Temporary S/D 54 35 28 21

Totals 514 404 473 323
Percentage 45.1% 40.7% 44.5% 34.4%

(b) Those for which consumers were responsible:

House valves closed 250 226 215 210
" pipe too small 45 45 28 44

False Reports 137 156 156 170

Valves out of order 180 148 169 166

House pipe broken 9 14 16 8

Building too high 4 1 2 4

Overloaded Service 4 13

Totals 625 590 590 615

Percentage 54.9% 59.3% 55.5% 65.6%

Total "No Water" 1,139 994 1,063 938

RECORD OF BUILDING PERMITS

Issued by the Board of Public Works

During the Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

Class "A" $ 2,167,140 $ 903,000 $ 637,400 $ 350,000

Class " B " 1,341,840 592,000 210,800 63,200

Class " C '

'

2,299,939 964,478 416,163 351,207

Frames 8,138,537 5,965,534 2,530,243 1,909,857

Alterations 2,898,518 2,107,049 2,054,234 2,140,916

Public Buildings 4,385,446 2,879,741 19,414,988 2,625,070

IT. S. Government 591,907 208,103 2,486,718 3,323,950

State Buildings 1,031,424 688,531 31,916,146 185,586

Totals $22,854,751 $14,308,436 $59,666,692 $10,950,286
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NUMBER OF BUILDING PERMITS
Issued by the Board of Public Works

During the Fiscal Years 1930-1931 to 1933-1934

Class "A" 11 8 7 11

Class "B" 20 7 7 5

Class et C '

'

117 96 60 56
Frames 1,803 1,477 682 446
Alterations 4,413 4,425 3,929 4,219
Public Buildings 17 53 33 37

U. S. Government 17 29 28 20
State Buildings 5 16 20 5

Totals 6,463 6,111 4,766 4,799

NUMBER OF CONTRACTORS' JOBS HANDLED
By the Builders' and Contractors' Supply Section

Totals during Fiscal Years 1930-31 — 1,730
1931-32 — 1,606
1932-33 — 1,015
1933-34 — 793

LAGUNA HONDA RESERVOIR
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AGRICULTURAL DIVISION

A statement prepared by the Agricultural Division as of July 1, 1934,

shows a total of lands owned in fee of 62,715.357 acres, or 142.585 acres less

than shown in the annual statement of July 1, 1933. This reduction in acreage
is accounted for as follows:

SALES
In San Francisco County Acres

Parcel #55 To Spring Valley Co., Ltd., in exchange 13.703

In Alameda Countv
Parcel #77 To J. M. Rowell (for #1120) 160.000

STREETS AND ROADS
In San Francisco County

Parcel #31 For Tara Street—not previously accounted for 0.081

In San Mateo Countv Acres
Parcel #26 For Bay Shore Blvd. 1.500

Parcel #35 For State Highway 1.035

Parcels 38-40 For Bav Shore Blvd. 2.971

Parcel HH 2009 For Hetch Hetchy Way 8.421

Parcel HH 2116
}

For Streets—Eedwood Villa Park 0.314 14.244

Total 188.031

PURCHASES
In San Francisco County Acres

Parcel # 55 from Spring Valley in exchange 23.740

University Mound from Sundry 13.085

Crocker-Amazon from Park Commission 2.800

Correction Acres
Parcel #60 previously reported as 5.00

Should be 5.57 0.570

Correction of area in San Francisco County as per measurements made by Mr.
Hall of the office of the Director of Property:
Parcel Area Eeported
No. 1934 1933
21 Sunnydale Homestead Lot 0.212 0.426

24) College Hill Eeservoir 7.905 7.845

25)

27) Mission & 30th Street

28) Extension Homestead 0.870 0.530

35) Islais Creek Lots 0.209 0.217

36) " 11 11 0.586 0.284

39) " " 11 0.167 0.065

49 Lake Honda 33.730 28.773

56 Central Pumps 4.620 4.910

48.299 43.050
ADD difference 5.249

Total purchases and corrections 45.444

Net Loss 142.587
Total sales of property since March 3, 1930, amount to $76,948.00

Of the aforesaid 62,715 acres, there are at present 34,168 acres under
lease, leaving a balance of 28,547 acres. The area leased is less by 902 acres

than last year. This is accounted for principally as follows

:
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The lease ot* the Spring Valley Company, Ltd., 4,000 acres, expired last

fall. Of this area, 3,483 acres were again leased to various parties, leaving 517

acres along Calaveras Creek and in the northwesterly portion of Calaveras

reservoir.

The NW 14 of Sec, 12 Tp. 5 So., Range 2 E., 160 acres, formerly leased to

Antone Mendoza, was sold. Mills Estate did not renew its lease of 76 acres.

Antone Mendoza 's share crop lease was less by 60 acres than last year. Tenants
on the Balboa Reservoir tract had to vacate 39 acres, and the lease of S.

Lunghi, 24 acres, was not renewed ; the lease of A. Massolo was renewed on an
area 4 acres less than his previous lease; corrections and additions to property
account for the balance.

The lands not leased consist of the following:

22,049 acres including reservoirs in the Peninsula Watershed
4,405 acres in and near Calaveras Reservoir, creek beds, walnut orchard, etc., in

Sunol District

315 acres in steep slopes of Niles Canyon and Dumbarton right of way
153 acres of Pleasanton and Laguna Creek land in channels, etc,

613 acres in tide lands, pumping stations and miscellaneous parcels in San
Mateo County

756 acres in Lake Merced, city reservoirs, pump stations and miscellaneous San
Francisco County properties

256 acres in Hetch Hetchy rights of way in San Mateo and Alameda Counties

28,547 acres.

The leases covering the 34,168 acres leased on June 30, 1934, are 169 in

number and are divided as follows

:

Nominal leases to employees 7
" " " toothers 2

Leases for taxes only 1

Leases for cash only 127

Leases for cash and taxes 5
' 1 li cash and share crop 8
" " share crop only 19 169

The yearly amounts accruing under these leases are as follows

:

Nominal 9

Less than $100 80

$100 to $500 50

$500 to $1,000 21

Over $.1,000 9 169

Agricultural lease 98 Rental: Cash $23,847.82

Share Crop 11,235.16

Non-agricultural 71 Rental: Cash *31,270.61

Total $66,353.59

Total Cash Rentals $53,060.82
" Share Crop Rentals 11,235.16
" Taxes paid by tenants 2,057.61

$66,353.59

*Includes $12,000 due from Park Commission for Harding Golf Course.
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THE FOLLOWING TABULATION GIVES THE GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF
THE LANDS LEASED, THE NUMBER OF TENANTS AND THE

RENTALS IN THE SEVERAL DISTRICTS

Total Leased No. of Cash Share Crop
Acreage Acreage Tenants Rental Rental

ALAMEDA AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES
Sunol Dist. Parcels 60-66 and 73-88 36.073 31,668 49 $17,412.57 $6,729.60
Pleasanton Dist. Parcels 67-72 891 738 17 1,812.50 4,390.91

Niles Dist. Parcels 48-59 744 45 1,865.25

Hetch Hetchy R/W 87

Total 37,795 32,835

-

111 $21,090.32 $11,120.51

SAN MATEO CO TINTY LANDS
Watershed Parcels 31-33 22,746 697 9 3,558.52

Outside of Watershed Parcels 1-30

34-47a 1,066* 410 28 4,411.72 114.65

Hetch Hetchy R/W 198 29 2 720.00

Total 24,010 1,136 39 $8,690.24 $114.65

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY LANDS
Parcels 1-64 910* * 197 19 25,337.87

Grand Total 62,715 34,168 169 $55,118.43 $11,235.16

Of the leases taken over from the Spring Valley Water Company, thirteen

are still active, seven being employees' leases covering homes on the prop-
erties, one a month to month lease to Eaton & Smith for Parcel #31, San
Francisco County lands, and the remaining five being long-term leases, as

follows

:

1. City and County of San Francisco, Park Commission for Harding Golf
Course, expires June 30, 1937.

2. Crystal Springs Country Club, expires September 20, 1940.

3. Empire Mines & Investment Company, expires October 12, 1970.

4. Municipal Properties Company, expires October 12, 1940.

5. Olympic Club, expires May 31, 1941.

No payments have ever been received from the Park Commission for the

Harding Golf Course—the rental charges on this property under the original

lease entered into with the Spring Valley Company, including the amount of

$13,000 due July 1, 1934, amount to $54,967.80. In addition to this cash rental,

the lease provides that the lessee shall pay all taxes and assessments. No
adjustment of this item has ever been made.

The matter of the agreement entered into with the Crystal Springs Coun-
try Club as of April 1, 1933, modifying its lease, was fully discussed in the

last annual report. The Club has had its difficulties during the depression and
while there has been an increase in membership recently and additional partial

payments have been promised for the near future as funds are available, the

prospect of their being able to regain their investment is none too good.

*Includes 43.10 acres in Lake Merced Lands, S. F. Parcel #55 in San Mateo
County.

**Excludes 43.10 acres in Lake Merced Lands, S. F. Parcel #55 in San Mateo
County.
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The Municipal Properties Company lease is in the same condition as re-

ported last year. The San Francisco Bank has continued to pay rent and taxes,

but the property is not used as a golf course as provided in the lease and the
Company is a defunct corporation. Should the San Francisco Bank refuse or
neglect to pay, there is no one to be held responsible for violation of the terms
of the lease.

Reductions, Losses and Changes in Rentals:

The reductions granted to twenty-five agricultural tenants under Public
Utilities Resolution No. 147 passed December 9, 1932, extended to November 1,

1933. As several of these leases did not expire at that time and conditions had
not improved, Resolution No. 388 was passed on November 13, 1933, continu-
ing the reduction as it affected certain leases to November 1, 1934, or until

such leases expired prior to that date; in the aggregate these reductions
amount to $326.70.

The lease with Spring Valley Co., Ltd., for sheep range covering 4,000
acres in the Sunol District, rental $3,400 expired September 30, 1933, and was
not renewed. New tenants were granted leases, under informal sealed bids,

except as to share crop leases, for 3,483 acres of this area, for the aggregate
amount of $3,526.80.

Reductions in revenue caused by non-renewals, renewals under reduced
rentals, other than above mentioned, cancellation of leases due to sales of

property and to use by the city of certain leased areas, amounted to $2,977.31.

Increases in rentals effected through submission of leases to informal bids,

renewals at advances and new leases accounted for an increase of $559.30, or

a net loss in annual rentals of $2,418.01.

Rental Collections:

Considering conditions, the rental collections are regarded as satisfactory.

The amount outstanding on June 30, 1934, was $7,889.41 exclusive of the

amount due from the Park Commission as already mentioned. Of this amount,
$5,491.39 is due for cattle pasturage leases and will be paid as soon as tenants

sell their cattle. These cattlemen have had a hard struggle due to continued

very low prices. Payments will be made largely in July, and at the end of that

month the outstanding collectible balance should be normal.

Share Crop Rentals:

The season of 1933 was above the average in production. The harvest of

the city's share of crops consisted of

1,654 sacks of barley 194,545 #
731 " of wheat 101,123#

896 " of oats 90,320#

128 (t of screenings

2,499 bales of oat hav - 632,250 #
611 bales of wheat hay 142,125#

724 bales of barley hay 198,625

#

779 bales of volunteer hay 182,835#
],602 bales of straw

green prunes 7,880$:

stubble pasture sold for $1,038.99

There are at present stored in warehouses commodities of the 1933 crop,

us follows:
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Hall Warehouse. Pleasanton
902 sacks barley, 105,403#, valued at $.85C $ 895 93
619 " wheat', 85,710#, valued at $1.30 C 1,114.23
43S " oats 43,274 #, valued at $1.10 C 476.01
Also in Hall Warehouse, Pleasanton, and in Water Department Ware-
house at Sunol, are 582 bales of wheat hay 135,302# valued at $9.00
per ton 608.86

Total value of hay and grain in warehouse . $ 3,095.03
Bringing the value of the share crops to a total of $10 982.85

The difference between this amount and the total previously shown as
$11,235.16 is due to the price at which the various shares were charged into
the Warehouse Account. However, the final results can not be fixed until all

the stored hay and gTain are sold, as there is always a difference in weight
between the weighed-in weights and the weighed-out weights—usually a gain
in the grain and a loss in the hay.

The present season's crops will not be nearly as large as those of last

year, due to the drought. Also, there will very likely be a considerable advance
in price of the remaining 1933 crops due to heavy crop losses throughout the
United States. There was, during last fall and winter, very little demand for
hay and grain, prices also decreased due to surplus crops. Good oat hay sold

during the early spring months at $7.00 per ton, while barley hay was prac-
tically without any market. Hay and gTain crops of the present harvest have
also suffered rain damage so that the quality is not nearly as good as in 1933.

After supplying the needs of the Water Department for hay, very little will

be left over for sale.

Use of Lands Not Leased:

Little can be done with the large, unleased area at the present time due to

economic conditions. The larger part of this area consists, as previously

shown, of reservoir and other water supply structures not available or suitable

for leasing.

A recent survey of the Hetch Hetchy right of way, Bay Division, shows a

number of structures belonging to adjacent property owners to be overlapping

the right of way, especially through Redwood City and adjacent subdivisions.

The determination of these overlaps could not be positively made heretofore

due to the fact that many of the 4" by 4" redwood stakes which marked the

original survey had been moved or lost. All the adjoining property owners
involved in such overlaps have been notified to remove their structures. With
the completion of permanent markers on this right of way, adjoining property

owners throughout the Redwood City District should be encouraged to use the

right of way for garden purposes under revocable permits, issued by the

Public Utilities Commission, to prevent the growth of weeds and to save the

expense of weed destruction each year. This would add materially to the

attractiveness of the area of homes through which the right of way passes, as

well as save expense.

Walnut Orchard:
With the advent of the 1933 harvest, the walnut industry faced conditions

which left little hope for a satisfactory return to the growers. The 1932 crop

was the second largest in its history and this, combined with the depression,

left an enormous surplus—estimated by the Association at 37 per cent on

August 1, 1933, with a more than average new crop in prospect.
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ruder the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the California Walnut Growers
Association suceeded in establishing' a satisfactory code and opening prices

were 2 1
2 cents higher than in the previous year. The effect of this code re-

duced the surplus to a minimum leaving a practically bare market for the 1934
|

crop. It also reduced the Association selling expense from 25 per cent in 1932
to 20 per cent in 1933.

The spring of 1933 was cool, following a very cold winter. Frosts occurred
during the early stages of growth and were, as usual, successfully combatted
by our smudging system. However, the unfavorable early weather conditions

caused the harvest to be the latest in our experience, but with little rain and
mild weather during the harvesting period we met with no difficulties. The
quality of the crop was in every way equal to that of the 1932 season except for

a greater percentage of culls and blows. The entire crop was "Diamond" brand
and the unusual experience of the previous year, when a number of loads

delivered showed a crack test of 100 per cent, was repeated. The harvest

amounted to a little over 7&Y2 tons as compared to a little less than lOS 1
/^

tons for 1932. The net cash returned to the Department by the Association

for 1932 amounted to $20,243.65 or 9.8 cents per pound, while for 1933 the

amount will be about $17,950 or 11.7 cents per pound. The entire gross returns
in 1932 were $29,184.90 or 14.1 cents per pound as compared to about $23,800
or 15.6 cents per pound in 1933. Final settlement for the 1933 crop will be

made on or before October 1, 1934.

Again, the harvesting of the crop was contracted, C. H. Schween & Son
of Pleasanton being the only bidder, at a price of $47.00 per ton, which was
$4.00 less per ton than in 1932. This cost of harvesting is the lowest cost per

pound ever experienced in this orchard, and compares with the three previous

years of the city's ownership, as follows:

Mr. C. H. Schween 's knowledge of the orchard and his long previous experi-

ence with its care contributed materially to the successful harvesting of the

crop.

Care of the Walnut Orchard:

The orchard was again affected with "Die-back" this spring, but in much
milder form than in 1930, only young trees showing the characteristic dead

branches. Similar conditions prevail through the southern portions of the

State as well as in the Contra Costa District. No cause for this disease has

been discovered as yet and there is no known preventive. However, the crop

for this coming season should be almost, if not quite, as heavy as last season's,

provided nothing occurs during the balance of the growing season to diminish

it. A fairly heavy infestation of blight was noticeable last season, so the trees

were sprayed with Bordeaux Mixture this spring, but only such trees as had

shown this blight last year,—about 10 per cent of the trees. Two applications

were necessary and the results can be observed at the present time. However,

the entire orchard is affected this season and it is recommended that it be

treated witli this spray next spring at least three times as, on account of ir-

regularity of the Franquette and Mayette trees in blossoming, two applica-

tions do not seem to catch the blossoms and fruit at the proper stage of

growth. The blight infestation this season will undoubtedly affect the quality

1930
1931
1932
1933

3.66^ per pound
4.85^ per pound
2.55^ per pound
2.35^ per pound
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of the crop and it will be of less value proportionately than in the previous

two years.

During the winter, heavy pruning of interlocking branches among the

Mayettes was resorted to and the effect will be noted in the present erop so

that, if successful, it can be continued this coining winter. Unquestionably, the

good crops harvested in the past two seasons and the prospects for the present

year are due, in a large measure, to the waters released from Calaveras reser-

voir and damned at Sunol causing a natural sub-irrigation. When the new
Calaveras pipe line is completed this condition will cease and some arrange-

ment should be made, as recommended in my last annual report, for a pipe

line into the orchard to facilitate irrigation. Bracing limbs with wire should

be continued to save the expense and interference of propping.

Winter spraying with oil emulsion has been continued as usual and al-

though there has been no development of scale bugs it is well to continue this

yearly spraying as a preventive. Leaf aphis are present as usual but are kept

under control to a large extent by various parasitic insects. So far this season

the orchard has been treated once, in June, with nico dust, and this may be

a sufficient control measure for this year. Treating for black knot, or crown
gall, a few rare cases of Meluxuma, and the destruction of morning glory has

been continued as in previous years.

Little or no fertilizing of the soil has been done for some time and, if

the budget permits, the entire orchard should receive a treatment of about
500 pounds per acre of a commercial fertilizer having a high percentage of

nitrogen.

Other Activities

:

In the matter of the suit of Mrs. H. F. Bracher against the city for

damage on account of water released from the Irvington Portal of the Hetch
Hetchy tunnel, considerable data were prepared but the suit has not come
to trial. Estimates of damage to crops due to construction of boulevards on
the Lake Merced Ranch by the Civil W^orks Administration were made and
settlements arranged for. A complete list of Water Department properties,

with cost of each parcel, was prepared for the Director of Property.

Fencing and Boundary Lines:

The survey of boundary lines in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties was
continued from the point where this work was left off in 1932, and was com-
pleted to the north boundary of the Calaveras Road. Permanent monuments
were set at all corners as in the previous survey, except on the Bohlin boun-
dary line just north of the said road as there was a discrepancy in the deed
record. A survey was made of Lot "E" of the Sunol portion of the Rancho
El Valle de San Jose belonging to W. J. Roney and wife, concerning which
there is a serious controversy as to the boundary line along Calaveras Creek.

All data on this matter have been submitted to the City Attorney for such
action as is necessary to protect the city's rights.

The length of boundary line survey made during this past fiscal year,

including Lot "E", is a little over twelve miles at a "cost of $2,088.87, or at

the rate of almost $174.00 per mile. This added to the previous survey makes
a total of about twenty-five and one-half miles of survey completed. With few
exceptions, our survey has been accepted by adjoining property owners.

The arrangement with adjoining owners, whereby they furnish the labor
to construct the line fences and the Water Department furnished the ma-
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terial, was continued and about ten and one-half miles of fencing was done
under this plan during this past fiscal year. There remain about nine and
one-half miles of new fence to be completed between the Mission Pass and
the Calaveras Road.

Care of Properties:

Operations under this heading consisted principally of the destruction of

Star and Giant Thistle and Wild Parsnip (water hemlock) in the Sunol and
Pleasanton Districts, and the destruction of rodents in Alameda and Santa
Clara Counties. The Alameda County Commission this past season furnished

poison free to our tenants in Alameda County so that there was very little

expense to the Department, and appreciation is expressed for the fine spirit

of cooperation of the Alameda Agricultural Commission in the matter of

rodent control in that county.

RETURNS AND EXPENSES
Returns

1930-31 1931-32 1 qq9.QQ_L VO — O O -Li/OO Ui

Cash Rentals Accrued $17,072.00 $39,119.42 tpOUjJLof .o-± •j)-±JL,0 / y.lD

2,783.73 2.717.85 2 511.01 2 055.61
11,791.88 5,072.62 8,865.58 10^347.65
23,910.61 13,617.67 28,982.12 23,365.83

$85,558.25 $60,527.56 $90,548.05 $77,448.25

Walnut Harvest in Lbs 110,361 91,570 206,795 152,502
21.67^ 14.87c: 14.01c 15.44c

Expenses
GENERAL 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34

Salaries $11,580.00 $11,970.79 $11,333.81 $ 9,963.62

Office & Miscellaneous 179.16 323.16 404.16 353.89
Automobile service and de

1,573.61 1,151.57 1,543.39 1,266.02

SHARE CROPS
Hay and Grain Storage,

Insurance, Handling,
Freight, etc 2,414.60 463.30 2,417.94 2,304.70

CARE OF PROPERTIES
Repairs: buildings, fences,

etc., weed and rodent con-

trol, etc , 1,792.27 1,148.51 2,762.65 1,891.60

BOUNDARY SURVEYS &
FENCING

458.31 1,222.03 2.119.05

3,233.47 2;088.87

WALNUT ORCHARD
Care of Orchard . 3,173.69 6,038.76 8,288.85 5.510.66

4.409.73 4,509.30 5,849.56 4,263.25

Packing House and Selling

3,880.89 1.508.79 5,967.64 6,135.48

Totals .$29,462.56 $31,569.68 $38,568.00 $35,897.14

*Unpaid rentals $6,041.25 accrued in 1931-32 added to 1932-33.
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HETCH HETCHY WATER SUPPLY
CONSTRUCTION

L. T. McAFEE
Chief Engineer and Manager

Progress and Development:
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, construction of the Hetcli

Hetchy aqueduct has been carried forward practically to completion and
barring unforeseen contingencies, water should be flowing from Hetch Hetchy
and Lake Eleanor reservoirs to Crystal Springs reservoir of the San Fran-
cisco Water Department in October, 1934.

At the beginning of the year water had been brought to Tesla portal,

the beginning of the Coast Range tunnel. During the year contracts for minor
construction on the aqueduct were completed, leaving only the concrete lin-

ing of a portion of the Coast Range tunnel still unfinished. Much of this

tunnel is ready for service, but in one section—that from Mocho shaft to

Mitchell shaft—where the excavation was completed on January 5, 1934, about

2% miles of concrete lining of sides and arch is still to be placed. The invert,

or bottom, is complete.

Specifications for the enlargement of 'Shaughnessy dam are complete
and awaiting approval of the various Federal and State bodies concerned, pre-

paratory to inviting bids.

Work on Bay Crossing pipe line No. 2 is about to begin under the super-

vision of this department.

Organization

:

The activities of this department are under L. T. McAfee, chief engineer

and manager, who is assisted by L. W. Stocker, chief civil engineer.

Civil and mechanical engineering for the San Francisco airport, including

preparation of specifications and supervision of contracts, are handled by the

engineers of the Hetch Hetchy construction department.

In electrical matters, the department is assisted by P. J. Ost, manager
and chief electrical engineer, Hetch Hetchy power operative department.

C. L. Cook, engineering chemist of the department of public works, is

concrete technician and testing engineer, and makes many valuable tests,

both chemical and physical.

M. M. 'Shaughnessy, consulting engineer, public utilities commission,

has rendered invaluable aid, most especially in the design of the enlarge-

ment of 'Shaughnessy dam and in the water rights litigation.

It is with regret that we note the loss of Anna M. Osswald, secretary to

Mr. 'Shaughnessy, who passed away December 4, 1933, after more than

twenty years' service in the department.
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Engineering for all departments of the public utilities commission, ex-

cept the water department, is done by the staff of the bureau of engineering,

the charges for service being apportioned to the proper departments and
funds through routine accounting procedure. The office staff makes all per-

tinent studies, prepares plans and specifications, and supervises construc-

tion on contracts for Hetch Hetchy water construction, Hetch Hetchy power
operation, municipal railway, airport, street lighting, lighting of public build-

ings, and at the present time is supervising construction of the Hetch Hetch}^

Bay Crossing pipe line No. 2, the specifications for which were prepared by
the water department.

Employees:
The approaching completion of the Coast Range tunnel has resulted

in a gradual diminution in the number of employees so that at the present

time the total field forces, both power and construction, number less than 500.

The comparison Avith the preceding year is shown in the following tabula-

tion :

6-30-33 6-30-34

HETCH HETCHY POWER OPERATION:
General, Miscl. on power system
Lake Eleanor
O 'Shaughnessy Dam ,

Cherry Power System
Mountain Division Tunnel
Moccasin Division:

Power House
Transmission Line

Foothill Division Tunnel
San Joaquin Division

HETCH HETCHY CONSTRUCTION:
Coast Range Division:

General
Utilities

Tunnel
Corral Hollow Pipe Line

Main Main
and and

Con. Oper. Con. Op'er.

55 67

1 1

2 2

8 7

1 1

25 25

4 4

3 5 2

44 28

55 29

564 327
1

15

678 100 389 109

TOTAL 778 498

Enlargement of O'Shaughnessy Dam:
As noted in previous annual reports, the amount of water impounded

in Hetch Hetchy reservoir, by the existing O 'Shaughnessy dam, while ample

for the city's needs for domestic and municipal water supply for many years

to come, has not been sufficient to provide continuous flow to full capacity

of the Mountain Division aqueduct except in years of favorable autumn
rainfall. As a result, in some years depletion of storage reduced the out-

put of Moccasin power house for short periods to such power as was pro-
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O'SHAUGHNESSY DAM
North Abutment and Site of Lake Eleanor Road Tunnel.

[need from the natural flow of the river after the reservoir had been emptied.
While the loss of revenue from this condition averaged about $225,000 annu-
ally, it was not considered economically advisable to undertake the enlarge-

ment of O'Shaughnessy dam. The National Industrial Recovery Act, with
a promise of a free grant of 30 per cent of the cost of labor and material,

so changed the financial aspect as to assure that the project would be self-

liquidating.

During July and August, 1933, plans and estimates were prepared to

accompany an application to the Federal government for a loan and grant

aggregating $3,500,000 for this work. In line with the national movement,
the voters of San Francisco on November 21, 1933, by a vote of 102,542 to

45,057, authorized the issuance of $3,500,000 bonds for the work. The staff

of the bureau of engineering was augmented and rash work began on prepa-

ration of plans and specifications. The specifications, which comprise 261

pages and 23 drawings, were ready for bids at the end of the fiscal year,

subject to approval by various State and Federal departments legally hav-

ing jurisdiction.

The entire work will be let as one contract, except the furnishing of

drum gates for the side channel spillway and valves for the discharge con-

duits. The major items of the contract are : 95,000 cu. yds. excavation, 252,000

cu. yds. concrete, 360 acres clearing reservoir site, 31,800 lin. ft. drilling grout

and drainage holes, and 425 tons steel.
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An agreement has been made with
Sierra Railway of California to op-

erate the Hetch Hetchy railroad be-

tween Hetch Hetchy Junction and
Mather, 9 mi. from the dam. Truck-
ing will be necessary in this latter

distance. Power will be furnished by
the city at a charge of one-half cent

per kw-hr.

Excavation will include a short

vehicular tunnel connecting the north
end of the dam to the existing road
to Lake Eleanor. A portion of the

waste excavated material will be used
to construct a parking area over-

looking the completed structure.

Approximately 175,000 cu. yds. of

mass concrete will be poured in the

dam proper, the remainder going to

spillway, valve house, screen rack,

etc. The contractor will furnish all

concrete aggregate. Rock may be
quarried from a site near the dam.
Fine aggregate may be secured from
a sand pit near Miguel Meadow on
the road to Lake Eleanor. Concrete
is to be placed by grout-tight buckets
or similar method and deposited in

horizontal layers not exceeding 5 ft. in thickness. A cooling and refrigerating

process for the concrete must also be prepared. The usual copper water-stops

and sheet steel grout-stops are specified. Two years' time is allowed for com-
pletion of the contract work.

The U. S. Reclamation Bureau at Denver, Colorado, has been engaged

as consultant to review the plans and specifications.

Publicity:

The department collaborates with the bureau of public relations of the

public utilities commission in publication of pamphlets and presentation of

lectures describing the Hetch Hetchy project. This work is necessary on

account of the immensity of the project and its distance from San Francisco.

It is the aim of this publicity work to familiarize the citizens of San Francisco

as fully as possible with the merits of the Hetch Hetchy project.

Publicity matte] 1 originating in this department is in charge of L. B.

Cheminant, office engineer.

Many inspection trips over the project have been made by interested

panics, both in groups and individually. The annual inspection trip of the

Grand Jury, September 15th to 17th, 1933, under the Leadership of foreman
Hugo W. Callahan, impressed this body very seriously and resulted in the
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usual commendatory report. Noted engineers from all parts of the world

have viewed the work and have praised it highly, both from the standpoint

of design and of construction.

Relations with U. S. Department of Interior:

Relations with the department during the year have been most har-

monious. At the present time the engineers of the department are collabo-

rating with th Hetch Hetchy engineers in a number of matters referring to

the enlargement of 'Shaughnessy dam.

The city is continuing to pay the rental stipulated in the Raker Act,

now $20,000 per year, and is also contributing $250,000 per year to the

government for the construction of roads and trails in Yosemite National

Park, according to the provisions of the Raker Act and supplemental agree-

ments.

Litigation:

During the past two fiscal years the city has been engaged in litigation

involving the water lights of the Hetch Hetchy water supply system on the

Tuolumne River. The first suit was filed June 7, 1932, by Meridian, Ltd.,

owner of certain lands on the San Joaquin River about two miles balow the

confluence of the Tuolumne River. Subsequently, 37 other suits were filed

HETCH HETCHY RESERVOIR COMFORT STATION
Built by U. S. National Park Service.
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by various riparian owners on the San Joaquin River from near Stockton to

the Tuolumne and on the latter river as far up as Moccasin Creek. As the

Turlock, Modesto, Waterford and West Stanislaus irrigation districts, which
also use the Tuolumne River water, are co-defendants with the city, the suits

involve not only the water rights but an adjudication between the several de-

fendants.

The first suit filed was heard in the Superior Court of Stanislaus County
before Judge Tuttle of Nevada City, during April 1934, but no decision has
as yet been handed down. Another suit, that of the Turlock and Modesto
districts against the city, will be heard July 16, 1934.

When the Hetch Hetchy project was initiated, such suits were antici-

pated and in 1913 when the Modesto irrigation district filed a suit against

the city, an exhaustive study was made of the character and amount of flow

of the river and the needs and uses of water by the districts. These data

were filed with the county clerk of Stanislaus County for perpetuation.

These suits are in a sense a necessary procedure to define the relative

rights of the several parties claiming and using Tuolumne River waters. This

river was selected as the source of water supply for the city only after

most exhaustive and painstaking studies taking into consideration the irriga-

M A TH KR-H ETCH HETCHY ROAD. BUILT BY THE CITY TO SATISFY THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE RAKER ACT

O'SHAUCHNESSY DAM AT LEFT CENTER
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tion needs of all adjacent lands.

These and subsequent studies show
that the water yield of the Tuolumne
River watershed is sufficient for the
needs of the city for a century to

come with enough water at all times
for the irrigable lands reasonably de-

pendent upon the river. It may be
said, therefore, that the suits are not
highly controversial in that the liti-

gants practically all are assured a
sufficiency of water for all reasonable
needs.

The several water rights will be
determined upon the basis of the
facts as to the total amount of water
available, the water needs of each
and the relative rights according to
law.

The studies begun in 1914 have
been brought up to date and extended
during the last two years. Public
records have been searched to verify
the ownership of properties referred
to in the suits. The flow of the
Tuolumne River has been determined mather—hetch hetchy road
from the records of the U. S. Geo standard cattle-guard
logical Survey studies of the water-
sheds, and draft sheets were prepared to determine the necessary capacity
of the present and future reservoirs.

A field study of the subsurface water conditions in and below the irri-

gation districts made in 1933 to investigate the inflow of ground waters into

the river during the dry season necessitated the boring of numerous wells

and extensive compilation of records of water surface elevations. The
various crops grown were investigated and soil samples were taken for analysis

and porosity tests. A study was made of the salinity of the lower San Joa-

quin River to supplement the records of the State Water Resources Depart-
ment.

These studies and the preparation of the data for presentation in court

have been supervised by M. J. Bartell, hydraulic engineer, under the super-

vision of M. M. O'Shaughnessy, consulting engineer.

Hetch Hetchy Railroad:

Although this railroad is in charge of the power operative department,

it may be here noted that its use will be necessary in the enlargement of

O'Shaughnessy dam. During recent years the track has been maintained

only in such condition as to permit operation of gasoline powered equipment
and lightly loaded freight cars. It is now being rehabilitated to permit

steam operation and handling of heavy cement cars.
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Early Intake Tailrace Pipe Line:
As noted on page 169, in the annual report of the power operative di-

vision for the year 1933, it was decided to pipe the discharge of the Early
Intake turbines across the river into an adit of the main Hetch Hetchy
aqueduct tunnel so as to use this discharged water at Moccasin power house.

Specifications for this work were prepared by the Hetch Hetchy construc-

tion department and the department collaborated with the power operative

department in the construction. The actual work in the field was supervised

partly by the construction department and partly by the power department
and is described in the annual report of the latter department.

Impounding Reservoirs and Main Aqueduct to

Moccasin Power House:
The operation of these portions of the Hetch Hetchy system is vested in

the power department and is described in the annual report of that depart-

ment.

Moccasin Sewage Disposal System:
During the construction period the sewage from a population of about

100 persons in the village at Moccasin power plant was conducted to an
underground concrete septic tank. The effluent from the tank was chlori-

nated and discharged into the re-regulating reservoir, the water from which
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was not used for domestic purposes. To correct this condition, prior to com-
mencing the transmission of water to San Francisco, the Moccasin sewage
disposal system was constructed to carry the sewage to a point of discharge

below the Moccasin dam and there render it innocuous. The new system con-

sists of 1,415 ft. of 8-in. cast iron pipe w^ith lead joints, a two-compartment
concrete septic tank and a disposal field. The old septic tank was discon-

nected and backfilled.

Contract 143 for construction of the disposal system was awarded to

City Improvement Company and A. Soda and Son for the estimated amount
of $8,652.35 on September 28, 1933. Cast iron pipe with lead joints was used
to assure a water-tight line because a portion of the sewer is below high-

water line of Moccasin re-regulating reservoir. The pipe passes through the

dam in a 4X6 ft. tunnel 140 ft. long in which there wTas laid also an 18-in.

vitrified pipe to be used later as a storm-water outlet, if it should be found
necessary to divert storm water from the village area past the dam as a

further protective measure. The two pipes wTere imbedded in concrete in

the tunnel and a heavy concrete bulkhead or cut-off wall, notched into the

bed-rock, was built at the line of the core-wall of the dam to prevent escape

of water from the reservoir through the tunnel. The tunnel was back-filled

with earth and rock, well tamped. The cast iron pipe discharges the sew-

age into a septic tank with two compartments, each of 9,000 gal. capacity.

Ordinarily, but one compartment will be used at a time, but both may be

used if necessary to take care of an inordinate^ large amount of sewage.

The effluent from the tank overflows into a series of covered trenches to seep

into gravel without creating an insanitary condition. The sludge is drained
off at appropriate intervals from the tank to a sludge-drying bed to dry
and be removed for use as a fertilizer. Provision is made at the inlet of

the tank for removal of floating greases. The contract was completed at a

total cost of $8,995.41 and final payment authorized April 9, 1934.

The system was designed in the San Francisco office by the construc-

tion department. Field inspection was by power operative engineers.

Aqueduct, Foothill Division:

Water discharged from the tailrace of Moccasin power house into the

re-regulating reservoir flows wTest through the two sections of Foothill tun-

nel and the Red Mountain Bar pipe line to the edge of the San Joaquin
Valley. As noted in the preceding annual report, the first section of tunnel

had been cleaned by passing a heavy flow of water through it and a similar

sluicing had been begun on the second section. During the year, this work
has been completed. A large amount of dirt and debris and even timber
track ties were thus removed from the invert of the unlined portion of the

tunnel. At the overflow shaft it was found that rocks, pieces of metal and
other objectionable matter had been thrown down the shaft into the tunnel.

It has therefore been decided to cover this and all other overflow shafts with

metal screen to prevent this practice.

Red Mountain Bar Venturi Meter:

When the Red Mountain Bar pipe siphon was constructed, as noted in

last year's report, taper sections were provided for Venturi meter installa-

tion. During the current year such a meter has been placed as a temporary
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installation until such time as the proposed Red Mountain Bar power house

may be built. At that lime a noodle valve and a permanent meter will be

installed, using' the equipment which constitutes the present meter.

The meter is located on the east side of the river, above maximum high

water of Don Pedro reservoir and just below the proposed Y-branch for the

penstock pipe to the power house. All water discharged from the tailrace

of Moccasin power house passes through the Foothill tunnel and, until

completion of the Coast Range tunnel, is discharged into the Tuolumne
River beyond Red Mountain Bar siphon, the diameter of which is 114 in.

The Venturi meter has a capacity of 1050 sec. ft. or 678 m.g.d. With a throat

diameter of 60 in. the maximum velocity of the water will be 53.6 ft. per sec.

which appears to be greater than has ever been used in this type of meter. To
obviate the use of a specially constructed manometer the upper piezometer
tap is in the taper section 24 in. above the throat. The meter recorder is

electrically operated. The sending element at the Venturi tube is actuated

by a mercury manometer tube with capacity of 331 in. of water differential

head (the largest capacity standard manometer made for this purpose). The
recorder, which is located across the river at an easily accessible spot, records

the rate of flow on a 7-day chart and integrates the total flow on a set of

dials. The meter was calibrated recently and has proved very reliable.

Aqueduct, San Joaquin Division:

The completion of contract No. 123 for construction of the San Joa-

quin pipe line in the preceding fiscal year had brought the water from Hetch
Hetchy and Lake Eleanor reservoirs to a point 700 ft. short of the east end

of the Coast Range tunnel at Tesla portal, or 97 miles from O 'Shaughnessy
dam. This 700-ft. length was omitted from contract No. 123 to avoid inter-

ference with construction operations in the tunnel and near the portal.

SAN JOAQUIN PIPE LINE. ELLIOTT CUT-VALVE HOUSE
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1

Bids for construction of the Tesla

portal connection were received by

the Public Utilities Commission on

July 7, 1933, as sec. 2 of contract

No. 142 which included as sec. 1 the

construction of the pipe line across

Alameda Creek, which will be de-

scribed later in this report. The
American Concrete and Steel Pipe

Company was low bidder (of two)

with a total bid of $115,638.25, in-

cluding $25,191.55 for the Tesla por-

tal connection, and $90,443.70 for the

Alameda siphon. The same contractor

then had under construction the pipe

line connecting Irvington portal to

the existing Bay Crossing pipe line

and was making steel cylinder rein-

forced concrete pipe in a Yard at

Niles.

The Tesla portal connection com-
prises a 66 x 72-in. steel taper from
the end of the 66-in. San Joaquin
pipe line and a 72 x %-in. steel pipe

with aggregate length of 568.7 ft.,

both mortar-jacketed, which lead into

a side outlet of a lO^-ft. diameter
steel pipe extending 105 ft. from the concrete tunnel portal. A headwall of

reinforced concrete was constructed and the lO^-ft. dia. pipe was encased
in concrete and covered with earth from the wall to the tunnel portal. This
pipe is lined with cement mortar 2 in. in thickness. The work was satisfac-

torilv completed on February 24, 1934, and final payment recommended
March 9, 1934. Total amount of the contract was $25,020.10.

During excavation of the trench for the 72-in. pipe line, the workmen
uncovered what appeared to be the skull of some large prehistoric animal.

A representative of the Museum of Paleontology of the University of Cali-

fornia, who visited the work to investigate the find, determined that it was
the pelvis of the ground sloth. It was too fragile to be handled and pre-

served but near it was a well preserved skull of the Pleistocene camel, Cam-
elope hesternus, which was carefully packed and taken to the Museum. These
specimens were found at a depth of 15 ft., in a soft sandstone lens in the

Pleistocene gravels, indicating an age of about 25,000 years.

During the year the pipe line across the valley was carefully inspected.

Some minor leaks which had developed were repaired, new steel blow-off

valves were used to replace temporary cast iron valves, stolen or broken pad-
locks were replaced and so far as is possible at this time, the line was put
in condition for service.

At the valve house at Cashman Creek, about 7 mi. east of Oakdale, there

is an automatic synchronous stop and relief valve. At Elliott Cut, imme-
diately east of the San Joaquin River, there are a similar valve and a pres-

sure relief valve. The stop and relief valve is designed to simultaneously

San Joaquin Pipe Line Butterfly Valve at

Cashman Creek.
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SAN JOAQUIN PIPE LINE, ELLIOTT CUT VALVE HOUSE INTERIOR

stop the flow through the pipe and discharge the water into the stream if

the velocity of the water exceeds a certain figure, as would happen in the

event of a break in the pipe line west of this point. The automatic stop-

page of the flow would prevent washout damage to lands adjacent to the

pipe line. The pressure relief valve will serve automatically to discharge

the flow into the river, in the event of a stoppage of flow in the line to the

west. When the pipe line goes into service these valves will require careful

adjustment under appropriate pressure and flow conditions to the end that

they may function properly should occasion require.

Aqueduct, Coast Range Division:

This division consists of a lOV^-ft- diameter concrete lined tunnel, 25.1

mi. in length, extending in a westerly and southwesterly direction from Tesia

portal to the valley of Alameda Creek, a 69-in. dia. steel cylinder reinforced

concrete pipe line 0.6 mi. in length across this valley, and a lOV^-ft. dia.

tunnel 3.5 mi. long to Irvington portal, near Mission San Jose. Elevations

of inverl arc: Tesla portal 398.77 ft.; Alameda east portal 332.78 ft.; Alameda
west portal 328.93 ft.; and Irvington portal 316.4 ft.

The tunnels east of the San Joaquin Valley are built for a capacity of

40(1 m.g.d. For economic reasons the Coast Range tunnel is built to carry 250
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m.g.d. which will be sufficient for the city's needs for very many years to

come. It is expected that eventually a second parallel tunnel may be built

and certain jnrovision lias been made for it in the present construction.

The 25-mi. tunnel was excavated from the two portals and five inter-

mediate shafts, two of which (Mocho and Mitchell) exceed 800 ft. in depth.

The longest section of tunnel (5V4 mi.) is that between these two. From the
beginning of work, all efforts were concentrated 011 this section but due to

many difficulties its excavation was not completed until January 5, 1934, it

being the last tunnel to hole through. Since that date the concrete lining-

operations have gone ahead steadily and the tunnel should be ready for

service in October.

Field Headquarters:

Construction operations on the Coast Range have been conducted from
Livermore headquarters, under the direct supervision of C. R. Rankin, con-

struction engineer.

Construction of the 1.4-mi. connection from Irvington portal to the exist-

ing Bay Crossing pipe line was also supervised from the Livermore office.

This work was under L. A. McAtee. construction engineer.

Accounting work for the entire Hetch Hetehy construction and power
operation has been carried on from the same office, under the direct charge of

Willis O'Brien, supervising accountant, water and power utilities.
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On the same tract of land occupied by the Livermore office, the city

maintains a warehouse and yard and the various shops which serve the job.

These are served by two railroads and are central to the greater part of the

work, which does much to facilitate the rapid and efficient handling of supplies

and equipment and also maintenance and repair of equipment. A plant for

receiving shipments of bulk cement and loading it into trucks for hauling to

the camps is also operated in Livermore.

Construction work for the Hetch Hetchy power operative division, such as

the Early Intake tailrace pipe line, fencing Priest reservoir watershed,
Moccasin dormitory and the Moccasin sewage disposal system which originated

in the city headquarters office of the bureau of engineering, has been super-

vised in the field under the direction of Thornton Easier, electrical engineer

at Moccasin, Toulumne County, in local charge of power operation.

Medical Service:

The city continues to operate the Hetch Hetchy Hospital at Livermore,
although it is planned to discontinue it at the earliest practicable date and
transfer any remaining patients to San Francisco. The hospital has capacity

for 35 patients and handles both medical and industrial cases of employees.
Accident cases on the construction receive first aid at the camp and, if neces-

sary, are brought in the city's ambulance to the hospital at Livermore. Obscure
cases are referred to specialists in San Francisco. All construction employees
are insured in the State Compensation Insurance Fund through an "ex-

BAY CROSSING PIPE LINE NO. 1. VALVE HOUSE AT IRV1NGTON PORTAL
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medico
'

' contract, under which the city undertakes all ordinary care of patients

but may be called upon by the fund to pay the cost of examination and treat-

ment by specialists.

There has been no fatal accident on the work during the year.

The record of cases treated during the year is as follows

:

Hospital Cases:

City and County 328
Private 165

Total 493
Clinical Cases 825
Major Operations 132
Total dressings of clinical and ambulatory patients 6079

Surveys:

A resident instrument man at each camp makes daily surveys to give line

and grade points for the miners and concrete crews. These are checked at

regular intervals by a main survey crew working from the Livermore office,

which carries on a series of precise surveys of alignment and levels and makes
any major surveys or investigations.

Members of the survey crew also have carried on a record of flow of water
in springs and depth of water table as evidenced by measurement in wells

adjacent to the aqueduct right of way. These observations are of great im-

portance in determining the possible damage by construction operations to

water supply on properties close to the aqueduct.

Due to the practical completion of the work this main survey party has

been discontinued.

The work of the surveyors has been very well done and reflects great

credit on the personnel. The center line of each shaft is transverse to the

center line of the tunnel right of way. The over-all length of shaft is 20 ft.,

and 18 ft. is the maximum length of the survey sight that can be projected

from the surface down to the tunnel grade. It should be borne in mind that

an error of a fraction of the thickness of the steel piano wire used as plumb
line may be magnified to feet in projecting the line forward in the tunnels.

The care and accuracy in making the surveys are brought out in the following-

table showing the closures in the several sections of tunnel.
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Tunnel Construction Contract:

Work under the contract awarded July 25, 1932, by public utilities com-
mission to Hetch Hetchy project for completion of the tunnel construction has
proceeded very favorably and at a marked saving below the bid prices. As of
July 1, 1934, work valued at the bid prices at $5,087,561.78 had been done at a
cost of $4,466,008.75. Unit costs for some of the major items of construction
are shown in the following tabulation

:

Items 4, 5 and 6—Construction of Concrete Lined Tunnel, Complete
Nominal Thickness of

AVERAGE COST PER LIN. FT. Concrete Lining
18" 21" 24"

Excavation, including timbering and maintenance....$59.90 $ 70.00 $ 64.90
Invert excavation 2.90 3.70 2.85
Gunite lining 30 25.40 45.70
Poured concrete lining—invert 5.90 5.50 4.35*

" sides and arch 13.30 9.70 7.30#
Total cost per lin. ft $82.30 $114.30 $125.10

QUANTITIES:
Length excavated, lin. ft 2,548 3,158 11,113
Gunite lining, lin. ft 13 1,727 8,314

cu. yd 40 4,716 24,390
Poured concrete lining invert, cu. yd 1,446 1,277 1,690*

" " " sides and arch, cu. yd 6,072 5,139 3,380#

^Quantity and cost for 6,228 lin. ft. only. Work still in progress.

# Quantity and cost for 2,590 lin. ft. only. Work still in progress.

Item 21, Poured Concrete Lining in Tunnel Excavated Prior to Contract
Invert, average cost per cu. yd $8.70

Sides and arch, average cost per cu. yd 4.30

Item 23, Gunite Lining in Tunnel Excavated Prior to Contract

Average cost per cu. yd $16.85

Notes: The irregularities in unit costs for the individual items of work for

the several tunnel sections under Items 4, 5 and 6 are due primarily to the length
of tunnel in which gunite lining has been placed.

Camps and camp equipment and general construction plant equipment fur-

nished to contractor without charge. Costs include a nominal charge for certain

concreting plant equipment constructed or purchased by the contractor.

Cost of concrete includes charges for 6 sacks of cement per cu. yd. of concrete
in place, and cost of gunite includes charges for 10 sacks per cu. yd. of gunite.

Cost of cement is $1.95 per barrel at the mixer.
Sand and gravel for concrete furnished free to contractor in stock piles at

three locations. Cost of concrete includes charges for handling and hauling sand
and gravel for concrete and a small charge for making a small percentage of the

aggregates at one plant. Gunite sand was furnished by the contractor.

Tunnel Excavation:

Prior to this fiscal year, all sections of the tunnel except that from
Mitchell shaft to Mocho shaft has been holed through. At the beginning of

the fiscal year, 2,676 ft. of tunnel remained to be excavated and it was ex-

pected that this would be completed before December and the lining con-
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structed by early spring. However, the tunnel between Mitchell and Mocho
shafts penetrated the most unfavorable ground encountered in the entire tun-

nel and the holing through was only accomplished on January 5, 1934. From
1
ncscnt indications the tunnel should be completed and ready for service by
October.

This section of tunnel passes under Crane Ridge, the main divide between
San Francisco Bay and the San Joaquin Valley, at a maximum depth of 2,500

ft. below the surface and it was natural to expect that it would penetrate firm,

hard ground, possibly even the deep-seated granodiorite which had been met
in the tunnel between Valle and Indian Creek shafts. The ground pierced by
the tunnel between Mitchell and Mocho shafts is entirely of Franciscan age

and comprises a succession of sandstones, shades, chert and clay with an
occasional bed of limestone and a considerable amount of serpentine and talc.

In the last 600 ft. of tunnel driven, the geologic structure is veiy complex
and as the surface indications are very obscure on account of distortion,

crushing and weathering, it was impossible to interpret it thoroughly until

the tunnel was excavated. In this 600 ft. zone the tunnel passed through the

neck of a closed and overturned anticline with extensive faulting adjacent to

the axial plane. Close to the core of the anticline there were clay and black

shale with "floating" boulders of hard sandstone ranging up to 3 ft. dia. and
some steatite or soapstone. The incoherence of this material permitted the

development of pressure very comparable to hydrostatic pressure and made it

very difficult to maintain the tunnel immediately after excavation. The bore in

this zone was 18 ft. in dia. and this, during a period of 24 hours, squeezed
in 3 ft. all around, and in the course of a few days the tunnel had become so

small that only with difficulty could one traverse it by crawling on hands and
knees.

The use of gunite concrete lining as a substitute for timber has been

described in previous annual reports. Such lining placed in the usual manner
could not develop its strength by the setting of the cement while it was being

subjected to this quick squeezing, so a new method was used with great

success. The tunnel was excavated oversize so that when the gunite was
placed there was a space of approximately one foot into which the ground
might swell without putting any weight on the gunite until the cement had
set and developed sufficient strength to withstand the external pressure. The
lining used here was from 2V2 to 3 ft. thick, and with a cement content of

13 sks. per pu. yd. developed a strength of approximately 7000 lb. per sq. in.

This is probably the first instance where this method of lining has been used.

From July 1, 1933 to January 5, 1934, in the heading between Mitchell

and Mocho shafts, 2,676 ft. of tunnel was driven, all of this being through

formations developing heavy pressure. Some timbering was used but most of

the ground support is gunite concrete.

The progress of excavation is shown in the following table:
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HETCH HETCHY WATER SUPPLY—COAST RANGE TUNNEL
AVERAGE PROGRESS OF EXCAVATION

Time
corrected Av. daily

for prog.

major allowing
Date Date Elapsed shut for major
began holed Distance time downs shut down
tunnel through feet days days feet

Tesla Portal, west .

.

9- 6-28 3- 4-31 13,904 910 814 17.0
Thomas Shaft, east .

.

11-20-28 i e

9,405 835 835 11.2
H ( t west .

.

11-20-28 6- 7-33 12,801 1662 1425 9.0

Mitchell " east .

.

2-14-30 i e
9,639 1210 1120 8.6

n (i west.

.

1- 9-30 1- 5-34 12,856 1457 1435 9.0

Mocho '

'

east .

.

10-13-28 15,105 1910 1833 8.2
it ii west .

.

10-20-28 5-12-32 7,926 1299 1130 7.0

Valle east .

.

12-23-28 7,375 1236 921 8.0
ti c t west .

.

12-23-28 1-14-33 11,280 1484 1421 8.0

Indian
Creek " east .

.

9-26-28 15,590 1571 1547 10.1

Indian
Creek '

'

west .

.

9-26-28 7-29-32 3,949 1402 543 7.3

Alameda East Portal 11- 3-28 7 J 13,189 1364 1364 9.7

Alameda West Portal 1-29-29 8-11-31 8,812 824 824 10.7

Irvington Portal. . . . 12- 1-28 9,381 984 924 10.1

Total 151,212

The following quotation from the June, 1934, number of "California
Safety News" published by the Industrial Accident Commission, State of
California, is of interest

:

'

' The underground department of the Empire Mine—and the Coast Range Di-

vision, Hetch Hetchy Water Supply Shaft Sinking and Tunneling, Livermore, Cali-

fornia, were given certificates of honor for safety achievement. In the latter oper-

ations, four shafts were sunk a total of 1555 feet, 17% miles of tunnel were driven,

776,870 cubic yards of material excavated and 8,075,760 man hours worked without
a fatality.

"Ina letter regarding this certificate of honor, Scott Turner, Director of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines and President of the Joseph A. Holmes Safety Association,

stated, 'Performances of this kind indicate that tunnels can be driven with com-
parative freedom from casualties, and thus give us all new hope that in the future

accident rates will continue to decrease'/'

Tunnel Concrete Lining:

All concreting operations were carried on from three central batching

plants, as described in the annual report for the preceding fiscal year. These

plants are located at Alameda portal, Valle shaft, and Thomas shaft. Prior

to the present fiscal year all lining from the Alameda portal plant had been

completed, but the two other plants are still in operation.

After catching up the ground in the 600-ft. zone at the holing through

point between Mitchell and Mocho shafts, the tunnel was prepared for the

concrete lining operations by taking down bottom to final grade, resetting and

removing timbers, etc., and two crews and outfits began placing the permanent
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concrete lining. The work has progressed satisfactorily, despite the intense

heat of abont 85° F. and the high humidity, which combine to make the work-
ing conditions very trying.

Placing of concrete invert from Mocho shaft began on March 5, 1934, and

from Mitchell shaft in the middle of April. By the end of the fiscal year 13,031

ft. of invert had been placed from Mocho and 12,733 ft. from Mitchell. Placing

of sides and arch concrete had been carried 12,936 ft. from Mocho and had

been begun from Mitchell. As soon as the concrete lining is completed,

grouting operations will begin. In the sections that were timbered and in

other places where a large volume of grout may be placed, the concrete guns

will be used for grouting. At other places, grout pumps will be used.

Excavation of the tunnel between Thomas and Mitchell shafts, a distance

of 22,448 ft., was completed on June 7, 1933. Concrete lining and grouting of

this section and also the section 26,872 ft. in length from Valle to Indian

Creek were also completed during the fiscal year.

At two dead fault lines a certain amount of flexibility has been made in

the concrete lining by the introduction of construction joints, although it is

difficult to conceive of any disruption of the concrete. At no point in the

tunnel has there been failure of the permanent concrete lining.
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COAST RANGE TUNNEL—LENGTH AND PROGRESS OF
CONSTRUCTION UNITS

June 30, 1934

Total Concrete Li ning Placed
Total Gunit e Sides

Distance Lining frfnn ti n crV,1 I UUll 11 C^, Invert
"Working Point feet feet feet feet feet

Tesla Portal
23,310

Thomas Shaft, E. 1,532 22,967 21,799 2],457
n <( ^ 17 A AT

/ ,4o/ 14,077 20,o/o 20,635
22,448

Mitchell Shaft, E. 1,731 5,877 180
* 1 il W.

27,966

.... 12,733 40

Mocho Shaft, E. 8,073 114 13,031 12,936

15,303

1,05 / ....
1 OA130

Valle Shaft, E. 2,608 13,253 14,804 14,122
a w

26,872

11,452 10,501 10,463

Indian Cr. Shaft, E. 7,868 12,689 12,727 12,727
a a " W.

17,140

858

Alameda E. Portal 1,302 15,600 16,355 16,355
it w tt

18,192

186 18,006 18,006

Irvington Portal 18,192

151,231 46,651 114,221 140,942 126.741

Miles 28.64 8.84 21.63 26.69 24.00

Total Concrete and Gunite Placed

17.92 mi. of poured concrete, full section.

6.09 " " " " shell inside of gunite.

1.87 " " gunite with surface finish completed.

0.79 11 " tl ready for concrete inner shell.

.08 lt " 11 ready for surface finish.

26,75 mi.

Tunnel Lining Completed

17.92 mi. of concrete poured.

6.09 " {t gunite with concrete inner shell.

1.87 " 11 11 " surface finish.

25.88 mi.

Total Gunite Lining

6.09 mi. with concrete inner shell poured.

1.87 " " surface finish completed.

.79 " ready for concrete inner shell.

.08 " " " surface finish.
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Special Ventilation:

When it was planned to use two crews on concrete placement in the

tunnel between Mitchell and Mocho shafts, it was realized that both tempera-

ture and humidity would be high and working conditions very uncomfortable.

To mitigate this condition a ventilating fan was purchased and installed

at Thomas shaft, using the special shaft which had been constructed to

accommodate the force main from the pumps proposed to be installed in the

tunnel to pump water through the Corral Hollow emergency pipe line. This

tan has a capacity approaching 50,000 cu. ft. per minute when operated at

892 r.p.in. by a 48 h.p. motor. During the concrete lining work, with air locks

at Mitchell and Thomas crosscuts, the fan is operated to exhaust air at Thomas
and produce an air velocity in the funnel of about 6 mi. per hr.

The fan-house at Thomas is designed so that the fan may either blow into

or exhaust from the tunnel. It will be maintained permanently and in case

of unwatering and inspecting the tunnel it will be depended upon to ventilate

the entire 25 mi. from Tesla portal to Alameda east portal.

Closure Plugs:

Each crosscut at the junction with the tunnel will be closed by construc-

tion of a concrete plug with a manhole frame and cover to allow access to

the tunnel for inspection or maintenance. The clear opening of the manhole
is 6 ft. square, sufficient for passage of a mine locomotive and cars and for

pipes for compressed air, water and ventilation. The manhole cover, which
is cast steel 1% in. thick, weighs 4,000 lbs. The frame weighs 5,000 lbs.

Each cover is fitted with a check-valve so arranged that if the tunnel is

drained for inspection for other purpose, water which may have accumulated
in the shaft and crosscut may drain out freely through the tunnel. The check-
valves have cast steel bodies and discs and are fitted throughout with stainless

steel. The bolts which fasten the manhole cover to the frame are made of

heat-treated nickel-chrome steel and the nuts of chrome or stainless steel. The
adoption of these metals and the rather extreme thickness of the manhole
cover were occasioned by the corrosive properties of the ground-water as

evidenced at some locations in the tunnel during the construction period.

Sale of Equipment:
During the progress of the work the construction department has accumu-

lated large quantities of equipment. As soon as this equipment is released
from service and it is definitely determined that there is no longer any need
for it, it is put on sale through the office of the purchaser of supplies in accor-

dance with the provisions of the charter.

Alameda Creek Siphon:
The aqueduct crosses the valley of Alameda Creek about 3 mi. south of

the town of Sunol as a 69-in. dia. steel cylinder reinforced concrete pipe line

3,087 ft. long, which connects the two sections of the Coast Range tunnel. As
was noted under 11 Aqueduct, San Joaquin Division", contract for this pipe
line and connections to the two tunnel portals was awarded July 10, 1933, to

American Concrete and Steel Pipe Company, in the estimated amount of
$90,443.70, it being the lower bidder of two. The other bid was for $96,575.95.
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ALAMEDA OVERFLOW BAFFLE STRUCTURE AT WEST SIDE

The principal items of the contract were 93 ft. of 72-in. dia. steel pipe,

2 steel manifold sections 10V2-ft. dia., 52 ft. of 10%-ft. dia. steel pipe. 2,942

ft. of 69-in. dia. steel cylinder reinforced concrete pipe, one reinforced con-

crete valve house with tile roof, excavation and concrete.

The tunnel portals lO1/? ft in dia. were extended as steel pipe lined with
2 in. of gunite and jacketed with concrete, to manifolds with outlets connected

to 72-in. dia. steel pipe, jacketed with gunite % in. thick, which in turn con-

nect to the 69-in. steel cylinder reinforced concrete pipe. On the east side,

near the manifold, a 60-in. dia. butterfly valve furnished by the city under
separate contract, was installed and housed in the reinforced concrete building.

The concrete pipe was manufactured at the contractor's plant at Xiles

where he also prepared the pipe for the connection of the Bay Crossing pipe
line. The pipe used was 69 in. inside dia. with 1-51/64 in. of concrete inside

the cylinder and 5-1/16 in. outside. The manifolds and steel pipe were fabri-

cated and erected under a sub-contract by the Western Pipe and Steel

Company.

The trench was excavated by a drag line and back-filled partially by bull-

dozing suitable material into it after having previously flooded it. Reinforced
concrete headwalls were constructed near the portals and embankments placed
over the 10V2-ft. concrete jacketed steel pipe between these walls and t lie

portals.

On the westerly side of the County Road a 48 x 36-in. tapered steel nozzle

was placed in the 72-in. pipe to provide a connection for the pipe line from the
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w ater department's Calaveras reservoir. Similarly, a 42-in. nozzle was placed
to provide a connection, should such become necessary, for the Corral Hollow
emergency pipe line.

The entire job was completed on February 24, 1934, at a cost of $88,994.59.

Overflow Structures and Discharge Pipes:
The overflow structures at the two portals at Alameda Creek were

described in last year's report. During the present fiscal year the discharge
pipes from these overflows were constructed.

Bids were received by Public Utilities Commission on January 19, 1934,
for construction of these overflows. The four bids ranged from '$17,280 to
$9,770. Contract was awarded on January 22, 1934, to A. J. drier, the lowest
bidder.

The overflow pipe at the east portal, approximately 665 ft. in length,

consists of 90 ft. of 60-in. steel pipe and a 60 x 44-in. steel taper piece 12 ft.

long, furnished by the contractor, 356 ft. of 44-in. steel pipe salvaged from
the Newark-San Lorenzo emergency pipe line, a 44 x 36-in. taper 8 ft. long,

furnished hy the contractor, and 199 ft. of salvage 36-in. steel pipe.

The west overflow pipe 880 ft. in length, consists of 24 ft. of 69 x 44-in.

taper furnished by the contractor, 610 ft. of 44-in. salvaged steel pipe, an
8-ft. taper 44 x 36-in. furnished by the contractor, and 238 ft. of salvaged
36-in. steel pipe. All steel pipe was dipped in asphaltic protective material
and specially wrapped with a felt covering. Each overflow pipe terminates in

a baffle structure of reinforced concrete.

The work was satisfactorily completed on April 11, 1934, and final pay-

ment authorized April 20, 1934. Total value of the work under the contract

was $9,830.14.

Emergency Pipe Lines:

As noted in previous annual reports, two emergency pipe lines were con-

structed to safeguard the city's water supply. One of these, the Newark-
San Lorenzo pipe, was used for a short time to deliver water from the East

Bay municipal utilities district. The other, the Corral Hollow pipe line, was
laid, but a favorable rainy season provided enough storage in the local reser-

voirs to render inadvisable the installation of pumping equipment, although it

had already been purchased and the line was not put into service. The
Newark-San Lorenzo line has been salvaged to furnish material for the over-

flow pipes as noted above, but more especially for an outlet pipe line from
the water department 's Calaveras reservoir to the Hetch Hetchy aqueduct
near Alameda west portal.

No need l or the material in the Corral Hollow pipe line has yet arisen, so

the pipe has been left in the ground. In placing the concrete plug and steel

manhole at the crosscut at Thomas shaft, an additional manhole casting 3 ft.

in dia. will be installed as a possible connection for the Corral Hollow pipe

line if its use should be required. The plans originally contemplated a pump
station in an enlarged section of the tunnel east of Thomas shaft. If it should

become necessary to use the Corral Hollow line, a bulkhead could be erected
in the tunnel just downstream Prom the Thomas crosscut and the pumps could
he installed in the crosscut, taking their suction from the 3-ft. manhole, and
discharging through a pipe in the main construction shaft.
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Aqueduct, Bay Crossing Division:

The original Bay Crossing pipe line, beginning at the Western Pacific

Railroad about 1.4 mi. westerly from Irvington portal, the westerly end of the

Coast Range tunnel and extending across the bay to Pulgas tunnel in San
Mateo County, has continued in satisfactory operation by the water depart-

ment.

As noted in last year's report (p. 149), Contract 137, for construction of

the pipe line connection from Irvington portal to the Western Pacific Railroad,

was awarded on April 13, 1933, to American Concrete and Steel Pipe Com-
pany in the estimated amount of $129,576.70.

The contract provided for a 22-ft. extension of the tunnel as lO^-ft. dia.

steel pipe encased in 2 in. of gunite. a spherical steel manifold with three out-

lets 6 ft. in dia., installation of a 60-in. butterfly valve furnished by the city,

construction of a valve house and a meter house, installation of a Sl^-in. dia.

Yenturi meter furnished by the city, and the furnishing and laying of 250 ft.

of 5-ft. dia. steel pipe and 6,821.5 ft. of 57-in. dia. steel cylinder reinforced

concrete pipe and appurtenances. A 30-in. valve was cut into the water de-

partment's 4±-in. pipe and an expansion joint into the existing 5-ft. Hetch
Hetchy pipe.

The steel cylinder reinforced concrete pipe was manufactured in a plant

at Niles established by the contractor for this contract. The Alameda siphon

BAY CROSSING PIPE LINE NO. 1

Laying 57-inch Diameter Steel Cylinder Reinforced Concrete Pipe. Irvington Portal in Background.
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ALAMEDA CREEK SIPHON

The pipe has an inside dia. of 57
in. and is made in 12-ft. lengths. The
steel cylinder is 9/64 in. thick. In-

side the C37linder the concrete, 1-35/64
in. thick, is reinforced by 4 x 8-in.

steel wire mesh with #9 and #10
wire. Outside the cylinder the concrete
3-15/16 in. thick is reinforced with

V2 x 1^2-m. hoops on 3-in. centers,

with 8 longitudinal bars 3/16x1 in.,

all formed to a true right cylinder
and held at a uniform distance from
the concrete by lugs, spot-welded to

the shell.

The flat sheets for the cylinder

were first sheared to a square edge.

Two sheets were then arc-welded to-

gether by hand, rolled to a cylinder
60-3/32-in. inside dia. and the final

longitudinal weld completed. After a

lock-joint steel spigot ring and bell

ring had been welded to the two
ends of the shell, the cylinder was
tested under 85-lb. internal hydro-
static pressure, sufficient to cause a
tensile stress of 18,000 lb. per sq. in.

in the metal.

Laying 69-inch Diameter Steel Cylinder
Reinforced Concrete Pipe. View East.

The bar steel for cage reinforce-

ment was cut to length and rolled to

a hoop of 64 in. outside dia. The
hoops were then machine arc-welded and tested to 18,000 lb. per sq. in., after

which they were fabricated into a cage and placed over the cylinder to which
they were welded with spacing lugs.

The pipe was cast vertically, using collapsible steel forms which were
vibrated during placement of the concrete. The normal day's run was 48 ft.

or 4 lengths of pipe. The pipe was cured for 48 hrs. in an atmosphere satu-

rated with water ranging in temperature from 80° to 120° F., and then kept

wet for 3 days or more, after which it was hauled to the trench.

A fiber center lead gasket, hand-driven, was used in the bell and spigot

joints which were then completed with grout collars outside and cement
mortar plaster inside.

All work under the contract was completed February 6, 1934, at a total

cost of $128,156.59.

Bay Crossing pipe line No. 2, the plans and specifications for which were
prepared by the water department, is to be constructed by contract under the

supervision of the Hetch Hetchy construction department. Contracts were
awarded to Western Pipe and Steel Company for sections A and B and to

American Concrete and Steel Pipe Company for section C, by Public Utilities

Commission 011 June 14, 1934. The circumstances leading up to the decision

to build this pipe at this time are discussed in the annual report of the water
depart ment.
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Finance;

During the present fiscal year funds have at all times been available to

carry on the work as programmed.

In accordance with the principles of the National Recovery Act there was
submitted to the electors on November 7, 1933, a proposition to issue $3,500,000

bonds to finance the enlargement of O 'Shaughnessy Dam. On the same ballot

12 other propositions appeared. The 'Shaughnessy Dam bonds were approved

by the vote : for, 102,512 ; against, 15,057. The approval of the bonds was made
contingent upon the free grant by the United States government of 30 per cent

of the cost of the labor and materials employed upon the work. The bonds,

which are dated December 1, 1933, are designated "Hetch Hetchy Dam Bonds
1933". They are of $1000 denomination and are payable $175,000 each year,

beginning in December, 1931. The bonds are to bear interest
'

' not exceeding 6

per cent" per year, but it is exjDeeted that when they are sold the interest

rate will be 1 per cent or less.

The various Hetch Hetchy bond issues and the balance sheet as of June
30, 1931, are shown in the following tabulations

:

Hetch Hetchy Water Supply

BOND ISSUES
Vote Interest

Authorized Yes No Amount % Work Accomplished
Nov. 12 '08 31,572 5,641 $ 600,000 ±y2 Purchase lands, water rights,

etc.

Jan. 11 '10 32,888 1.609 15,000,000 4% Main dams, mountain tunnels,

5% Cherry and Moccasin power
systems,
Bay Crossing pipe, Pulgas tun-

nel

7 '24 68,519 3,361 10,000,000 5 Foothill tunnel and shafts in

Coast Eange tunnel

1 '28 91,859 11,381 21,000,000 4% Coast Eange tunnel and San
Joaquin pipe, emergency pipes

3 '32 128,691 9,373 6,500,000 5 Complete Coast Range' tunnel

and
5% Bay Crossing pipe, make pay-

ments to U. S.

7 '33 102,512 45,057 3,500,000 Enlarge O 'Shaughnessy Dam
to ultimate height

$89,600,000
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Graphic Records of Costs and Expenditures

Contract Payments from Bond Funds

1910 Fund 1925 Fund 1928 Fund 1932 Fund Total
( '(»nt racts Completed to

,lum> ::<». $25,936,262 $2,372,076 $6,327,225 $34,635,563

Contracts Completed

—

1933-1934 $255,800 255,800
Total Contracts Com-

pleted to June 30,

L934 $25,936,262 $2,372,076 $6,327,225 $255,800 $34,891,363

Contracts not Com-
pleted 48,944 48,944

Total paid— All Con-
tracts $25,936,262 $2,372,076 $6,327,225 $304,744 $34,940,307

Contract Payments from Hetch Hetchy Power
Operative Depreciation Fund

During Fiscal Year
1933-1934 $ 61,834

Hetch Hetchy Water Supply Expenditures for Construction

June 30, 1934
HETCH HETCHY DIVISION, initial dam completed and in opera-

tion: O 'Shaughnessy Dam, clearing Hetch Hetchy Reservoir.. $ 8,304,938.67

ELEANOR DIVISION, Eleanor Dam, clearing Lake Eleanor
Reservoir 391,747.22

MOUNTAIN DIVISION, completed and in operation: Early In-

take Dam and headworks, aqueduct tunnel (18.8 miles) and
appurtenances 11,522,154.24

MOCCASIN DIVISION, completed and in operation: Priest Dam,
power tunnel, penstock lines, power plant and transmission line,

Moccasin to Newark 8,915,917.49

GENERAL UTILITIES, ETC., applying to above construction:
Lower Cherry Power System, Sawmill, Hetch Hetchy Rail-

road, Boarding House, Etc 4,000,633.23

FOOTHILL DIVISION, completed and ready for operation: Moc-
casin Dam and headworks, aqueduct tunnel (15.8 miles) and
Bed Mountain Bar Siphon 8,811,585.3 7

SAN JOAQUIN DIVISION, completed and ready for operation:
Pipe Line (47.5 miles) 4,553,830.72

(OAST RANGE DIVISION, under construction: 29.2 miles of

aqueduct tunnel, pipe line and appurtenances 22,331,664.69

BAY DEVELOPMENT, completed and in operation: Bay Cross-
in-; Pipe Line No. 1, Pulgas Tunnel, Etc 5,881,480.48

(IKNKRAL: Administration, engineering, legal, etc., reservoir,

watershed and other lands, water rights, payments to U. S. Gov-
ernment and miscellaneous $5,863,591.07

Less Credits, rental of lands, sale of water, mis-

cellaneous 217,928.42 5,645,662.65

Total Expenditures from General Fund and Bond Funds for

Construction of Hetch Hetchy Project $80,359,614.76
Allocated to Power Development 21,866,835.25

Allocated to Botch Hetchy Water Supply Construction $58,492,779.51
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MISCELLANEOUS, expenditures for
evaluating the plants of the Pa-
cific Gas & Electric Co. and the
Great Western Power Co $ 392,006.43
Less allocated to Power Develop-
ment 392,006.43

EMERGENCY WATER SUPPLY,
completed: Xewark-San Lorenzo
Pipe Line 1,043,929.63
Corral Hollow Pipe Line 1,215,644.69 2,259,574.32 2,259,574.32

Expenditures from Bond Funds and
General Fund allocated to Water
Supply Construction $60,752,353.83

INTEREST DURIXG CONSTRUC-
TION:
Allocated to Hetch Hetchy Water
Supply Construction $14,842,451.80

Allocated to Emergency Water
Supply

:

Total $ 331,210.52
Paid and payable by San
Francisco Water Dept 158,471.25 172,739.27 15,015,191.07

Total Expenditures for Water Sup-
ply Construction $75 767,544.90

— i

1 1 1 r

HETCH HETCHY AQUEDUCT
COAST RANGE TUNNEL

EXCAVATION PROGRESS CHART

/3 /2 // /O 9 8 7 6 5
D/stances 'n /OOOO Ft Stations
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HETCH HETCHY POWER OPERATION

STREET LIGHTING

GAS AND ELECTRIC SUPPLY

PAUL J. OST
Chief Electrical Engineer and Manager

HETCH HETCHY POWER OPERATION
The Hetcli Hetchy Power Houses at Early Intake and Moccasin func-

tioned normally through the year, except for a short period during the

winter when the Intake plant was shut down to connect the tailrace into

the adit across the river. There follows a comparative income statement which
shows the results of the current fiscal year with the preceding fiscal year
and from the beginning of operation in 1925 to and including June 30, 1934.

Following the income statement is a consolidated balance sheet as of June
30, 1934.

COMPARATIVE INCOME STATEMENT

Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 1933, June 30, 1934 and

Period August 16, 1925 to June 30, 1934

Beginning

REVENUES

Fiscal Year
June 30, 1934

Fiscal Year
June 30, 1933

to

June 30, 1934

Power Sales

—

Moccasin Power House
General Consumers $8,128,357.50

5,938,825.71

$7,431,602.02

5,429,665.77

$68,491,766.41

49,358,591.47

Water Division, for construction. . . .

2,189,531.76

66,996.67

2,001,936.25

125,258.08

19,133,171.91

340,429.42

2,256,528.43 2,127,194.33 18,792,645.52

Early Intake Power House
39,615.00

1,530.84

43,450.00

1,354.16

381,240.00

5,738.29

41,145.84 44,804.16 386,978.29

Total Power Sales
Other Revenues: Int. earned, rents, etc.

2.297.674.27

35,488.69

2,171,998.49

32,129.34

19,179,623.81
351.025.11

Total Revenues 2,333,162.96 2,204,127.83 19,533,648.92
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EXPENSES
Operating Exp., exclusive of deprecia-

tion

—

Production 164.221.58 171,693.6*3 1,546,928:92
Transmission 25,945.32 34,867.55 237,394.81
General and miscellaneous 59,969.80 79,013.24 522,450.67

250,136.70 285,574.42 2,306,774.40
Allowance for depreciation 175,000.00 175,000.00 1,502,848.59

Total Operating Expenses 425,136.70 460,574.42 3,809,622.99

Bond interest 714,339.00 737,383.50 7,195,037.62
Amortization of bond discount 53,713.88 55,841.17 1,302,700.38

Total Expenses 1,193,189.58 1,253,799.09 12,073,360.99

Net income transferred to surplus 1,139,973.38 950,328.74 7,226,287.93

Less, comparative charges for federal
income taxes as required by Section
64 of the Charter 156,000.00 130,000.00 991,000.00

Net Income on Comparative Basis $ 983,973.38 $ 820,328.74 $ 6,235,287.93

The water conditions were favorable in that the spring runoff of 1933

was quite protracted causing Lake Eleanor to spill from April 17 to July

11 and O'Shaughnessy Dam from June 13 to July 17. The amount of water

available was sufficient so that no demands were made on the city by the

irrigation districts for release of water at a rate faster than it could be

passed through the power houses. The precipitation of the past winter was
less than normal but came in such a manner that the power houses were able

to continue their full output through the entire year. Indications were that

it would be necessary on about January 10, 1934, to reduce the output to

that available from stream flow. However, improved weather conditions in

the last part of December permitted continuous operation at full capacity.

On February 19, 1934, the water in storage at the O'Shaughnessy Dam
reached a minimum of 2,491 acre feet, after which date the amount of water
in storage gradually increased. A peak of 138,370 acre feet at O 'Shaughnessy
Dam wras reached June 1, and water was drawn from storage for a num-
ber of days for power house operation, making it appear that this was the

maximum water we would have during the year. Fortunately, rains in June
which totaled over two inches in the mountains above the O'Shaughnessy
Dam, brought the maximum to 169,228 acre feet, or to 81 per cent of resell

voir capacity on June 26th.

Lake Eleanor was filled on March 9 and continued to spill until June 2(5.

The shortage of runoff from the Tuolumne River watershed, has caused

some concern on the part of the Tuiiock and Modesto Irrigation Districts,

and both districts, by resolution, made a demand on the Public Utilities Com-
mission to release all water claimed by them which has been intercepted and

stored in the Hetch Hetchy and Lake Eleanor Reservoirs. The directors

of the Modesto Irrigation District were interviewed in Modesto on Wedned
day, April 25, and the directors of the Turlock Irrigation District on Thurs-
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day, May 10. On May 28th the Public Utilities Commission, by resolution,

assured the districts that the city would release to them upon demand, to

meet irrigation needs, all of the water which had been stored and to which

they were entitled, this release to be made preferably at such a rate as would
enable the city to secure the maximum power generation. Both districts have

placed in effect regulations conserving water.

On June 11 the Turlock District made a request that the Public Utilities

Commission agree to reimburse it for power revenue lost because the city

had retained water which would otherwise be in the Don Pedro Reservoir.

As their power house is built on the downstream face of the Don Pedro Dam,
the elevation of the water in the reservoir directly affects the power output.

With the city storing water claimed by the Turlock District, their head,

power output and revenue are all decreased. The loss in revenue up to June
20 has been estimated at $7,762. Payment was made to the Turlock District

in 1932 on account of similar conditions occurring in 1931. Because the city

uses the water through a much greater power drop, it is materially to its

advantage to retain the water and reimburse Turlock District for loss of

power revenue. The price received by the City for power is greater than
that paid the district. The demand of the district was recognized by the

passage of Public Utilities Commission Resolution No. 566 on July 9, 1934.

On June 26, the Modesto Irrigation District advised that our program
of water release would leave them short of water for irrigation purposes and
demanded that the city increase its release beginning July 15 to provide a

continuous flow of 1,000 cubic feet per second to the credit of the Modesto
District. At this rate of release the city would be unable to generate power
from a considerable part of the water. This demand is under consideration

and it is hoped that adjustments satisfactory to all concerned may be effected.

In Don Pedro Reservoir on June 30 there were 127,750 acre feet; in the

Owens Reservoir of the Irrigation Districts 13,000 acre feet. On June 30

the water available at all reservoirs was as follows:
Don Pedro Eeservoir 127,750 acre feet

Owens Eeservoir 13,000 " 11

Total Held by Irrigation Districts 140,750 "

Hctch Hetchy Eeservoir 108,340 acre feet

Lake Eleanor Eeservoir 28,000 " "

Total Held by San Francisco 196,340 '

'

Grand Total 337,090 1

The estimated usage by the districts was as follows, in acre feet:

July
August . .

September

Turlock
85,250

78,250

58,175

Modesto
50,000

35,000

5,860

Total

135,250

113,250

64,035

90,860

The above figures do not take into consideration the natural stream

How, hiil show that on the basis of the estimated usage but 24,555 acre fed

would he available on October 1. The actual usage of water will likely not
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be in strict accordance with the above estimate as the Districts agree to

take every possible advantage of such favorable conditions as may arise. It

is very evident, however, that the output of power from the Hetch Hetchy

plants during 1934-35 is likely to be below normal. October is not so late but

what favorable weather conditions may permit a normal power crop to be

harvested during the year.

1933-34 has been an exceptionally good power year and the operative

revenue is more than $300,000 over the revenue estimated in the 1933-34

budget. The following table shows the generation and disposition of electric

energy for the years 1933-34 and 1932-33.

GENERATION AND DISPOSITION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY
1933-34 1932-33

kw-hr. kw-hr. Change

Generated by Moccasin Power House 492,195,000 463,399,500 + 6.21

Generated by Early Intake Power House. 10,401,400 11,814,100 -12.00

1,000

502,597,400 475,213,600 + 5.76

Consigned to P. G. & E. Co., Newark 448,491,000 410,323,200 + 9.30

Delivered to P. G. & E. Co., Tuolumne Cir-

7,923,000 8,690,000 - 8.83

1,300,232 717,030 + 81.34

327,089 910,735 -64.09

9,599 153,000 -93.73

13,432,312 26,828,500 -50.07

31,114,168 27,591,135 + 12.77

475,213,600 + 5.76

Moccasin Power House:
During the year the bus structure at the Moccasin Power House was

cleaned and painted for the first time since its original installation in 1925.

The oil switches, transformers and other yard equipment were given the

same treatment. The insulators used on some of the high tension equipment
were the best to be had at the time of purchase. These had deteriorated
through weathering to a point where failures might be expected. All old

style insulators have been replaced with new modern porcelain which, it is

believed, will not require replacement.

The water supply to the water wheels is controlled by oil under pressure,

which is maintained by electrically driven pumps. The original pumps were
of the gear type and had never been satisfactory. As repairs were expensive,
four new style screw pumps were purchased and installed in place of the
original gear pumps. These not only operate more satisfactorily but without
vibration or noise and should not be subject to heavy repair costs.

During the year a large number of the ties were replaced on the Moc-
casin penstock tramway. This tramway was built to install the penstocks
and is kept up to facilitate inspection and repairs, as without it the penstock
is practically inaccessible because of its location on a very steep hillside.

Repairs were also made to the trestle on this tramway where it passes over
the Hetch Hetchy railroad track.
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Transmission Lines:

The transmission line between Moccasin and Newark was constructed
with steel cored aluminum conductor from Moccasin to within nine miles of

Newark, this last nine miles being hemp cored copper. Copper was used in

proximity to the Bay to prevent possible deterioration from salt fog and
spray. Considerable difficulty has been experienced with the aluminum con-
ductor because of vibration, which has caused many of the aluminum strands
to break adjacent to points of support. It has also caused some loosening

of the strands adjacent to splices. The line has already been equipped with

cast iron weights attached to the conductor adjacent to the towers in such

a manner as to damp the conductor vibration. Until this year no attempt
had been made on a large scale to correct the damage which had occurred
prior to putting on dampers. During the summer a crew was organized to

work on the lines during the hours when one circuit could be taken out of

service. Six men with a truck fitted with a power winch were able to work
from about 11:00 p. m. until 5:00 a. m. The conductors were detached from
the insulators and inspected and where more than six of the thirty aluminum
strands were broken, were reinforced with aluminum armor rods which were
furnished without charge by the makers of the conductor. These armor rods

are 73 inches long and taper from a maximum diameter in the center to a

minimum diameter at the ends. Ten of these rods are placed around the

conductor so as to center at the insulator. The rods are twisted tight around
the conductor with special tools, after which the ends are clamped. These
armor rods, in addition to restoring the conductivity at the point of break,

serve to prevent further breakage. The tensile strength of the conductor lies

in the steel core which is not impaired by the breaking of the aluminum.

All points of suspension across the San Joaquin Valley were inspected

and more than 100 sets of armor rods were installed. Only this relatively

few number of locations required armor rods although many places had one

or more broken strands ; at only two places were all of the conducting strands

broken. This work was completed October 4, 1933.

As this work was carried on, the sectionalizing switches in the transmis-

sion line were inspected. These were found to have deteriorated to a point

where it was necessary to replace the blades and clips. These parts were

originally of copper only. The replacement blades were made of copper,

some of them being plated with cadmium and some with chromium. These

platings are to prevent surface oxidization, which apparently caused the

burning of the original contacts.

Pole Lines:

The output of the Early Intake power house is transmitted to the

'Shaughnessy Dam and the Moccasin power house over 22,000 volt transmis-

sion lines mounted on wooden poles. These lines were constructed of native

cedar in 1917 and 1918. All of the poles have been stubbed and the stubs

are now rotting out. Many of the ]>oles are in very bad shape at the top

due to weathering and to the action of woodpeckers. During the past year

we have been replacing such of these poles as required immediate attention.

In connection with this work some minor changes in alignment have been

made to effect reliability. Similar conditions apply to the telephone lines used

in directing power and railroad operation. All new poles being set are West-
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ern red cedar with creosoted butts. Some of the original copper wire used
on the telephone lines had been stretched from excessive snow and sleet load-

ing until it was no longer reliable. This was replaced with iron wire of con-

siderably greater strength.

Early Intake Power House:
The Early Intake Power House was built and placed in service in May

1918 for the purpose of supplying power for use in the construction of the

Mountain Division Tunnel, 'Shauglmessy Dam and Priest Dam. This plant

has three 1,000 KVA units generating at 2300 volts. The output is stepped up
to 22,000 volts for transmission.

At the time the plant was placed in service it had a capacity in excess

of that needed for the Hetch Hetchy construction work, while there was a
shortage of power in the State. The city was ordered by Mr. H. G. Butler,

state power administrator, to connect its line to that of the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company at Priest and deliver into their system all surplus power.

This was done and the connection with the Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany has been retained. From the date of commencement to June 30, 1934,

power to a value of $740,244 has been delivered to the company. This revenue
has been for energy available but not required for the Hetch Hetchy con-

struction work.

When the work was commenced on the construction of the Moccasin
Power House, the line was extended from Priest to Moccasin and upon com-
pletion of the Moccasin plant, the tie connection to the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company was moved to Moccasin where it could be under the super-

vision of the power house operators.

The Intake plant is located on the Tuolumne River about five-eighths

of a mile below the diversion dam directing water into the Mountain Division

Aqueduct. The water for the operation of the plant comes from the Cherry
River, being supplied partially from Lake Eleanor where storage of 28,000

acre feet is provided. Since the completion of the Moccasin plant the Early
Intake plant has been operated at full capacity only during the spring run-off

period. When running on stored water, as much of the Cherry River water
as possible has been diverted by means of first a flume, and later a pipe
beyond the Intake plant to the diversion dam, thence to Moccasin where the
head is 1,250 feet compared with 345 feet at Early Intake. This method of

operation secured the maximum power output from the water available. Be-
cause the Intake plant is below the point of diversion, water used there could
not be used again at the Moccasin plant.

During the period when water was by-passed to Moccasin, about 25

second feet was used through the Intake plant to maintain the connection
with the Pacific Gas and Electric Company and give a satisfactory voltage
on the far end of their line at its connection with our system. This method
of operation was uneconomical in that we lost at Early Intake, the potential
energy in the water by-passed to the Moccasin plant, and Moccasin lost the
water which was put through the Intake plant. This uneconomical situation
has been corrected during the year as follows

:

The Mountain Division tunnel was driven from an adit across the river
and a short distance above the Intake plant. By connecting the draft tubes
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of the Intake water wheels into this adit, water can be used at Early Intake
plant and be delivered into the aqueduct for use again at the Moccasin power
house. The annual additional revenue to be obtained by making this con-

nection is estimated at $85,000. As the cost of the work including necessary
changes in the Early Intake equipment was $85,000, it is evident that the

first year's revenue will pay for the job.

Bids for furnishing and installing the pipe were received on August 31,

1933, and contract awarded to the lowest bidder, the Western Pipe and Steel

Company, for $48,604.65. Onty one other bid was received which amounted
to $57,017. In addition to this contract, valves and miscellaneous fittings were
purchased at a cost of $8,808, and changes in the power plant equipment
cost $12,527. The work consisted of furnishing and laying approximately

1,100 feet of 60-inch diameter steel pipe having plate thicknesses of 5/16
and % inches. There was also erected a 42-inch diameter stand pipe 50

feet high with a 28-inch diameter overflow connection. Concrete valve wells

were installed at the power house to house the control equipment.

As the Early Intake power house is on the north bank of the Tuolumne
River and the adit is on the south side, the pipe had to be laid under the

river. While this was a difficult job of excavation and pipe laying, the winter

weather conditions were extremely propitious so that the work was carried

forward without serious setbacks. It was necessary to stop the operation

of the Intake plant on December 5, 1933, to connect the draft tube, and it

was not started under the new conditions until March 7, 1934, since which
time the plant has been producing an average of more than 50,000 kw-hrs.

a day and delivering about 190 cubic feet of water per second into the

Mountain Division aqueduct.

On February 27, 1934, when the connection was made between the pipe

and the adit, it was necessary to stop the flow of water through the aqueduct

for a few hours. Advantage was taken of this opportunity to inspect the

tunnel from Early Intake to Adit 8-9. Everything was found to be in good

condition.

Early Intake Flume:
The water to the Early Intake Power House is brought from the Cherry

River diversion dam through tunnels, a wooden flume, concrete lined ditches,

and pipe. The flume which is near the upper end of the aqueduct was built

of native lumber in 1917 and 1918 and has been repaired from time to time.

It has now reached the point where it is absolutely essential to either rebuild

it or replace it. There has been included in the 1934-35 budget the sum of

$90,000 for a tunnel to replace the 3,000 feet of wooden flume. Preliminary

surveys have been completed and plans and specifications are in the course

of preparation.

The concrete lined ditch has been a source of annoyance in that cattle

and deer at times get into it. The entire project is within the National Forest

in which the government permits cattle to be grazed. The cattlemen have

complained to the Federal Government with relation to the loss of cattle

and we have been instructed to fence the ditch. This item is included in

next year's budget.
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Varly Intake Road:
The road leading into Early Intake from the main road between South

Pork and Mather, is 4y2 miles long, descending a little over 1,800 feet in

his distance. The nature of the country made it necessary to build a road

Uiich twists and winds along contour lines on a bench in the side of the

Unyon. It was very narrow and the continual breaking down of the slope

in the upper side has further decreased the width of the road. Unemployed

hen under control of the S. E. R. A. who have been camped at Early Intake

[his season, have been used in widening and straightening this road at a

ninimum cost to the city.

9'Shaughnessy Dam:
The Administration of Yosemite National Park has taken over the super-

vision of the tourist facilities at 'Shaughnessy Dam. One of the first jobs

[hey undertook was to provide permanent convenience stations at this place.

Irhey commenced August 4, 1933, and worked until weather conditions pre-

sented, and came back in the spring and finished the job on May 17, 1934.

[IChey have built a stone building and have put in septic tank and disposal

aeld. In order to get the disposal field at a proper distance from the camp
£ite, it was necessary to pump the effluent over a ridge. The city is furnish-

ng water and electricity for the station, without cost to the park authorities.

During the year considerable work has been done for the Hetch Hetchy
construction department in the way of securing data necessary for the design

pf the addition to O'Shaughnessy Dam. This work has involved surveys, the

vocation and prospecting of sources of sand at Rancheria and Miguel Meadow.

Groveland

:

Groveland still continues as the place of residence for a number of

Power Division employees. It is at the top of Priest grade and well located

|or working either eastward toward O'Shaughnessy Dam or westward to-

ward Hetch Hetchy Junction. A number of buildings still remain from the

ftime when this place was the construction headquarters. There is one draw-
back to this location and that is there is no adequate local water supply.

|We have been pumping water from the Second Garrotte Shaft, which is

unduly expensive. During the year the well adjacent to the old office build-

ing has been deepened and enlarged and a small pump installed to raise the
water to the storage tanks. For a large part of the year this will be adequate
to supply water for domestic and fire protection purposes. Meters have been
installed and a charge is being made for water used, with a view to cutting
the consumption.

Moccasin

:

1 Under direction of the Hetch Hetchy construction department, and out
of their funds, the sewer at Moccasin was extended to a point below the
Moccasin Dam, where a septic tank was put in. This work was done by con-
tract starting October 10, 1933, and finishing February 7, 1934. Details of
this contract are given in the report of the Construction Department.

The original wooden floors of the machine shop, garage and other aux-
iliary buildings were rotted out and had to be replaced. New concrete floors

were put in during the year.
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A fence with steel posts has been constructed of barbed wire and mesh
to keep cattle out of the Moccasin Reservoir and the camp grounds. This
was started June II and completed June 30, 1934.

The powder magazine used by the Construction Department located be-

tween the camp and Moccasin Dam was abandoned and a new concrete maga-
zine built a sufficient distance up the Moccasin canyon from the power house
to prevent possibility of damage in case of explosion.

Hetch Hetchy Railroad:

On May 26, 1934, a local cloudburst washed out a section of the Hetch
Hetchy Railroad near mile post 8. Fires have burned off the vegetation in the

vicinity so the run-off is exceedingly rapid. The railroad track is on a loose

rock fill close to the Tuolumne River. It was necessary to put in a short tem-
porary trestle and later haul in earth to replace the material washed out.

There had been trouble at this location previously, and to avoid future wash-
outs, an additional culvert was installed. A 30 inch corrugated metal pipe laid

on a steep grade was built into the fill.

Large quantities of cement and other heavy materials will be necessary in

the construction of the addition to the 'Shaughnessy Dam. The railroad

offers the only satisfactory transportation for this material. It connects with

the line of the Sierra Railway of California at Hetch Hetchy Junction and
extends almost 60 miles to a terminal at Mather from which a paved road is

available for 9 miles to the site of the Dam. The motive power used during

the construction of the 'Shaughnessy Dam and the Mountain Division of the

aqueduct has been sold and the organization which operated the railroad has

been disbanded. The Sierra Railway volunteered to haul the material required

in raising the Dam by operating the Hetch Hetchy Railroad as a common car-

rier under contract with the Public Utilities Commission. They required how-

ever, that the roadbed be rehabilitated by the installation of over 50,000 new
ties, that bridges be repaired and oil and water tanks be erected. They will

operate with steam locomotives while the small business which has been done

by the Hetch Hetchy Power Division has been carried on by means of gasoline

locomotives.

At the time the rehabilitation of the railroad was under discussion, the

State Emergency Relief Administration asked if we could provide work and

camps for 500 or GOO itinerant unemployed. The railroad work seemed ad-

mirably suited to this class of labor, and arrangements were completed whereby
in December, 1933, they commenced moving men into Hetch Hetchy camps.

We supplied beds, blankets, pillows and such camp facilities as were available,

and some lumber, out of which they built additional bunkhouses. We also

fixed up some railroad cars to provide a movable camp. These camps were

established as follows:

158 men January 1, 1934

106 December 20, 1933

40 i i February 16, 1934

116 1

1

February 1, 1934
1

1

March 12, 1934

170 i i March 19, 1934

35 i ( March 1, 1934

696 (

(
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About two years ago the Civilian Conservation Corps built a cam]) at Buck
Meadows which they abandoned early in June, 1933. As this was adjacent to

some of our railroad work we secured permission to utilize it for the S.E.R.A.

men who moved in on June 8. These men were withdrawn from the other

camps. Work out of Mather was continued until shortly before the opening of

the summer Recreation Camp when all men were withdrawn.

As of June 30, 1934, 37,100 ties had been received at Hetch Hetchy Junc-

tion, 36,040 had been distributed along the right of way, and 33,000 had been

installed in the track. All of the bridges and culverts with the exception of

the Moccasin Creek Bridge, had been repaired. Oil tanks were rehabilitated at

Hetch Hetchy Junction, Groveland and Mather. Water tanks were provided

at Hetch Hetchy Junction, Cavagnaro, Groveland, South Fork and Mather.

The contract signed with the Sierra Railway contains a tariff which is

summarized as follows

:

The railway will transport all freight offered which can be hauled on not

to exceed 12 cars per day. It will not be required to transport in any single

train, less than 4 cars, excepting in cases of emergency at an advance in rate.

The minimum car load weights shall be 40,000 pounds except for cement which
will be 60,000, and contractor's equipment, 30,000 pounds.

The rates from Hetch Hetchy Junction to Mather in carload lots shall be

:

Shipment of 4 cars or more 26.2 cents per 100 pounds
1

1 1 1 q 1
1 2 1

1

'
'

1

1

* 1

it 1 1 £ ' 1 3g 2 " ' ' " '*

Single car lots 41.2 " " "
Less than carload lots 50.0 " 11 " "

In no case will a car over 42 feet in length or weighing in excess of 60
tons gross be handled. If special steam train service is required for the move-
ment of less than carload freight, a charge of $150 will be made in addition to

the regular freight charges covering the shipment.

Passengers will be carried during the time of year that bus service is not
available to Mather. The one way fare between Hetch Hetchv Junction and
Mather will be $3.

Hauling by the Sierra Railway will not commence until work on the road
is completed and until the contract for the work at the Dam has been awarded.
The contract does not go into effect unless work at the Dam is undertaken, and
the contract is to continue during the period of construction, at which time
the railroad will be returned to the city in good condition. During the time the
Sierra Railway is operating the Hetch Hetchy Railroad, the Power Operative
Division will retain the privilege of miming its own equipment on the rails.

Seco Substation:

Seco Substation is located about 9 miles east of Livermore and can take
power from either of the 110,000 volt transmission circuits running from
Moccasin to Newark. This high voltage is stepped down to 22,000 volts and is

transmitted east and west from Seco to the construction camps on the Coast
Range Division. During the year 13,432,312 kw-hrs., were delivered through
this station which was only about 50 per cent of that delivered in the preced-
ing year due to a decrease in power consumption on construction work.
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At 6:00 p. m. on February 19, 1934, two of the step-down transformers

were struck by lightning and damaged to such extent that it was necessary to

take them out of service. Fortunately there had been set up at Seco a bank of

transformers for use in supplying power to the proposed Corral Hollow pipe

line pumping plants. The remaining good transformer of the operating bank,

the spare transformer originally purchased with the substation equipment,
and one of the Corral Hollow transformers were connected together and ser-

vice re-established later in the evening. No effort has been made to repair the

damaged transformers as there is no immediate need for them and they can
be sold upon completion of the Coast Range construction in their present con-

dition as advantatgeously as if repaired. This same lightning storm caused a

flash over of insulators near the San Joaquin River. Additional lightning

storms were experienced on May 29. This is the first serious damage that has
been occasioned by lightning in the 9 years that the Moccasin plant has been
in service.

Visitors to the Project:

Facilities are provided at the Moccasin power house and at 'Shaughnessy

Dam for giving visitors to the project a clear understanding of the work. At
'Shaughnessy Dam the damtender meets visitors during certain hours of the

day to give them information. At the Moccasin power house there is a visitors

'

gallery provided at one end of the generator room from which visitors may
overlook the machinery and. get a clear view of the interior of the power house.

Many people from San Francisco and elsewhere avail themselves of these

accommodations each year.

During the summer there are frequently visitors who desire more detailed

technical information, and arrangements can be made for them to see more of

the power house and dam than is accorded the casual visitor.

On October 29, 1933, His Honor Mayor Rossi conducted a party including

Senator Guglielmo Marconi and his wife the Marchesa, of Italy, to 'Shaugh-

nessy Dam and the Moccasin Power House.

RED MOUNTAIN BAR POWER SYSTEM
The report mentioned in last year's annual report, covering the construc-

tion of a power house at Red Mountain Bar, and the distribution of this energy

in San Francisco, was completed and transmitted to the Board of Supervisors

on August 13, 1933. A brief summary of this report follows

:

Red Mountain Bar, which is approximately six miles nearer San Francisco

than the Moccasin plant, is located on the Tuolumne River where the Hetch

Hetchy aqueduct crosses under the river by siphon. With the enlarged

'Shaughnessy Dam, the Mountain Division of the Hetch Hetchy Project can

provide a continuous average flow of approximately 730 cubic feet per second.

From the end of the Foothill tunnel the present pipe line across the San

Joaquin Valley toward San Francisco has a maximum capacity of 93 cubic feet

per second. This surplus of 637 cubic feet per second not now required in San

Francisco, lias a head of approximately 300 feet at Red Mountain Bar where

it will be discharged back into the Tuolumne River. This surplus water will

no! have to be sent to San Francisco for many years and by the installation

of a power house at this point, it will be possible to generate approximately

125 million kilowatt hours per year on the basis of an average effective head

of 295 feet.
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The actual head at the plant will vary widely, as the Don Pedro Dam
located on the Tuolumne River below the proposed Red Mountain Bar power
house creates a reservoir which backs up beyond Red Mountain Bar. This

would cause a change in the elevation of the tailbay of 90 feet between lull

reservoir and empty reservoir. The elevation of the Moccasin reservoir which
will serve as a forebay for the Red Mountain Bar plant, also varies 35 feel in

head. The seasonal peak capacity of this plant would be a little more than

20,000 kilowatts and would come in the late autumn and early winter when of

most value.

The present transmission lines from Moccasin power house to the Xewark
substation of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company located at the lower end
of San Francisco Bay, have ample capacity to transmit the additional power
from the Red Mountain Bar plant. The city at present has no outlet for this

additional 125 million kilowatt hours, but two plans suggest themselves; one,

to extend the contract with the Pacific Gas and Electric Company by which
the output of the Moccasin plant is consigned ; the other, to bring the energy
into San Francisco for distribution.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company at first refused to extend the con-

tract for Moccasin energy to include that from the Red Mountain Bar jnant,

but later agreed to do so on the same terms as now apply to Moccasin.

Two plans were formulated for transmitting and distributing the energy
in San Francisco. Plan Xo. 1 was made in conformity with Resolution No. 900

of the Board of Supervisors, which set up definite objectives that would pro-

vide an outlet for about sixty-five per cent of the Red Mountain Bar power.
Plan Xo. 2 suggested by this department, extended Plan Xo. 1 so that an outlet

would be provided for ninety per cent of the generated energy. Plan No. 3 is

the one under which the entire power output would be delivered to the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company under the extended Moccasin contract.

Expenditures and results to be expected under each of these three pro-

posals are set up in the following table

:

TABLE I

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

$6,308,000 $1,000,000

466,500
195000

701.300

233,500

550,000

18,000

For Average Year:
Bond interest and Redemption. . .

271,500

232,300

170.S00

287,600

532.000

45,600

For Initial Year:

Bond Interest and Redemption. .

39,200

271,500
305,600

183.200

170,800
378,100

1 Sri.ioo

532.000
60,000

. . Minus $ 31.100 $ 92.100 $ 473,000
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It was proposed that the financing" of this undertaking be through the
National Industrial Recovery Act under which the United States Government
would advance the necessary capital of which only seventy-five per cent would
have to be returned over a period of twenty-five years, interest to be at four
per cent.

Table II gives an estimate of the costs of Plans Nos. 1 and 2. Under
Plan No. 3, the only expenditure would be for the construction of the power
house at Red Mountain Bar, amounting to $1,000,000.

TABLE II

ESTIMATE OF COSTS
Plan 1 Plan 2

Red Mountain Bar Power House, 20,000 kilowatts $1,000,000 $1,000,000
Double circuit transmission line, 44.6 miles 980,000 980,000
Palo Alto Substation 150,000 150,000
Crystal Springs Substation 80,000 80,000
Step-down Station, San Francisco 309,000 325,000
Substations and standby plant

1,270,000

2,213,000
Distribution

1,141,000

1,385,000
General and Miscellaneous 68,000 75,000
Initial Commercial Costs 95,000 100,000

Total $5,093,000 $6,308,000

Plans 1 and 2 contemplated extension of a transmission line from Newark
into San Francisco, with a branch connection into Palo Alto, where it was
proposed to deliver 13,000,000 kilowatt hours annually for distribution by the
City of Palo Alto. Between Palo Alto and San Francisco, the transmission
line passes close to the Crystal Springs pumping plant of the San Francisco
Water Department where a substation was to be installed to deliver the

12,500,000 kw-hrs. annually used by the Water Department. The remainder of

the energy was to be brought into San Francisco for distribution, going to

private consumers, the Municipal Railway, the San Francisco Hospital, and
for the lighting of the streets. The total sale under Plan 1 was estimated at

38,720,000 kw-hrs. with an annual revenue of $466,500, and under Plan 2, a

total sale of 53,610,000 kw-hrs., with an annual revenue of $704,300.

After entering San Francisco County, the high voltage was to have been
stepped-down to primary distribution voltage at a supervised automatic station

from which point energy would be transmitted to two substations, the larger

one being in the Potrero District, where, in addition to a substation, it was
planned to install Diesel engines to provide standby capacity. The second sub-

station was to be close to the Civic Center and would supply the State and
Municipal Buildings and street lighting in this neighborhood, in addition to

private consumers.

As indicated by the table above, Plan 1 over the twenty-five year period,

was estimated to produce an average annual net income of $39,200; Plan 2,

$193,200, and Plan 3, $486,400. The first year of operation under Plan 1 would
produce a deficit of $41,400. Under Plan 1 the annual operating revenue

would be 5.3 per cent of the capital investment; Plan 2, 7.5 per cent and

Plan 3, 53.2 per cent.

Dei ails of the estimated annual revenues are given in the following table:
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TABLE III

POSSIBLE ANNUAL REVENUE
Plan 1 Plan 2

Kw-hrs. Amount Kw-hrs. Amount

Palo Alto 13,000,000 $ 91,000 13,000,000 $91,000
Crvstal Springs Pumping Plant 12,500,000 87,500 12,500,000 87,500

Municipal Railway 2,500,000 25,000 8,200,000 82,000

San Francisco Hospital 70,000 2,000 70,000 2,000

Street Lighting 1,400,000 20,000 2.4(10,000 62,000

Domestic Energy 3,500,000 140,000 3,500,000 140,000

Commercial Energy 750.000 26,000 750,000 26,000

Industrial Energy' 5,000,000 75,000 10,000,000 150,000

Civic Center - - 3,190,000 63,800

Total 38,720,000 $466,500 53,610,000 $704,300

A table showing present and proposed rates for electric service is given
below

:

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF RATES NOW BEING PAID AND PROPOSED
Present Rate Proposed Rate

Load per kw-hr. per kw-hr.

Palo Alto $0,008 $0,007

Crystal Springs Pumping Plant .008 .007

Municipal Railway (average) .0113 .010

San Francisco Hospital Standby Standby
Street Lighting 10% Reduction 10% Reduction
Domestic Energy .045 .040

Commercial Energy .040 .035

Industrial Energy .020 .015

Civic Center .0224 .020

Plan 2 was selected as the one to be submitted to the voters on November
7, 1933. As was to be expected, there was considerable opposition to the city

entering into the electric distribution field, and the vote was 71,746 for the

proposition and 73,010 against. The scheme is an entirely feasible one. and
aside from the fact that it places the Municipality in direct competition with

the privately owned system, has much of merit to recommend it.

No further steps have been taken to develop the Red Mountain Bar sys-

tem, even for the purpose of consigning the energy to the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company. In the meantime, potential energy in the water passing

through the Moccasin power house is being lost, to the extent of more than

$500,000 a year.
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STREET LIGHTING
The budget appropriation for the lighting of streets for the year 1933-34

was $780,000 or $70,000 less than that for the previous year. In order to

allow for anticipated tax delinquencies, instructions were received that the

annual expenditure should not exceed $710,000. Later this amount was in-

creased slightly to take care of urgent necessities, the actual expenditure
for the year for all purposes being $710,771.86. The details of this expendi-

ture are shown in the table below.

Toward the end of the year when it was found that tax delinquencies
were not as great as had been anticipated, $65,997 was released for capital

expenditures for three jobs of an emergency character. This made the total

expenditure for street lighting $776,768.86. This actual expenditure lor 1 !).'].;-

34 was the lowest since 1927-28, and amounted to 2.3% of the tax roll and
approximately $1.04 per capita.

STREET LIGHTING EXPENDITURES

Fiscal Year 1933-1934

CONTRACTUAL SERVICES
Gross Street Lighting $713,975.62
Market Street Railway Portion $12,576.00
Outages 5,553.49 18,129.49

Net Pacific Gas and Electric Company bills 695,846.13

PERSONAL SERVICES 11,903.07

NON-PERSONAL SERVICES 2,742.23

Auto Expense $ 498.29

Carfare and telephone 90.97

Office equipment and supplies 1,090.97

Telephone exchange service 102.00

Office rent 960.00

EXPENDITURES TO BE REFUNDED 280.43

Replacements, etc $ 886.34

Credits—by cash collections 605.91

Total Expenditures $710,771.86

Capital Expenditures 65,997.00

Total $776,768.86

Included in the administrative expense are the costs of making field

surveys and office records of the existing system.

There are 20,181 lamps in the city, 2,066 of which have been out of ser-

vice in the interests of economy during the year. Of the total number the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company owns 17,850 lamps and the city 2,331. The

Pacific Gas and Electric Company operates and maintains all lights under

an annual contract. The bid submitted for the fiscal year 1933-34 was approx-

imately $12,000 lower than that for the previous year.
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The company owned lamps are of many different types, the predominat-
ing kind consisting of brackets of two types mounted on wooden distribution

poles in overhead districts and similar brackets mounted on trolley poles or

special iron poles in the district served underground.

On Market Street the street railway trolley poles are each fitted with
three 6.6 ampere magnetite arc lamps. The pole trimmings and the lamp
brackets are of highly ornamental cast iron. The remainder of the high value

downtown district is lighted with two-light cast iron standards using mag-
netite lamps. On account of the necessity to economize only one of the three

lamps on Market Street has been burned during the past year and only the

all-night circuit in the downtown district, which number less than half of the

total.

The city owned lights consist almost entirely of single light electroliers

installed during the past three years along new boulevards. These standards
are of two types, namely concrete in areas adjacent to the ocean and com-
bination cast and wrought iron on streets away from the deteriorating action

of the sea. There are a number of minor installations in residential districts

which have been made by the property owners or those opening up the trad-.

During the year a total of 903 new lights were put in; of these 570
were installed by the company and 333 by the city. All of the 570 were

STREET LIGHT RECORD FILE

This File will Contain Individual Cards for the 20,181 Lights Installed in City Streets and Parks.
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lamps urgently required and petitioned for by various citizens or districts.

The majority of the 333 lamps installed by the city were in connection with
boulevard projects, These in many cases, replaced company owned lamps.
Had these new boulevard lights been installed by the company rather than
by the city, the annual operating and maintenance cost would have been in-

creased by $18,481, but under Municipal ownership the increase is $9,512.

During the year continued progress has been made in the preparation

of a complete record of the street lighting system, something which has never

heretofore existed. Approximately 75 per cent of the lights of the city have
been card indexed and a small number plotted on a large scale 14 section,

map of the city. For two months in the spring men furnished by the Civil

Works Administration were employed on this job. The fourteen men assigned

were all of a very high class, being either engineers, architects, or draftsmen,
and willing to work. This assistance ceased on April 1; it was hoped that

it might be continued under one of the other emergency organizations but
up to this time such has not been the case.

During the year a comprehensive estimate was made of the cost under
present ownership, and under present rates for operation and maintenance
by the company, if all the street lighting equipment was city owned. This

survey showed quite conclusively that the city could well afford to own the

street lighting system as the saving which would be made through Municipal
ownership would pay for the entire system within seven to ten years.

This report also led the Public Utilities Commission to request an ap-

propriation of $234,000 for the acquisition or construction of a street lighting

system in the downtown area. This appropriation was passed and it was
estimated that this program when completed, would reduce the annual oper-

ating and maintenance cost in the area changed by $28,000 which is approxi-

mately 12 per cent on the investment.

To insure that all future installations were as far as possible, the prop-

erty of the city, an ordinance was passed by the Board of Supervisors at the

request of the Public Utilities Commission, requiring that all new street im-

provements in the future involving major street reconstruction, the opening

of new streets, either by the city or by private enterprise, must include a

completed street lighting equipment belonging to the city and to be paid for

out of the funds provided for the street improvement or by those developing

the tract.

GAS AND ELECTRIC SUPPLY
In June 1933, a new annual contract was entered into with the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company to furnish electricity and gas required by the

City of San Francisco for all purposes, both inside the city and outside. In

addition to published rates, the contract provides special municipal rates in

San Francisco only, as follows: electricity for lighting 2% cents per kw-hr.,

electricity for power and heating 2 cents per kw-hr. Electricity used outside

San Francisco will be supplied at published rates only.

Gas used both within and outside the city is supplied only under pub-

lished rates. The majority of the electricity accounts are at the 2 and 2%
cent rates, as these are more advantageous than the published rates until

the monthly charge exceeds $200.
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It has been the aim of this Department to survey every account and
select for it the most advantageous rate possible. This is not an easy thing

to do as conditions change from year to year so that the besl rate tin- year
may not be the best next year. For instance, the schedule best suited to the

Municipal Opera House will finally be determined by the number of per-

formances given during the year.

By agreement with the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, it is possible

to wait until the end of the year before determining under which schedule
final payment on a number of accounts will be made. This permits as to take
advantage of the actual experience of the year.

The following table shows by Departments, the number of electric and
gas accounts and the amount spent for these two services separately and
as a total.

Expenditures

Fiscal Year 1933-1934

Electricity Gas Total

No. of No. of No. of

Departments Accts. Amount Accts. Amount Acets. Amount

Airp0rt 20 $ 5,435.87 2 $ 417.43 22 $ 5,853.30

Auditorium'^..'. 7 7,047.53 1 75.98 8 7,123.51

Building Lighting 49 33,665.53 49 33,665.53

DeYoung Museum 3 1,031.78 - - o 1,031.78

Education 231 41,305.71 123 7,125.33 354 48,431.04

Electricity 3 627.10 2 394.94 5 L,022.04

Fire
J

64 8,595.44 61 7,209.27 125 15,804.71

Health .... 16 14,440.53 18 45,130.75 34 59,571.28

fuveniie' - - i i
o
^>

Legion of Honor 5 3,560.41 - - 5 3,560.4

Libraries . 21 10,669.79 20 1,473.61 41 12,143.40

Municipal Railway 9 406,879.71 2 468.17 11 407,347.88

Park
v

..73 42,852.77 18 5,274.76 91 48,127.53

Police"* .
- 3,738.31 17 1,689.09 17 5,427.40

Public Works 64 4,893.63 5 250.57 69 5,144.20

Purchasing 6 2 722.73 4 262.59 10

Recreation 43 4,614.15 19 1,055.06 62 5,669.21

Registrar of Voters 4 90.49 2 lo.61 6 106.10

Sheriff 3 457.69 6 1,061.62 9 1,519.31

War Memorial 5 10,257.31 3 2,214.95 12,41

Water Dept. S. F. ] 20 5 25

" " San Mateo 5-14 5 19

<< Alameda J
11 145,798.13 1 38,386.46 12 184,184.59

Unemployment Relief— ««- ™ n 1 ^.

Shelters I
16 3,362.52 13 7,801.93 29 11,164.45

Administration } 28 3,39 1.90 20 2
?
oo3.86 48 .>.94>.,»

Total 715 $755,439.03 348 $123,078.13 1063 $878,517.16

The monthly bills are checked before payment is made. While this is

but the second year that this department has had control of these accounts,

their handling has been systematized so that bills are checked more qmekly

and considerably closer than ever before. Each account lias a ledger sheet
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with space in the heading for a complete record of the load. To set up this

record each meter installation must be surveyed. During the year 322 ac-

counts have been inspected in the field, covering the Police Department, the

Health Department, the San Francisco Airport, the majority of the Fire

Department, and a few accounts of the School Department.

The actual saving affected because of the survey of these 322 accounts

has been $3,388 for the year. The economies effected will continue to produce
similar or greater savings. Recommendations have been made to these Depart-

ments for changes in operating practice and possible combinations of loads,

which will, when placed in effect, result in an estimated annual saving of

$7,000. Some of the departments are very slow in making these changes and
there has been allowed in the 1934-35 budget, the sum of $3,000 with which
this department can make rearrangements to take advantage of the lowest

rate.

In a number of instances it is found that a small amount of cooking

gas is taken off a connection which supplies a large heating load. Under
these conditions all of the gas used is billed at the cooking gas rate. By
rearranging the piping so as to permit the setting of another meter to sep-

arate the cooking and heating gas, a low rate is secured for the large con-

sumption used for heating, and the higher rate is continued for the relatively

small amount used for cooking. In some cases it has been similarly found
that one or two lights on a power circuit have been causing the company to

bill the entire consumption at the lighting rate.

The survey has also revealed that a number of rates might be changed
to a more advantageous one. These changes have been made retroactive and
we secured refunds amounting to $2,503 from the power company because
of such changes.

Service rearrangements made by the Park Commission on our recom-

mendation saved $770 in five months. This was $260 more than the cost

of the work necessary to secure the lower rates. Changes have been made
in five accounts; two are yet to receive attention.

During the year the Department has cooperated with the city's Unem-
ployment Relief organization in securing the best rates for gas and electricity

used at its shelters and administrative headquarters. The Relief Department
supplied one man for this work and 77 accounts were jointly surveyed

resulting in some rebates being granted.

In the interests of economy, recommendations have been made to several

departments that they change from coal and wood fuel to gas. A careful

study was made of costs before these recommendations were made and it

was found that in many instances there would be a marked saving through

the use of gas as compared with other fuels. This is particularly the case

in a number of Police Stations. Not only is the use of wood and coal more

expensive in first cost, but the resulting dirt and smoke makes it necessary

to paint and clean more frequently.

In the past a number of gas services were fitted with reducing valves

under rental from the Gas Consumers Association. Several tests were run

which indicated that at the locations where these pressure reducers were

installed, the city was receiving no great benefit. These have all been

eliminated at a saving of several hundred dollars a year.
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The ending of the fiscal year on
June 30, 1934, marked the first anni-
versary of the advancement of San
Francisco Airport from the status of
a local flying school and private
pilots' field to the rank of a major
airport on the Federal Air Mail and
Air Transport, transcontinental and
coastwise airways.

The last six months of the fiscal

year witnessed an upheaval of the
aircraft and air transport industry
that perhaps no other transportation
industry had suffered in the history

of our Nation. Its effects were felt

throughout the business and social

life of our countiy and the direcl

result was the temporary paralysis

of all air transportation in the United
States, with consequent cessation of

the various allied manufacturing fa-

cilities that supplied aircraft, engines
and accessories. This was caused by
the promulgation of a presidential de-

cree on February 9, 1934, that all Air
Mail Contracts held by domestic air

transport lines would be cancelled as of midnight February 15, 1934.

Without dwelling on the effect of this decree on other allied activities of

the air transportation industry it will be sufficient to note the effect on San
Francisco Airport, a similar result having obtained at all the other major
airports in the United States.

President's Cancellation Decree Vital:

Prior to the cancellation decree, four transport lines were using San
Francisco Airport as their Bay Region terminal for the handling of San
Francisco and Peninsula passengers and express, two of the lines being car-

riers of mail. Incidentally, these four airlines were the only airlines existenl

in the Bay Region at the time. Three of the four used San Francisco Airpori

as their base of operations in the Bay Area and the fourth. United Airlines,

considered this Airport the Western terminus of their transcontinental runs
and the San Francisco terminal of their coastwise runs.

As the cancellation decree became effective, Transcontinental and Western
Air Inc. ceased operations, which consisted of from one to three round-trip
schedules daily between San Francisco and Los Angeles by way <>i I

" ' -'WW ;

Airport Entrance Sign.
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and Bakersfield. Their rental of Hangar No. 1 necessarily ceased and the

revenue collected by the Airport for this rental and likewise that collected for

the handling of passengers, mail and express, were lost to the Airport. For a

time the airline maintained its ticket and radio office in the Administration
Building with bnt one man on part-time duty, but this likewise was abandoned
in due time.

When new Air Mail contracts were let, some two months later, Pacific

Seaboard Airlines, which had been operating between San Francisco and Los
Angeles via the Coast Route and between San Francisco and Sacramento, were
successful bidders for the Air Mail run between Chicago and New Orleans.
They immediately moved their base of operations to Memphis, Tennessee.

Capitol Speed Lines, operating between San Francisco and Sacramento,

ceased operations about this time due to general business depression, partly at

least attributable to the unsteadiness of the aviation industry brought about

by the Air Mail cancellation decree.

United Air Lines continued their various schedules without interruption,

but the revenue derived from the handling of mail was necessarily lost to the

Aii-port. During inclement weather many schedules were cancelled, however,
since no mail was being carried and it had long been the policy of this Air
Line to " train" passengers during the prevalence of hazardous flying con-

ditions. Due to these cancellations of schedule additional revenue was lost to

the Airport.

Airport Personnel Cut One-Third:

As a result of this large and unexpected decrease in revenue, five of the

sixteen airport employees (four attendants and one janitor) were put on
furlough from March 15th through the balance of the fiscal year, and the

remaining eleven employees were required to work the three and a half month
period with no weekly day relief.

These unfortunate conditions, coming at a time when opportunities for

employment were almost non-existent and business in general was struggling

to recuperate from the world-wide depression of the past few years were

deeply regretted by all interested in the welfare of San Francisco Airport.

However, for the willingness with which the remaining employees accepted

their increased burden and likewise for the resignation with which the fur-

loughed men accepted their period of unemployment these men are to be

commended.

As this fiscal year is brought to a close, the management of San Francisco

Airport feels sincerely that the ensuing twelve months will bring forth a

renewed spirit of zeai and determination toward progress at our own local

field and indeed throughout the whole of the aviation industry, and that the

confidence of the people of San Francisco in the future of the Airport, as

manifested by their overwhelming endorsement of the Airport Bond issue at

the November Election of 1933, will be revealed to them as highly justified.

TRAFFIC
Transport

:

The summer months of 1933 brought a remarkable increase in transport

activity to San Francisco Airport. At the opening of the fiscal year every

airline operating in the San Francisco Bay Area was using this field as its

Sari Francisco terminal. That the general public was becoming "sold" on air
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travel and that Bay Region air travellers were whole-heartedly welcoming I In-

convenience of San Francisco Airport as their terminal are facts clearly Indi-

cated from comparative traffic figures accompanying this report. In a single

month, June to July, 1933, transport arrivals and departures increased from
573 to 1237. Fluctuations occurred from month to month due principally to

erratic weather conditions over the various air routes, and a Palling off during
the winter months is regularly expected because of the weather Tact or. Bui
the significant facts of the tabulated monthly traffic figures are to be noted
in the tremendous increase of schedules over corresponding months of the

previous year. An increase of well over one hundred per cent is recorded for

each month from December through June. Figures for the first five months
of the fiscal year, July through November, are not compared, since only two
small airlines were using San Francisco Airport during this period in 1932,

and the totals are so small as to be negligible. The month of least percentage
increase was February, which showed one hundred sixteen per cent more
arrivals and departures than the previous year, whereas December, the month
of greatest percentage increase, showed an advance of eleven hundred eighty-

five per cent.

Passenger arrivals and departures are not in general of as high a per-

centage increase as are transport arrivals and departures, but every month
shows a very decided advance over the previous year.

Another factor worthy of note in the traffic tabulations is the apparent

falling off of schedules during the spring of 1934 as compared to the months

AIRPORT ATTENDANTS UNLOAD PASSENGERS' LUGGAGE AND AIR MAIL FROM
BOEING TRANSPORT
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immediately preceding this period. It will be remembered that this was
due to the cancellation of air mail contracts during February, and the
consequent cessation of activities in transport work in and out of San Fran-
cisco Airport, as discussed previously in this report.

SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT TRANSPORT TRAFFIC
Passenger Passenger

Transport Arrivals and Departures Arrivals Departures

Month 1933-1934 1932-1933 % Increase 1933-1934 1932-1933 1933-1934 1932
July 1237 1469 1421
Aug. 1214 1614 1661
Sept. 1131 1610 1815
Oct. 1388 1673 1763
Nov. 1489 1557 1643
Dec. 1285 100 1185% 979 131 1102 120
Jan. 1191 246 384% .1114 495 1101 497
Feb. 1134 526 116% 1151 912 1176 925
Mar. 1039 446 133%, 1073 835 1096 850
Apr. 1031 436 136% 1357 824 1420 853
May 1052 472 123% 1653 1020 1664 935
June 1012 573 131% 1346 1137 1452 1128
Totals
Dec.-Jun. 7744 2799 177% 8673 5354 9011 5308
1933-

1934 14203 16596 17314

Note. Figures for period of July to November 1932 (inclusive) not tabulated due
to no major airlines using San Francisco Airport during that period.

SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT TPAFFIC
Transport Schedules —Arrivals And Departures -

ltt32 l»33 19X3 ,a33 1933. 1933 1933.1933 /93Z l»3i /933 /SJS /P.«J /5>JK /S.J3 1P3-* /S>33 /S>3<t /933I93* /5>JJ> 1933 '934-

JCcY AUu. ££PT OCT NOV. DEC. JAN. /*££> MAR. APR MAr Jt//V£
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Traffic Other Than Transport:

Because of the large number and major importance of transport arrival-

and departures, and the attention that must be given these scheduled planes,

the limited Airport personnel has been unable to keep an accurate record of

all transient arrivals and departures and student and scenic flights. However,
it can be stated Avithout the least hesitancy that this type of activity has

increased considerably during the year.

It has been the firm conviction of

the present Airport management from
the very beginning that transport ac-

tivity is the foundation upon which a

field must base its development; that

with the acquisition of transport lines

other branches of airport activity

such as transient and student flightSj

aircraft sales agencies, sportsmen,

etc., would follow quite automatically.

This conviction seems to have been

well founded in view of the past

year's development. Two additional

schools—Peninsula Flying Service and
Marshall George Kinner Service

—

have moved from other Bay area

fields to San Francisco Airport;
Northern California Waco Distribu-

tors, Inc., have established offices in

Hangar No. 1 and operate two or

more planes on the field; Shell Oil

Company moved its base of opera-

tions from the east bay to San
Francisco Airport, operating two
cabin planes; Silver State Airlines,

operating a Boeing four-passenger
plane for charter work, moved their base from Reno to this Airport.

Among the privately owned planes that are newcomers of the past year
are a twin-motored, ten-passenger Sikorsky amphibian owned by Mr. W. C.

Talbot; a Waco cabin plane owned by Mr. Charles Howard Jr.; another Waco
cabin plane owned by Mr. W. S. Tevis Jr.; a Waco open plane, the property

of Miss Ninette Heaton of New York-London and Hillsborouuh. who inci-

dentally is Great Britain's leading amateur stunt aviatrix. She flew her

plane from New York to San Francisco Airport during the spring months
and will remain until mid-October.

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION WORK
The fiscal year 1933-1934 has been one of considerable activity in con-

struction operations and in preparation for important physical additions to

the Airport.

Thousands of Visitors Watch Planes
and Depart. Attendant Holds Signal

Arrive
Lisht
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ADMINISTRATION BUILDING LOBBY

Administration Building Enlarged:
Due to the increasing transport passenger travel it became necessary to

enlarge the administration building to provde additional air-transport office

space, concourse area, restaurant accommodations, and an improved new
operations control room. These requirements were met by adding 2,690 square

feet of new space principally on the east side (facing the field) of the build-

ing, and altering 1,210 square feet of the building. Contract No. 30, covering
this work, was awarded June 20, 1933, to Clinton-Stephenson Construction

Company at the bid price of $3,784. The work was completed August 1, 1933,

at a total cost of $3,929. The original administration building and the new
addition are of light wood frame construction on wood mudsills, and is con-

sidered temporary, providing the necessary accommodations until funds be-

come available for a permanent building to house the airline and administra-

tive offices, restaurant, baggage service, post-office, meteorological office,

operations control room, and other headquarters operations in a manner and
on a scale really suited to the rapidly growing requirements of the city.

New Machine Shop:
The necessity for a modern machine shop at the Airport has long been

felt. To meet this demand, and with revenue-producing occupancy assured, a

machine shop building is now under construction. Contract No. 33 for this

building to be constructed at a location about 50 feet south of Hangar No. 4,

was awarded to De Luca & Son, Inc. on May 28, 1934, at a contract price of

$14,500. The building is approximately 60 feet by 70 feet in plan, 28 feet in
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height above the ground level, with main doors 65 feet by 18 feet. Provision

was made in the design for the future addition of two wings extending 18

feet north and south of the present construction, so that the shop space may
eventually be moved out of the main assembly room. The building rests on

timber piling surmounted by concrete caps supporting a concrete floor of

slab and girder construction, and has a structural steel frame supporting
wood-insulated sheet steel walls finished in a sanded Portland cement paint

resembling stucco. Architecturally the building represents a marked improve-

ment on the older hangar-type buildings. Construction will be completed in

September.

A contract for constructing service pipes, conduits, and appurtenances

for the machine shop building has been let to Alfred H. Vogt & Co., at a price

of $893.00. This contract provides for constructing a permanent 6-inch casl

iron pipe sewer discharging through a temporary timber septic tank into the

drainage canal adjacent to the Bayshore Highway; a 3-inch cast iron watei
main extension about 170 feet long; a 2-inch gas main extension about 300 Peel

long; a 2-inch power service conduit and cable about 200 feet loim ; a telephone

service conduit; and appurtenant branches, fittings, and fixtures.

Miscellaneous Small Contracts:

Four small contracts have been let for building improvements, and three

of them completed. On January 27, 193-1, bids were received for miscellaneous

work, involving a drain ditch around Hangar No. 1, repair of the wind cone
support, and miscellaneous repairs to the hangars. The Gill-Mann Co. was
awarded the contract at a price of

$534.92, and completed it April 6,

1934, at a cost of $552.24. The prob-

lem of waterproofing the corrugated 4~
steel roofs and walls of the hangars,

and the stucco walls of the hangar
addition, has been an annoying one
for years, and required considerable

research for its solution. The contract

for this work was awarded to the

Gill-Mann Co., after receipt of bids

on January 27, 1934, at a price of

$995.06. The contractors are to be

commended for the excellence of their

work in the waterproofing operations,

and in the handling of the difficult

problems. The work was completed
May 3, 1934, at a cost to the city of

$1,036.54, including a two-year main-
tenance guarantee. Proposals were
received for painting the hangar
roofs and miscellaneous structural

steel on January 27, 1934, and con-

tract was awarded to George Ames
in the amount of $697.50. The work
was complete June 12, 1934 at a cost

of $676.54. To provide improved visi-

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AM)
CONTROL TOWER
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SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT ENTRANCE ROADWAY
lews Show Old Narrow Entrance from Bayshore Highway and New Entrance Constructed by

CWA and SERA Labor.
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bility and ventilation for the operations control room in the Administration

Building, proposals were received on June 23, 1934, for installing steel ease-

ments in the windows facing the field. Contract was awarded to De Luca &
Son in the amount of $235.00 for doing this work. Construction has not yet

started.

Airport Extension by Filling Tide Flats:

The rapid increase in the volume of traffic handled, combined with the

increase in size and speed of transport planes, have made it imperative to

increase the landing field area by extending the length of the landing field in

an easterly and westerly direction. To make the proposed extension it will he

necessary to extend the field easterly onto the tide flats by reclaiming approxi-

mately 38 acres of land projecting about 1400 feet into the tide flat area.

The field extension will be surrounded on the Bay side by a levee, and will be

provided with the necessary surfacing, drainage, and lighting. To finance tin-

work the citizens of San Francisco authorized a $200,000 bond issue, by a

vote of 106,339 to 40,277, on November 17, 1933. This provides for financing

through the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works (P.W.A.),

which will provide 30% of the cost of labor and materials for the work. Plans

and specifications for the field extension were prepared, and on May 24. 1934,

the Commission advertised for bids, to be received June 19, 1934. Due to the

requirements of the United States Department of Commerce, that the con-

struction work be completed ready for the landing of airplanes within six

months, the construction time allowed in the specifications had been made
very short, and, as it proved, all contractors interested considered it too short,

in view of the inherent uncertainties of such work on the tide flat. Conse-
quently no proposals were submitted. The specifications are beinir revised for

re-advertising. To obtain data by which the nature of the around may be

better understood and considerable uncertainty eliminated, a contract for

making test borings in the area to be covered by the field extension and
proposed borrow areas, was awarded to the Dutton Dredge Co. Ltd. on June
29, 1934, in the amount of $476.00.

CWA and SERA:
On December 9, 1933, Mr B. M. Doolin, Manager of the Airport Depart-

ment, received a wire from the director of aeronautics, Federal Bureau of Air
Commerce, requesting him to accept the appointment of Airport Supervisor
for the State of California on the staff of the Civil Works Administrator.

Capt. Edward Macauley. Mr. Doolin 's duties were to include the investigation,

approval, or disapproval of all airport construction or betterment projects

submitted to the California Civil Works Administration. He was also re-

quested to supervise any such projects undertaken and to serve without com-
pensation for the duration of the program.

Permission was granted by the Public Utilities Commission to Mr. Doolin
to accept this appointment at his request.

Under his direction and supervision, first under the C.W.A. Works pro-

gram and now in cooperation with the Works Division of the S.E.R.A. for

California, thirty-two airports have been improved and five new airports con-

structed to date. These airports are located in thirty counties from Siskiyou
in the northern to San Diego in the southern part of the State.
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In his capacity he was able to initiate and maintain works projects on
San Francisco Airport totaling an expenditure of nearly eighty thousand dol-

lars l or labor and materials at no direct cost to San Francisco.

Many highly desirable improvements have been made to the airport

including a new double roadway entrance to the field, the placing of founda-

tions for future buildings, improvement of the drainage system, erection of

fencing and construction of loading ramps, paving, etc., which the airport

department had no funds to accomplish.

Yerba Buena Island Air Terminal Proposed:

An area of 720 acres of the shoals north of Yerba Buena Island was
ceded to the city for airport purposes by Assembly Bill No. 217, approved by
the Governor on June 13, 1933. Rough preliminary plans and estimates were
made for the development of this site, providing for an all way field with an
effective landing strip length of 3,800 feet in the direction of the prevailing

wind, approach road and bridge, to connect to Yerba Buena Island and the

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, docks, and seaplane harbor. Use was
made of these preliminary plans in preparing tentative figures for a proposed
C.W.A. project for reclaiming the site, and for the purpose of indicating the

desired areas for reclamation of the site in the event of its being selected as

the site of the proposed exposition to celebrate the completion of the bridges

now under construction, and made available for airport use at the conclusion

of the exposition.

Existing Airport Structures

:

In an accompanying table data have been prepared showing various im-

portant facts concerning the principal structures now in existence at San
Francisco Airport. Dates, costs and types of construction are listed together

with a statement of the present condition, probable useful life of the struc-

tures, and figures on probable present value and replacement cost. In examin-
ing the data it is encouraging to note that the buildings of high original cost

have a high " Expectancy of Useful Life"—the remaining life of the hangars
being estimated at some twenty-three years, the addition to Hangar No. 2 at

twenty-four years, and the new machine shop at thirty years.
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WEATHER DEPARTMENT
The Weather Department at San Francisco Airport has become during

the past year much more closely allied with the Operations Office. During the

month of August, 1933, upon completion of the remodeling of the Administra-
tion building, the Weather Office was moved to quarters on the roof of the

building where a room of convenient size had been built to house the radio
equipment, telephone and lighting switchboards, and general operations facili-

ties. Half of the room is occupied by the Weather Department and a special

exit provided leading to the observation platform on the roof.

Radio Communications Increase:

With the increased importance of radio facilities the duties of the

Weather Observers have been correspondingly augmented, in that continuous
watch must be maintained for the approach of radio-equipped aircraft, and
up-to-the-minute Aveather, wind, and field information must be broadcast to

such planes as soon as they arrive within the broadcast range of the Airport 's

radio transmitter.

All scheduled airline transports are equipped with two-way voice com-
munication and are in touch with the San Francisco Airport radio operator
from the time they enter the Bay Region until the plane is on the ground.
Complete weather and traffic information are broadcast to the pilot during
his approach.

RADIO TRANSMITTER
Planes are Dispatched by Two-Way Radio from Control Tower.
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AIRPORT INSTRUMENTS
View Shows Radio Transmitter, Teletypewriter Connecting with Other Airports, Barometer and

Signal Clock.

The number of radio-equipped transient planes has increased with great

strides during the year, most of these having radio receivers only. This

necessitates close cooperation between weather observer and radio operator,

in that weather and field information must be broadcast "blind" to the

approaching plane as soon as it is due in the vicinity of the Airport. The
approximate arrival time is usually calculable from "PX" messages received

over the Department of Commerce teletype system,, giving the time of the

craft's departure from its starting point and the route to be followed to San
Francisco Airport. The Airport's own radio transmitter, broadcasting on a

frequency of 278 kilocycles, is used in putting the information on the air.

Page-Model Teletype:

A major improvement in the facilities for receiving weather reports from
stations over the western states was made in the San Francisco Airport

Weather Office during the month of July, 1933, and continues through the end
of the fiscal year. A "page-model" teletype was installed by the Department
of Commerce to replace the "tape-model" machine. Reports are now received

in symbol form, greatly condensing the information and rendering it much
more easily interpretable to weather observers and pilots. However, the

principal advantage of the "page-model" is its function in transmitting

weather maps. At a specified time every four hours a blank map of the
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western states, running as far east as Wyoming, is inserted in the teletype

machine. By automatic transmission, emanating from the Department <>t

Commerce communications center, the weather map is printed on the form.
Formerly the map was prepared by observers at each individual station that

required its use for pilots and operators. Duplicate maps may be ran off on
ditto machines for distribution to interested paities around the local field.

Hourly Weather Report:

Weather information available at San Francisco Airport continues t<>

cover a wide area. Reports are received hourly from all stations along the

San Francisco-Seattle, San Francisco-Salt Lake, and San Francisco-San Diego
airways. Reports from "off-airway'' stations and from fields along distant

airways as far east as Kansas and Nebraska are received at four-hourly inter-

vals. Thus a "picture of the

aerial highways '
' through the

West is available at all times
in the Airport Weather Office.

Supplementing the station

reports and offering the Fore-
caster's view as to changes
expected in existing condi-

tions, short-range predictions

are received eveiy four hours
from the U. S. Weather Bu-
reau Airway Forecast Cen-
ters at Oakland, Portland,

Salt Lake City and Los An-
geles. Long-range forecasts

are received twice daily from
the Forecast Center in San
Francisco giving general pre-

dictions 36 hours ahead for

the western states.

Daily Balloon
Observation:

Wind direction and speed
in the upper air to an alti-

tude of 18,000 feet are de-

termined daily at San Fran-
cisco Airport. A Hydrogen
filled balloon measuring about
30 inches in diameter when
inflated is released every
morning at 10 o'clock. The
course of the balloon as it

rises into the upper atmos-
phere is dependent upon the
winds aloft, and by use of a

telescope instrument called a

"theodolite" this course can
be followed and plotted. The

i

i

J

4

(J

1
J

-

iff—
WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

Observations of Wind Direction and Velocity

at Regular Intervals. Meteorologist is Releasin

Balloon to Test Upper Air Currents

are Taken
g Gas-filled
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resulting curves indicate the upper air wind conditions. The calculations are

sent via teletype to all airways stations in the west and are broadcast by the

Department of Commerce Radio Station in the Bay area. Tabulation sheets are

made a part of the official U. S. Weather Bureau records in Washington D. C.

Similar upper air wind reports are received over the Airport teletype

from numerous stations over the West every six hours during the day and
night.
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EVENTS
The principal special program provided at the Airport for public enter-

tainment during the year was a Junior Birdmen Air Show and Field Day,
held on Saturday, June 16, 1934. Stunts, races, acrobatic contests and a large
display of modern aircraft and aircraft exhibits were witnessed by several
thousand Junior Birdmen and their friends. By a fortunate coincidence a
squadron of twenty-one new Army Pursuit Planes arrived over the field just
at the opening hour of the show, their mission being a cross-country training
flight originating at March Field, Riverside, California. The small, low-wing,
all-metal ' 'Fighters' ' zoomed past the spectators at a speed of over two hun-
dred miles per hour, and glided to earth with perfect ease under the control
of twenty-one of the Army's most skillful pilots.

On various occasions during the year the public responded in large- num-
bers to special invitations to visit the airport for the inspection of some new
type of transport plane. Among these crafts were the new "Douglas", six-

teen passenger transport, which soon will be placed on a fourteen to sixteen
hour schedule between Los Angeles and New York on the TWA Inc. lines.

On another occasion the American Airways "Condor Sleeper", the first sched-
uled air pullman in the world, was inspected by numerous air enthusiasts of
the San Francisco Bay Area. The open response on the part of the general
public to newspaper announcements of these and other events deeply im-
pressed all Airport Officials with the keen interest of the people of San
Francisco in the development of the aviation industry and in the advance-
ment of their own airport in particular.
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ACCIDENTS

The high efficiency with which aircraft operations are handled at San
Francisco Airport is attested to by its continued record the past year in the

matter of accidents. On no occasion did an accident occur involving death,

serious or minor injuries to pilots or passengers operating from thie field. The
rules and regulations set forth by the Department of Commerce have been
enforced rigidly and close cooperation with the Inspectors of that Department
has been maintained. All pillots operating from the Airport have been duly

licensed by the Department and their airplanes periodically inspected and
found to be in safe flying condition.

The airport speed boat, maintained at the Bay edge of the field for use

in case of a forced landing in the Bay, was on no occasion called into service

for such aircraft accidents, but many times during the year the boat, manned
by airport personnel, has gone to the rescue of duck hunting, fishing, and

other sports-loving "mariners" whose small craft had capsized, Leaving them

to the mercy of the cold, rough waters of the Bay.

PERSONNEL

The airport personnel during the past fiscal year has been composed of

a manager, Mr. B. M. Doolin; an assistant manager. Mr. A. R. Wilde; a hook-

keeper; a meteorologist; a meteorological computer; an airport maintenance

man; and a varying number of airport attendants. All airport attendants are

likewise "airway observers" capable of taking and sending weather observa-

tions, and are licensed radio operators.

Rapidly increasing transport and transient traffic during the latter part

of the preceding fiscal year made it imperative that additional personnel be

provided for in preparing the 1933-1934 budget. Consequently on July 1st,

1933, two additional men were employed—a meteorological computer and an

airport attendant. By September a further addition to the personnel was
found necessary and three attendants were employed. Night as well as day

transport schedules were increasing in number during these months and by

December 1st the management found it necessary to secure the service- of

one more attendant. The need of a janitor had been steadily felt during this

period and on December 1st provision was made for this addition to the air-

port personnel.

The next major change in personnel came on March 15, 1934, when, as

stated at the outset of this report, five men were placed on furlough due
to the sudden decrease in transport activity occasioned by the unexpected
cancellation of air mail contracts. For the balance of the year the airport

management, operations and maintenance, were handled by eleven men,
who worked their regular hours and often overtime with no day of relief,

realizing that the difficult situation had been brought about by ;i drastic

presidential decree entirely unprecedented in the history of aviation.

It is hoped that the opening of the next fiscal year will find adequate
provisions made in the budget to reemploy the furloughed attendants and
place the personnel back on regularly scheduled duties.

PUBLICITY

In order that the people of San Francisco may be kept duly informed
as to the progress in development and traffic at their Municipal Airport,
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a weekly publicity report is prepared on Friday afternoon and mailed to

the Director of the Bureau of Public Relations of the Public Utilities Com-
mission, who has been very successful in having ample space given this

report in the metropolitan newspapers of San Francisco. A duplicate copy
of the report is sent to the Secretary of the San Francisco Junior Chamber
of Commerce.

Traffic figures for the week form the basis of the report, which figures

are supplemented by a statement in story form of activities and development
progress at the field.

FINANCIAL

The attached financial statements consisting of a Condensed Compara-
tive Balance Sheet and Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Construction

Expenditures for the past two fiscal years are self-explanatory and will be

readily interpreted by the laymen. However, a few significant features may
be pointed out, particular points worthy of note when considering the effi-

ciency with which the field has been operated during the year.

Net revenues increased by the sum of $11,471.06, the greatest source

of increase being from the Handling Charges on transport planes, which
amounted to $5,804.50. Passenger tax on these planes increased from $810.25

during 1932-33 to $2,132.00 during 1933-34. Hangar Rentals increased in the

amount of $1,460.05, and office rentals increased $674.20.

Quite naturally with increased airline activity the airport's operating

expenses were increased, the principal increased expenditure being in salary

for additional airport attendants. However, despite the entirely unexpected
upheaval in the aviation industry in March—the cancellation of air mail

contracts mentioned previously in this report—and the deep mark left on

airport revenue during the balance of the fiscal year, we find the total Oper-

ating Deficit for the fiscal year 1933-1934 reduced in the amount of $890.15

below the figure for 1932-33. Cash Receipts, it will be noted, show an increase

of $10,232.20 over the previous fiscal year.

In scanning the tabulation sheet termed "Comparison of Revenues and
Expenditures With Budget 1933-34" it is significant to note that Cash Col-

lections surpassed the budget estimate by $2,642.06, and that a net savings

of $3,255.20 was effected on the Budget Estimates as a whole.

Acknowledgments
As the fiscal year of 1933-34 is brought to a close the management of San

Francisco Airport is cognizant of a deep debt of gratitude due various per-

sons and organizations for their whole-hearted cooperation in making the

year's work a success, and in concluding this report an expression of sincere

appreciation is tendered our Honorable Mayor of San Francisco, Angelo J.

Rossi; our Chief Administrative Officer, the Honorable Alfred J. Cleary; and

the various civic organizations who at all times have manifested a genuine

interest in our Airport operations and have been ever willing to assist the

Airport Management in its undertakings.
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CONSTRUCTION
EXPENDITURES

Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1933 and 1934
Increase

lVoo-o-t 1 QQO Q Q1VO--66 or Decrease

10,220.22 $ 8,760.17 $ 1,460.05

1,131.70 457.50 074.20

1,368.60 1,449.55 tSUJfO

2,297.15 683.21 1.6 13.94

50.76 92.(56 klM
" " Airway Maps 6.65 6.65

1,029.00 250.00 779.00

—o.w o J..OU of}..!')

48.75 133.90 85.15

176.00 71.25 104.75

2,132.20 810.25 1,321.95

5,804.50 5,804.50

TOTAL ACCRUED REVENUE $ 24.2S3.8S $ 12,796.64 $ 11,487.24
16.18 16.18

NET REVENUES $ 24,267.70 $ 12,796.64 $ 11,471.06

OPERATION G LXP_l>, SES
10,148.73 $ 9,133.00 $ 1,015.73

13,491.86 10,254.56 3,237.30

1.788.92 1,788.92

Maintenance &- Repairs to Equipment 629.17 825.37 196.20

2,485.31 238.75 2,246.56

'* 11 11 11 Levee 337.50 337.50

63.00 fi'i on

TpI prill ati p T"pl perm n Vi nnrl Pn^tn crp 3 51 7 89 1.921.46 1,596.43

Printing, Engraving & Photography .... 108.63 204.44 95.81

6,495.91 3,558.01 2,93/ .90

Public Utilities Commission Expense OUU.UU OUU.ull

T.nnrl T^nvp Vi n <p Ppp 50.00 50.00

698.57 2,313.47 1,614.90

3.141.67 3,964.14 82247

377.18 125.60 251.58

1,669.87 1,884.50 214.63

45,604.21 $ 35.023.30 $ 10,580.91

21,336.51 22,226.66 890.15

Accounts Receivable Charged to Profit

406.00 406.00

21,336.51 $ 22,632.66 $ 1,296.15

Memorandum:
21,642.06 11.409.86 10,232.20
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CONST RU< T ION KXPENDITURES
Lancls $ 105,000.00 $ 105,000.00
Plant and Equipment 7,524.65 5,978.30 1,546.35

Total Expenditures $ 112,524.65 $ 110,978.30 $ 1,546.35
Budgeted Expenditures Not Yet Com-
pleted 17,248.00

Total Construction Expenditures Author-

ized $ 129,772.65
Total Budgeted Expenditures $ 175,376.86

Condensed Comparative Balance Sheet

June 30, 1933 and June 30, 1934
Increase

or

ASSETS June 30, 1934 June 30, 1933 Decrease

Land $ 420,000.00 $ 315,000.00 $105,000.00

Plant and Equipment 473,923.14 466,398.49 7,524.65

Total Fixed Capital $ 893,923.14 $ 781,398.49 $112,524.65

Cash 18,579.96 5,295.80 13,284.16

Accounts Receivable 9,072.59 6,440.95 2,631.64

Superintendent's Revolving Fund 200.00 200.00

Total Assets & Other Debits $ 921,775.69 $ 793,335.24 $128,440.45

LIABILITIES

Allocation from Taxes to June 30, 1933. . 1, 034,377.74 1,034,377.74

Allocation from Taxes—Fiscal Year
1933-34 153,734.80 153,734.80

$1,188,112.54 $1,034,377.74 $153,734.80

Deficit to June 30, 1933 246,338.30 246,338.30

" Fiscal Year 1933-34 21,336.51 21,336.51

Less: Total Deficit to June 30, 1934 $ 207,674.81 $ 246,338.30 $ 21,336.51

920,437.73 788,039.44 132,398.29

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 1,331.96 5,295.80 3,963.84

Miscellaneous Deferred Credits 6.00 6.00

Total Liabilities and Other Credits $ 921,775.69 $ 793,335.24 $128,440.45

Note No provision made for Depreciation of Plant and Equipment.
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MUNICIPAL RAILWAY
FRED BOEKEN

Manager
Chronology:

December 2, 1902. Election. Proposition authorizing $700,000.00 bonds de-

feated.

October 8, 1903. Election. Proposition authorizing $710,000.00 bonds de-

feated.

November 6, 1903. Franchise of Geary Street, Park and Ocean Railroad Com-
pany expired.

June, 1906. Budget appropriation $325,000.00 for Geary Street Railroad.
Used for reconstruction and rehabilitation of streets and buildings destroyed in

disaster of April 18-22, 1906.

June, 1907. Budget appropriation $720,000.00 for Geary Street Railroad. Sub-
sequently declared invalid by court.

June 24, 1909. Election. Proposition authorizing $1,950,000.00 bonds de-

feated, lacking 203 votes.

December 30, 1909. Election. Proposition authorizing $2,020,000.00 bonds
carried by 20,000 majority.

April 16, 1910. Superior Court declares bond issue valid in every respect.

Decision affirmed by Supreme Court in July, 1910.

July 18, 1910. First lot of bonds, $121,000.00 sold.

Summer, 1911. Construction of Geary Street Railway commenced.

May 5, 1912. The Geary Street, Park & Ocean Railroad (cable system)
ceased operations.

December 28, 1912. The Municipal Railway (overhead trolley system) com-
menced operation on Geary Street from Kearny Street to Thirty-third Avenue
and Park, with ten (10) cars, under direction of Thos. A. Cashin. Superintendent.
Mayor James Rolph, Jr., acting as motorman on first car.

April 22, 1913. Referendum election. Agreement with Sutter Street Rail-

road Company respecting use of tracks on lower Market Street ratified.

June 25, 1913. Municipal Railway in full operation from Ferries to Beach
and Park. Forty-three cars owned.

August 26, 1913. Election. Proposition authorizing $3,500,000.00 bonds for

extensions of Municipal Railway carried by 37.670 majority.

December 11, 1913. Presidio & Ferries R. R. Company (Union Street Divi-

sion), taken over by Municipal Railway.

May 16, 1911. Masonic Avenue branch completed.

August 15, 1911. Van Ness Avenue line from Market Street in operation

to Exposition grounds.

September 7, 1911. Potrero Avenue line in operation. Eleventh and Market
Streets to Twenty-fifth Street and Potrero Avenue.

December 29, 1911. Stockton Street, Columbus Avenue and North Point

line in operation through tunnel.

December 29, 1911. Fort Mason Loop commenced operation.

February 10, 1915. Columbus Avenue line in operation from Ferries to Im-
position grounds.

February 19, 1915. California Street line in operation to Thirteenth Avenue.

March 28, 1915. California Street line in operation to Thirty-third Avenue.

April 25, 1915. Beach loop, Geary Street line, commenced operation.
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January 24, 191(5. Stockton Street branch ("E") in operation from Pre-

sidio to Market, Fourth and Ellis Streets.

April 29, 1916. Church Street line (Sect, "C"), Sixteenth to Eighteenth and
Twenty-second to Thirtieth Streets, ready for operation.

June 1
3
1916. Columbus Avenue ("J" line), Ferries to Exposition Grounds

discontinued.

June 12, 1916. Church Street line (Sect, "A"), Van Ness Avenue and Mar-
kel Street to Sixteenth and Church Streets. Started by day labor. Held up by
United Railroads injunction.

•Tunc 28, 1910. Church Street line (Sect, "B"), Eighteenth to Twenty-second
Streets, read}- for operation.

December 21, 1916. Potrero Avenue line ("H") extended from Twenty-fifth
Street to Army Street, Twenty-two hundredths mile added. Placed in operation
January 19, 1917.

August 11, 1917. Church Street line ("J") Van Ness Avenue and Market
Street to Church and Thirtieth Streets, commenced operation.

February 3, 1918. Twin Peaks tunnel line ("K") to Van Ness Avenue and
Bush Street commenced operation. (Length of tunnel 11,920 feet.)

May 4, 1918. Greenwich Street extension (V an Ness Avenue line), Scott to

Baker Street, commenced operation.

June 1, 1918. Market Street lines ("J" and "K"), Van Ness Avenue to

Geary Street, commenced operation, establishing through service, Ferries to Sloat

Boulevard.

October 30, 1918. Third loop opened at Ferry terminus.

February 21, 1919. Market Street line ("K") commenced operation ovei

United Eailroad tracks on Ocean Avenue to Miramar Avenue.

April 12, 1919. Taraval Street line ("L") commenced operation from West
Portal of Twin Peaks tunnel to Thirty-third Avenue, operating co-jointly with

the United Eailroads on Taraval Street between Twentieth Avenue and Thirty-

third Avenue.

May 18, 1919. Market Street line ("K") commenced operation over ex-

tension along Ocean and Brighton Avenues to Grafton Avenue.

July 22, 1919. Changed and shortened route of Van Ness Avenue line ("D")
and Union Street line ("E") by track connection on Union Street between
Franklin Street and Van Ness Avenue.

August 7, 1919. One elevator placed in operation at Forest Hill station of

Twin Peaks tunnel.

December 8, 1919. Presidio loop, Van Ness Avenue and Union Street lines,

commenced operation.

January 14, 1923. Taraval Street line ("L'') commenced operation over

extension on Taraval Street, between Thirty-third Avenue and Ocean Beach.

October 15, 1923. Taraval Street line ("L") operated as a through line

from Beach to Ferries via Twin Peaks tunnel and Market Street.

October (i, 1925. Line "M." commenced operation between Plymouth Avenue
and Broad Street to St. Francis Circle.

February 1, 1928. Second elevator (the largest on the Pacific Coast), in-

stalled :it Forest Hill station of Twin Peaks tunnel.

October 21, 1928. Line "N" commenced operation between 48th Avenue
and Judah Street and the Ferries.

January 8, 1932. Jurisdiction over the San Francisco Municipal Railway w&S

transferred from the Hoard of Public Works to the San Francisco Public Utilities

Commission under provisions of the new charter.
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June 1, 1932. Line "O" commenced operation between Van Ness Avenue
and Market Street and the Presidio (a rearrangement of Lino "D". "E" and
"H").

July 15, 1932. Line '

'
" abandoned and lines "D", '

' E " and '
' H " placed

on their original routing.

December 5, 1932. Line "A" discontinued.

December 5, 1932. Bus Route No. 1 extended to Tenth Avenue and Lake
Street.

January 3, 1933. Bus Route No. 2 discontinued.

January 30, 1933. Bus Route No. 1 North Terminal changed to Tenth
Avenue and California Street.

December 5, 1933. Bus Route No. 1 South Terminal changed to Edna 8tr<

and Monterey Boulevard.

June 30, 1931. Total single track mileage, 82.16 (see mileage statemenl .

June 30, 1934. Total one-way bus mileage, 9.02 (see mileage statemenl I.

General and Financial:

Operating revenue for the year was $2,843,792, an increase of $23,191 or
.82 per cent over the preceding year.

The Water Front Strike materially affected revenue during the months
of May and June, resulting in an estimated reduction of revenue of $30,000.

Operating expenses (not including reserves or bond interest) amounted to

$2,473,404, a decrease of $250,111 or 9.18 per cent from previous year.

Net income for the fiscal year amounted to $165,877.94 as against a net

deficit in the preceding year of $351,446.47. In considering this net income it

must also be remembered that the Municipal Railway still maintains a wage
schedule for per diem employees which is approximately 60 per cent higher

than the average paid by the privately owned companies.

Bonds in the amount of $201,000 were retired. Provision lias also been

made for the final installment of bonds of the Geary Street issue of 1910 and
the Market Street issue of 1910 falling due on Julv 1, 1934, amounting to

$101,000.

The only indebtedness now against the Municipal Railway property is

the Municipal Railway bond issue of 1913, originally issued tor $3,500,000

and $1,900,000 now outstanding, to be amortized at the rate of sloo.nixi per

year until 1952, after which the Municipal Railway will be free from any
financial encumbrance.

Due to a net saving on the budget estimate for the year amounting to

$222,000, no contribution from the city will be required during the ensuing

year although the salary and wage deductions in effect since May l. 1933,

have been discontinued as of July 1, 1934, and the railway is operating in

strict compliance with the "Code of Fair Competition".

The fare on the Municipal Railway as on the two privately owned street

railways remains at 5 cents, resulting in a saving of approximately $7,000,1

per year to the car riders.

A review of the operation of the Municipal Railway from the "peak"
period of 1929 brings to light some interesting data regarding receipts, etc.
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EAST ON MARKET STREET FROM SIXTH STREET
Municipal Cars Operate on Outside Tracks.

The fiscal year ended June 30, 1930, shows $3,502,521 received as 5 cent

fares, with a total of 87,673,608 passengers carried and 10,186,213 car and
bus miles operated, as compared with $2,737,812 5 cent fares, 73,063 608 pas-

sengers carried, and 8,875,788 car and bus miles operated during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1934.

For some time prior to January 1930 there had been a steady growth in

receipts. From January 1930 up to and including October 1933, with the

exception of February and April of 1930, there was an unbroken record of

decrease in receipts, ranging from .5 per cent to 14 per cent, with a decrease

over the 3 year period of 22 per cent or approximately $765,000. It is gratify-

ing to note that commencing with the month of November 1933 there has

been a steady increase by months to the end of the fiscal year (June 30, 1934)

ranging from 1.3 per cent to 10.4 per cent, notwithstanding losses suffered

by reason of the waterfront strike.

Universal transfers are furnished without cost between all lines of the

Municipal Railway and at many intersections with the privately owned lines.

Realizing that the extension of this privilege to provide for universal trans-

ferring at all points of street railway intersections within the city would

greatly benefit the travelling public, the Public Utilities Commission on Feb-

ruary 13, 1934, by resolution advocated the institution of universal transfers

at all points and authorized the Manager of Utilities to enter into negotiations

with the private company to the end that this might be accomplished. These

negotiations were terminated by the refusal of the private company to consider

1 he matt er.

It is interesting to note that since 1927 the number of school tickets sold

has shown a marked increase. This is no doubt due to the policy of the

railway established on December 15, 1927, by which school children arc
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allowed to use one-half fare school tickets at all hours on Saturdays, Sundays
and school holidays, and also to the fact that parents are realizing that the

street railway furnishes the safest transportation available for the trans-

portation of students to and from schools.

The number of employees as of June 30, 1934, was 1,112, a decrease of H
from the same day in 1933.

Accounting and Auditing:

The accounts of the Municipal Railway are maintained strictly in accor-

dance with the requirements of the State Railroad Commission. In addition

there has been installed by the controller a centralized control system, with

the result that no liability may be incurred without the certification of the

controller that the funds are available to discharge said liability.

The usual annual audit by a firm of certified public accountants had
not been completed as of the date of filing this report. However, all activities

of the Municipal Railway are audited currently by the railway's auditing

staff.

The Municipal Railway cash balance was verified in the treasurer's

office as of June 30, and provision has been made for all ascertained liabilities

outstanding on June 30, 1934.

Maintenance of Track and Roadway:
The usual high standard of maintenance in effect on the Municipal Rail-

way properties has been maintained during the last fiscal year, with the

result that over 3,000 lineal feet of single track was reconstructed, and over

70,000 square feet of asphalt paving was renewed.

GEARY STREET CARBARN
Main Offices are Located on Second Floor.
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FOREST HILL STATION
Elevators Carry Passengers to Twin Peaks Tunnel Level.

There were 17 track replacement jobs started, of which 14 were com-
pleted on June 30 at a cost of $11,100. Of these jobs 15 were replacements
of track special work and were performed by the regular force of the Munici-
]jal Railway. The practice of repairing broken rail joints by thermit welding
was continued during the year with the result that 577 welds were made.

In order to cooperate with the California State Highway Commission in

their plan to make Potrero Avenue one of the main arteries for traffic, the

Municipal Railway has agreed to the changing of track centers on Potrero
Avenue between Eighteenth Street and Army Street. It is estimated that the

total cost to the Municipal Railway for this job will be approximately $10,000.

During the month of May 1934 a contract was let for removing the
rails and repaying on Tenth Avenue from Geary Street to Fulton Street, and
on Masonic Avenue from Geary Street to Turk Street. This work was prac-

tically completed by June 30 at a cost of approximately $11,000. The rails

and other track material have been stored in the Municipal Railway yards
for use in future repairs and replacements.

During the year 4.32 miles of trolley wire were replaced at a cost of

$3,5:57.42.

Transportation

:

The usual high standard of seryice has been furnished by the Transpor-

tation Department, and every effort has been made to adjust service to meet

changing traffic conditions, with the result that over 7,000 additional car

hours annually arc now being furnished to car riders.
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Claims Department:
A detailed statement of the activities of the Claims Department appears

on page 177 of this report.

Suits tried in the Superior, Municipal and Small Claims Courts involved

requests for $322,125.72 damages. Accident judgments and verdicts rendered
in these cases totaled $13,130.22 or about 4 per cent of the total amount of

claims made.

The cost of maintaining the department for the year compares Bavorablj

with the experience of other street railway systems in the principal cities

of the United States.

Maintenance of Equipment:
The equipment of the Municipal Railway has been maintained in first-

class condition, 49 car bodies and 6 buses having been overhauled and painted.

Motors totaling 340 have been overhauled and repaired, as were 42 units oi

electrical control apparatus.

During the fiscal year 29 propulsion motor and 3 air compressor arma-
tures were rewound.

The life of trolley wire, frogs and crossings has been doubled by reclaim-

ing with bronze welding.

The usual policy of cleaning cars daily and disinfecting weekly has been

maintained throughout the year.

FERRY BUILDING LOOP
Most San Francisco Streetcar Lines Terminate at This Point on the Waterfront.
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COMMENTS ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

EXHIBIT "A"

Road and Equipmen1^-$9,568,402.23

An analysis of this amount is given in schedule 1 which also reflects the

additions and retirements for the fiscal year. In accordance with the budget
provision, the sum of $52,606 has been reserved for depreciation during the

current year.

New Construction in Progress—$328.54

This item represents new construction not completed as of June 30.

General Expenditures—$324,872.84

The items included under this caption are as follows:

Interest on Funded Debt During Construction $252,270.75

Cost of Elections 57,092.91

Legal Expenses 12,778.65

Miscellaneous 2,730.53

CASH WITH THE TREASURER
Municipal Railway Bond Redemption Funds—$101,200

Municipal Railway Bond Interest Funds—$17,660

These funds are maintained by transfer to meet principal maturities and
bond interest as they become due.

Municipal Railway Operating Fund—$423,258.68
Accident Reserve Fund—$6,881.50

Depreciation Reserve Fund—$340,148.99
The title of the above funds clearly indicates their purpose, and the

balances have been reconciled with the records of the Treasurer of the City

and County of San Francisco by the auditing staff of the Municipal Railway.

With reference to the Accident Reserve Fund, it will be observed that

the offsetting reserve on the liabilities side of the balance sheet indicates a

deficit of $8,029.83. This amount is due the Municipal Operating Fund which
is clearly reflected by the Fund Balance Sheet—Exhibit "D'\

The amount reserved for accidents (2V2 per cent of the Gross Operating
Revenue) has been insufficient to meet the obligations due on account of in-

juries and damages for the last 7 years. However, an increased budget allow-

ance has been provided in the ensuing fiscal year which will raise the reserve

to 3 per cent, and it is expected that this amount will be sufficient to provide

for all costs in connection with accidents.

Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable—$13,779.61

This balance consists of the following receivable items

:

Board of State Harbor Commissioners $ 7,!)12.41

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (537.00

Thomas R. Keenan Estate—Lot Rental 19.25

General Fund—City and County of San Francisco 3,000.00

Learner and Rosenthal—Sale of Scrap Material 2,210.95

$13,779.61
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The amount receivable from the Board of State Harbor Commissioners
represents the loss incurred in the operation of the Embarcadero Bus Line
for the current fiscal year. The board has agreed to indemnity the City and
County of San Francisco for loss sustained in the operation oi' that line not

exceeding $18,000 per year.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company item covers pole rentals tor the

6 months ended June 30, 1933, and the amount due from the Thomas K.

Keenan Estate represents lot rental for the month of June 1934.

In accordance with Ordinance 9870 (N. S.) Municipal Railway funds are

deposited with the Treasurer who in turn places same on deposit with the
various banks. Interest in the amount of $3,000 has accrued on those deposits

and is shown as due from the General Fund.

The Learner and Rosenthal item represents sale of scrap material deliv-

ered during the fiscal year, but not paid for as of June 30.

Materials and Supplies—$169,183.48

This balance reflects the cost of materials and supplies on hand Jnne 30,

1934 distributed as follows:

Pipe Yard—6th and Hubbell Streets $103,496.13

Car Barn—Geary Street 65,687.35

A physical inventory was taken of the material at the Pipe Yard by a

member of the auditing staff of the Municipal Railway and a member of

the Engineering Department, and the items were found to agree with the

records. A perpetual inventory is maintained of the materials in the car barn

store-rooms which results in material counts being made daily. Materials on

hand as of June 30 were found to be in accord with the records, and all prices,

extensions and footings of the inventory sheets have been checked.

Manager's Contingent Fund—$4,000.00

This fund is maintained for payment of accident claims and expenses in

connection with special investigations. It is in the custody of the following

officers

:

Mr. Fred Boeken, Manager $ 700.00

Mr. Thomas B. Johnson, Claims Adjuster 3,300.00

$4,000.00

These funds have been reconciled with certifications obtained from the

depositary and found to be in balance.

Replacement Jobs in Progress—$1,324.49

Depreciation Reserve Fund—$1,195.85. This consists of the cost to date of

replacement jobs which when completed will be charged to Road and Equipment,
the funds for which will be paid for out of the Depreciation Reserve Fun.i.

Operative Fund—$128.64. This consists of the cost to date of replacement

jobs which when completed will be charged to Road and Equipment, the fun. Is

for which will be paid for out of the Operative Fund.

Miscellaneous Unadjusted Debits—$10.00

This item represents bond interest coupons paid in advance.
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Funded Debt Unmatured—$2,001,000.00
Following' is a recapitulation of issues of the Unmatured Funded Debt.

Of the amount shown, $95,000 of the Geary Street issue and $6,000 of the

Market Street issue matured on July 1, 1934.
Date of

Matured Unmatured Final
Issue Total Issue 1933-1934 June 30, 1934 Maturity

Geary Street, 4V2 %, 1910.... $1,900,000.00 $ 95,000.00 $ 95,000.00 7-1-34

Market Street Railway 4y2 %,
1910 81,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00 7-1-34

Municipal Eailway 5%, 1913. 3,500,000.00 100,000.00 1,900,000.00 12-1-52

$5,481,000.00 $201,000.00 $2,001,000.00

Audited Accounts and Wages Payable—$77,279.41
These represent unpaid demands at June 30, 1934.

Accounts Payable—$67,328.21
This liability consists of certain current expenditures which had not been

vouched by the City Controller as of June 30, 1934.

Matured Interest on Funded Debt—$15,387.50
Interest coupons matured but unpaid on June 30, 1933, are represented

by this amount.

Matured Funded Debt—$200.00
Bonds in the amount of $200 had matured prior to June 30, 1934, but

had not been presented for redemption on that date.

Accrued Interest on Funded Debt—$10,189.17
This accrual represents the interest to June 30, 1934, not yet due.

Reserve for Accidents

—

$8,029.83

The following is an analysis of this account for the current fiscal year:

Balance June 30, 1933 $ 2,961.28

Additions to Eeserve 2%% of Gross Eevenue 71,094.81

$74,056.09

Less Claims Paid, Legal and Other Expenses 82,085.92

Balance June 30, 1934 $ 8,029.83

Represented as follows:

Accident Reserve Fund Cash $ 6,881.50

Due Municipal Railway Operating Fund 14,911.33

Balance of Cash $ 8,029.83

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation—Road and Equipment—$5,261,799.26

This item represents the amount charged to Operations and credited to

Depreciation Reserve for depreciation of the properties from December 28,

1912 to June 30, 1934, less charges for retirement.

Other Unadjusted Credits—$3,280.00

This represents miscellaneous items in suspense as of June 30 to be

(denied at a later date.

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.
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Surplus—$3,542,616.64

Surplus has been classified in Exhibit "A" under two items as shown
hereunder

:

Contributed Surplus—$1,546,216.57. This item represents the oel contribu-
tions to the Railway from the General Fund of the City and Count v of San Fran
Cisco.

Surplus from Operations—$1,996,400.07. This item represents the surplus re-
sulting from the operations of the Municipal Railway.

Taxes and Insurance—$5,369,441.18

The Municipal Railway being a municipally owned utility is not required
to pay any taxes either to the City and County of San Francisco or to the
State of California.

The Municipal Railway also carries its own insurance, an amount reserved
on the basis of 40 cents per $100 on the depreciated value of street cars,
buses and other equipment. The above figure is the amount that would have
been paid had the Municipal Railway not been relieved of the tax obligation
and had they insured their equipment with an insurance company.

COMPARATIVE INCOME STATEMENT FOR JUNE, 1934

AND 12 MONTHS OF FISCAL YEAR

EXHIBIT "B"

This exhibit shows the comparative results of operations for the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1934 and the fiscal year ended June 30, 1933. It will be
noted that the net result of operations shows a net income of $165,877.94,
as compared with a deficit in the amount of $351,446.47 for the previous
fiscal year.

FUND BALANCE SHEET
EXHIBIT "D"

This statement shows the condition of the various funds of the Municipal
Railway as of June 30, 1934.
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Municipal Railway of San Francisco
average: daily travel by months

Fiscal Ye&r Ended June 30, 1934

Municipal Railway of San Francisco

average travel by days of the week
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1934
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Municipal Railway of San Francisco

Total Travel by Fiscal Years
DECEMBER Z8, 1912, TO JUNE JO, 1934.

FREE

TRANSFERS

FIVE CENT FARES

I SCHOOL TICKETS

1913 AND 1914. CALENDAR YEARS
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1(54 PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

COMPARISON OF BUDGET WITH ACTUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
EXHIBIT "E"

Analyzed in this statement is the 1933-193-4 budget showing a comparison
with actual receipts and expenditures. This statement indicates that the re-

ceipts exceeded the estimate by $142,539, and that expenditures were less

than the estimate in the amount of $79,666, making a net saving over budget
estimate of $222,205. It is interesting to note that a saving was effected in

all branches of the operation of the Railway with the exception of the amount
paid in settlement of accident claims.

EXHIBIT "C"
RESERVE FUNDS OF THE MUNICIPAL RAILWAY

June 30, 1934
ACCIDENT RESERVE FUND

Total paid in and/or credited to Fund 5/1/26 to

6/30/33
Expended for Injuries & Damages 5/1/26 to 6/30/33

Unencumbered Balance June 30, 1933
Due from Mun. Ky. (Op.) Fund 7/1/33 to 6/30/34..$ 71,094.81

Less charges for Injuries & Damages paid out of

Oper. Fund 82,085.92

Unencumbered Balance at June 30, 1934
The Unencumbered Balance consists of:

Cash $ 6,881.50

Due to Operative Fund 14,911.33

Total

DEPRECIATION RESERVE FUND
Total paid into and/or owing to Fund 5/1/26 to

6/30/33
Expended for Eeplaeements 5/1/26 to 6/30/33

Unencumbered Balance June 30, 1933

Bal. Due from Mun. Ky. Oper. Fund 7/1/33 to

6/30/34 $

Add Cash Transfers from Oper. Fund. 7/1/33 to

6/30/34 52,606.00

Total Paid into and/or owing to Fund 7/1/33 to

6/30/34 ?

Less Charges for Eeplaeements Paid Out
of Oper. Fund (B) $ 2,699.78

Less Charges for Eeplaeements Paid Out
of Depreciation Eeserve Fund 29,897.16

52,606.00

32,59().94

Net Increase in Fund 7/31/33 to 6/30/34
Unencumbered Balance at June 30, 1934....

The Unencumbered Balance consists of:

Cash $ 340,148.99

Available Resources other than cash 630.28

Due from Oper. Fund at June 30, 1933 1,186,114.09

Net Bal. Due to Oper. Fund 7/1/33 to 6/30/34
as above (B) 2,699.78

Total

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.

698,165.76

695,204.48

2,961.28

10 991.11

8,029.S3

8,029.83

$2,120,943.23

616,758.71

$1,504,184.52

20,009.06

$1, 524,193.58

$1,524,193.58
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EXHIBIT "D"
FUND BALANCE SHEET AT JUNE 30, 1934

Accident Depreciation
Municipal Rv. Reserve Reserve

RESOURCES Fund Fund Fund Total
Cash $345,979.27 $6,88.1.50 $ 340,148.99 $ 693,<

Other Resources* 13,779.61 630.28 L4,4<

Due from Other Funds 14,911.33 1,183^414.31 1,198,325.64

Total $374,670.21. $6,881.50 $1 ,524,1!):;. .is $1,905,745.29
LIABILITIES &
UNENCUMBERED BALANCES
Liabilities** $ 67,328.21 $ 67,328.21

Liabilities, Contract*** 10,799.00 10,799.00

Due to Other Funds 1,183,414.31 14,911.33 1,198,325.64

Unencumbered Balance 886,871.31 8,029.83 1,524,193.58 629,292. 1 I

Total $ 374,670.21 $6,881.50 $1,524,193.58 $1,905,745.29

^ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE DUE FROM:
Board of State Harbor Commissioners, Bus Subsidy $ 7,912.41

Pacific Gas and Electric Co.—Pole Rental 637.00

Thos. R. Keenan Estate, Lot Rental 19.25

Accrued Interest on Deposits with City Treasurer 3,000.00

Learner and Rosenthal, Sale of Scrap 2,2

1

1 >.95

$13,779.61

**Liability for expenditures which the City Controller has not yet vouched.
***Liability to Theodore Cohn Co.—Contract #167—Removal of 10th Ave. and

Masonic Ave. Tracks.

EXHIBIT "E"
COMPARISON OF BUDGET WITH ACTUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

Over
or

RECEIPTS Budget Actual Under
Operating Revenue and Income $2,712,997 $2,856,699 $143,702

Embarcadero Bus Subsidy 9,076 7,913 (,163

Surplus Allocated from Previous Year 157,000 157,000

Contributed from Taxes 111,733 111,733

Total Receipts $2,990,806 $3,133,345 $142,539

EXPENDITURES
Ways and Structures 149,392 129,601 19,191

Equipment 183,138 165,886 17&52
Power 469,000 458,180 10,820

Conducting Transportation 1,581,544 1,545,932 35,612

General and Miscellaneous 173,863 1 66,53< 1 7.-.' :..'

Depreciation Reserve 52,606 52,606

Claims Department 64,218 82,086 17,868

Employees Compensation 14,000 7.274 6,726

Bond Interest 102,045 102,045

Bond Redemption 201,000 201,000

Total Expenditures $2,990,806 $2,911,140 | 79,666

NET SAVING- OVER BUDGET ESTIMATE. $ 222,205 $222,205

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.
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HHHiNHHmHHi
Type "A" Car.

Type "J" Car.

MUNICIPAL STREET CARS
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SCHEDULE 2

ANALYSIS RESERVE FOR DEPRECIATION AS AT JUNE 30, 1934

Provision for Depreciation
R.6suiting
Rate of

Depreciation
on Track

Roadway and
Distributing

System

Fiscal
Year
Ended Total

Assets in
Property Ledger

Track Roadway
and

Distributing
System

Cost of Track
Roadway and
Distributing

System

1913 <C o OQ7 QA <C 99 AAA QQ
<p ^,uu4.oo $ 887,741.07 2.479%

1914 140,40o.UU 1 A (\Q~\ 1Qi4t,oyi.4i:o lol, / oo.o / 2,506,629.27 5.257%

1915 lo / ,00 / .01 9Q AQO OO 1 AQ <^Q^ 9Q14ty,Oo0.oo 2,693,316.20 5.552%

1916 £4J,0iJ i .1U AO AOQ 974y,oyy.z /
1 09 Q97 QQiy^j,y^j / .oo 2,946,048.47 6.549%

1917 1 Of? ^aq £iOU,OUo.04fc 1 07 Q9Q 39iu t ,y Lit) .oLi 3,386,455.14 3.187%

1918 91 C 917Zlo,^4/ .UD ^1 1 Q A AQ 1 £7 1 1 A A910 / ,110. 0<3 3,657,705.59 4.569%

1919 K\ 7QA on 1 71 97 Q QQ1 / 4,Z / o.OO 3,933,344.91 4.431%

1920 97Q 1 Q 1 AQoo,iuo.yo 99A ^1 93^^0,001.^jO 3,961,963.23 5.718%

1921 QA7 -1 /l A AfioU / ,440.UO oo,ooo.yo 9^1 son i a_oi,oyi'.iu 3,971,484.49 6.342%

1922 Q1A "7/1 Q 77olU,/4o. / /
19Q (K9Do,loo. 0^ 9^9 «in k£04,01U.1D 4,080,339.75 6.191%

1923 907 OAQ /t 9oJ / ,<sUo.4o 0-J,O00.4O o(ka K97 aa£O4,0o / .UU 4,154,343.16 6.368%

1924 • OOl, / 01.DO 79 /( AQ (Tfl
i o,4Uy.oo 9QQ Q ^9 f!7 4,295,786.51 6.712%

1925 97Q i K7 j?o
o f y,10 / .Do 7C Q97 1 A

/ o,y^ / .10 QAA 9QA ^9 4,490,693.53 6.686%

1926 403,370.26 85,426.66 317,943.60 4,664,565.16 6.816%

1927 239,851.34 91,192.69 148,658.65 4,772,312.31 3.115%

1928 254,047.02 113,718.19 140,328.83 4,o54,ol5.o2 2.891%

1929 263,823.68 118,475.19 145,348.49 5,437,166.54 2.673%

1930 281,373.60 115,642.68 165,730.92 5,506,689.55 3.010%

1931 283,536.12 118,431.22 165,104.90 5,546,137.51 2.977%

1932 285,893.02 117,388.73 168,504.29 5,580,670.72 3.019%

1933 286,994.49 106,494.73 180,499.76 5,580,230.05 3.235%

1934 52,606.00 39,805.42 12,800.58 5,581,638.33 .229%

$5,521,156.16 $1,546,511.84 $3,974,644.32

Total Provision as .$5,521,156.16

Deduct: Charges to Reserve on Ac-

count of Assets Retired Dur-

ing Fiscal Years:

Prior Years—1928-29 to

1932-33 $224,263.47

Fiscal Year 1933-34 35,093.43 259,356.90

Total Reserve as per Exhibit "A' $5,261,799.26
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STATEMENT OF BUS LINE OPERATIONS
From July I, 1933 to June 30, 1934

PASSENGER REVENUE
Route #1 (10th Ave. and Lake

St. to Edna and Monterey
Blvd.) $49,013.65

Route #4 (Embarcadero Route) 31,365.50
Route #5 (Marina Route) 8,690.95
Over and Short Adjustment 7/1/33

to 6/30/34 34.05
Revenue from Special Buses 10.00

Total Cash Passenger Revenue $89,114.15

REVENUE CREDITS
343 Q. M. Tickets @ .05.... 17.15

132,912 School " @.02V2 .. 3,322.80
1,047,345 Local Transfers .02%.. 26,183.63

Total Revenue Credits 29,523.58

Total Passenger Revenue and
Credits $118,637.73

OPERATING EXPENSES
Group II. Equipment
Acct. No.
39A Bus Engines, Labor and
material 7,112.75

39B Painting Buses 934.97
39C Chassis, Labor and Ma-

terial, Buses 4,259.46
39D Bus Tires, Including Re-
pairs 8,678.63

39E Bus body repairs 2,853.24
39P Repairs to Garage Equip-
ment 83.25

39G Transmission, Labor and
Material, Buses 2,359.82

39H Brake Work, Labor and
Material, Buses 1,783.29

41G Loss on Buses Retired 200.00

Total Group II 28,265.41

Group IV. Cond. Transportation
Acct. No.
78A Gasoline—Buses 19,612.35
78B Oils & Lubricants—Buses. 1,147.29
78C Conductor-Chauffeurs,
Buses 48,485.67

78D Greasing, Servicing and
Miscellaneous Expense 8,947.78

78E Cleaning and Washing
Buses 2,946.27

Total Group IV 81,139.36

Group VI. General and Miscellaneous
Acct. No.
88A Pension Costs, Buses 3,604.18
89A Administration, Buses . . . 8,640.00
89B Insurance (605,768 miles
@ .024) 14,538.43

94 Stationery and Printing.. 780.00
95 Store Expense 3,630.80
98 Rent of Equipment (2,190
hours @ .60) 1,314.00

98A Garage, Shop, Office and
Equipment Rent 2,500.68

Total Group VI 35,008.09

Total Operating Expenses... 144,412.86

Operating Loss 5,175.18

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.
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FIXED CHARGES
Accrued Depreciation—Buses . . . 12,715.08
Accrued Depreciation—Garage
Equipment 276.47

Accrued Depreciation — Fare
Boxes 92.64

Interest on Investment @ 5% . . . 8,090.40

Total Fixed Charges, 21,174.59

**Net Loss Fiscal Year
Average Net Loss Per Day.

Acct. No.
39A Bus Engines, Labor and Material
39B Painting Buses
39C Chassis, Labor and Material Buses
39D Bus Tires, Including Repairs
39E Bus Body Repairs
39F Repairs to Garage Equipment
39G Transmission, Labor and Material Buses.
39H Brake Work, Labor and Material Buses.

.

41G Loss on Buses Retired

Total Group II—Equipment,

78A
78B
78C
78D
78E

88A
89A
89B
94
95
98
98A

Gasoline—Buses
Oils and Lubricants—Buses
Conductor-Chauffeurs, Buses
Greasing, Servicing and Misc. Expense, Buses.
Cleaning and Washing Buses

Total Group IV-—Con. Transportation.

Pension Costs—Buses
Administration—Buses
Insurance—Buses
Stationery and Printing
Store Expenses
Rent of Equipment
Garage, Shop, Office and Equipment Rental.

Total Group VI—General and Miscellaneous.

Total Operating Expenses

Accrued Depreciation .

Interest on Investment,

Total Fixed Charges.

Total Expense

Passenger Revenue Per Bus Mile,
Revenue Credits Per Bus Mile...

Total Revenue

Net Loss

$46,949.72
128.63

Bus Mileage Bus Hours
bUo, /bo Miles 62,149 Hours
Itemized Cost Itemized Cost

Per Mile Per Hour
.01174 .11445
.00154 .01504
.00703 .06854
.01433 .13964
.00471 .04591
.00014 .00134

.Ud797
.00294 .02869
nnnoo.Ovvoo

.04666 .45480

.03238 .31557

.00189 .01846

.08004 .78015

.01477 .14397

.00487 .04741

.13395 1.30556

.00595 .05799

.01426 .13902^

.02400 .23393

.00129 .01255

.00599 .05842

.00217 .02114

.00413 .04024

.05779

.23840 2.32365

.02160 .21053

.01335 .13018

.03495 .34071

_.27335 2.66436

.14711 1.43388

.04874 .47504

.19585 1.90892

.07750 .75544

PASSENGERS CARRIED

:

54 Fares
5^ Government Tickets .

.

2V2 4 School Tickets
Local Transfers
Free Passengers
Special Fare Tickets.

Total

1,782,083
343

132,912
1,047,345

6,144
1,425

Note: Charges to Insurance Re-
serve 7/1/33 to 6/30/34

Proportion Salary Expenses
Claims Dept

Accident Claims Paid
$ 893.71
1,427.23

2,970,252 $2,320.94

**Note: Above Net Loss includes amount of $7,912.41 which is the amount charged to

State Board of Harbor Commissioners for loss incurred by operation of Em-
barcadero Bus Line from July 1, 1933 to June 30, 1934. Payment of above
amount will make actual Net Loss $39,037.31

*Note: Bus Route #1 Extended Commencing Dec. 4, 1933—New Route 10th Avenue
and Lake to Edna and Monterey Boulevard.

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.



Three of this New-type White were put in Service During the Year.

MUNICIPAL RAILWAY BUSES
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COST STATEMENT—ITEMIZED ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year July 1, 1933 to June 30, 1934

STREET CAR OPERATION ONLY
Per

Acct. Car
No. Name Amount Mile

I. WAY & STRUCTURES
1. Supt. Way & Structures $ 8,498.18 .00103

2. Ballast 29.17 .00000

3. Ties 202.30 .00003

4. Rails 2,563.27 .00031

5. Rail Fastenings & Joints 5,180.97 .00063

6. Special Work 1,918.21 .00023

8. Roadway and Track Labor 51,219.22 .00619

9. Misc. Road and Track Expense 2,416.87 .00029

10. Paving 13,673.59 .00165

11. Cleaning and Sanding Track 23,016.55 .00278

13. Tunnels 986.73 .00012

16. Crossings, Fences, Guards, Signs 174.89 .00002

17. Signal & Interlocking Systems 191.43 .00002

18. Telephone & Telegraph System 6.56 .00000

20. Poles and Fixtures 2,261.23 .00027

21. Underground Conduits 123.00 .00002

22. Distribution System 15,836.28 .00192

23. Misc. Electric Line Expense 1.26 .00000

24. Buildings and Structures 2,156.29 .00026

Total—Way & Structures 130,453.48 .01577

II. EQUIPMENT
29. Supt. of Equipment 2,526.28 .00031

30. Passenger & Combination Cars 104,874.75 .01268

32. Service Equipment 136.15 .00002

33. Electric Equipment of Cars 23,859.03 .00288

36. Shop Equipt., Machinery & Tools 110.63 .00001

37. Shop Expenses 4,887.49 .00059

38. Vehicles and Horses 1,226.58 .00015

Total—Equipment 137,620.91 .01664

III. POWER
45. Supt. of Power 490.20 .00006

47. Power Plant Equipment 131.16 .00001

59. Power Purchased 457,558.63 .05533

Total—Power 458,179.99 .05540

IV. CONDUCTING
TRANSPORTATION

63. Supt. of Transportation 86,849.44 .01050
64. Conductors and Motormen 1,231,126.15 .14887
66. Misc. Car Service Employees 3,885.09 .00047
67. Misc. Car Service Expense 7,940.77 .00096

68. Station Employees 8,859.76 .00107
69. Station Expenses 2,079.26 .00025
70. Car House Employees 115,224.07 .01393
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71. Car House Expenses 4,476.(53 .00054

73. Oper. of Tel. & Tel. Systems 4,013.34 .00049

78. Misc. Transportation Expense 338.04 .00004

Total—Cond. Transportation 1,464,792.55 .177H'

VI. GENERAL AND
MISCELLANEOUS

83. Salaries & Expenses—Gen. Off 12,430.72 .00150

84. Salaries & Exp.—Gen. Off. Clerks 14,901.06 .00180

85. Gen. Office Supplies & Expense 4,386.48 .00053

88. Pensions & Gratuities 89,470.91 .01082

89. Miscellaneous General Expense 7,459.57 .00090

92. Injuries & Damages—Employees 7,274.12 .00088

93. Insurance 516.32 .00006

94. Stationery & Printing 10,225.74 .00124

95. Store Expense 8,141.03 .00098

96. Garage and Stable Expenses 2,311.82 .00028

97. Rent of Tracks and Terminals 4,442.72 .00054

Credit Chgs. to Bus Line Oper 8,22548 .00099

Total—General & Miscellaneous 153,335.01 .01854

VII. TRANSPORTATION FOR
INVEST. CREDIT 852.00 .00010

Recapitulation

I. Way and Structures 130,453.48 .01577
II. Equipment 137,620.91 .01664

III. Power 458,179.99 .05540

IV. Conducting Transportation 1,464,792.55 .17712

VI. General and Miscellaneous 153,335.01 .01854

VII. Transport, for Investment Cred 852.00 .00010

Total—Recapitulation 2,343,529.94 .28337

Depreciation Reserve $ 52,606.00
Less Applicable to Buses 13,084.19 39,521.81 .00478

*Accident Reserve 71,094.81
Less Applicable to Buses 14,538.43 56,556.38 .00684

Bond Interest 101,628.34
Less Applicable to Buses 8,090.40 93,537.94 .01131

GRAND TOTAL 2,533,146.07 j0630

*Actual payments and accident costs 82,085.92
Less Applicable to Buses 2,320.94

79.764.98

8,270,020

814,671

Car Mileage
Car Hours .

175

.00550

.00493

.00041

1.79802

.01526

.01829

.00539

.10983

.00916

.00893

.00063

.01255

.00999

.mil's \

.mt545

.01010

.18822

.inn').',

.16013

.16893

.56241

1.79802

.18822

.00105

2.87666

.04851

.06942

.11482

3.10941

Note: Bus Line Operation Not Included.

Italics denote Loss and Deficiency.
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COST STATEMENT—ITEMIZED ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year July 1, 1933 to June 30, 1934

BUS OPERATION ONLY
Per Per

AACCt. xSus Bus
"N"n "NTName lotal lviiie xlOUl

II. EQUIPMENT
39A 7,112.75 .01174 .11445
o9B Painting Buses . 934.97 .00154 .01504
39C Chassis—Labor & Material, Buses 4,259.46 .00703 .06854
39D 8,678.63 .01433 !l3964
39E 2,853.24 .00471 .04591
39F 83.25 .00014 .00134
39G Transmission—Labor & Matl. Buses.... 2,359.82 .00390 .03797
39H Brake Work, Labor & Material, Buses .

.

1,783.29 .00294 .02869
4ia 200.00 .00033 .00322

28,265.41 .04666 .45480

IV. CONDUCTING
TEANSPOETATION

78A 19,612.35 .03238 .31557
78B 1,147.29 .00189 .01846

78C 48,485.67 .08004 .78015

78D 8,947.78 .01477 .14397

78E 2,946.27 .00487 .04741

Total—Conducting Transportation . . . 81,139.36 .13395 1.30556

VI. GENEEAL AND
MISCELLANEOUS

88A Pdtioiati l^rvo^G Rncoo .00595 .05799

89A Administration—Buses 8 640.00 .01426 .13902

94 Stfltinnorv Rr, T-*ri nt \ n cr 780.00 .00129 .01255

95 3,630.80 .00599 .05842

98 1,314.00 .00217 .02114

98A Garage, Shop, Office & Equip. Eental. . .

.

2,500.68 .00413 .04021

20,469.66 .03379 .32936

Recapitulation

II. 28,265.41 .04666 .45480

IV. 81,139.36 .13395 1.30556

VI. 20,469.66 .03379 .32936

Total 129,874.43 .21440 2.08972

14,538.43 .02400 .23393

13,084.19 .02160 .21053

157,497.05 .26000 2.534] 8

8,090.40 .01335 .13018

Total—Bus Costs 165,587.45 .27335 2.66436

*Actual Payments and Accident
Costs $2,320.94

Bus Mileage 605,768

Bus Hours 62,149
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ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIM DEPARTMENT
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1934

3L Total passengers carried during year 73,063,608

2. Car miles operated:

Cars 8,270,020

Buses

605,768

8,875,788

3. Number of passengers per car mile B.23

4. Xumber of accident reports filed 3,055

5. Number of accidents fatal

6. Number of fatal accidents to passengers

7. Number of accidents—personal injuries 662

8. Number of claims presented 4*>*5

9. Number of claims adjusted 281

10. Number of suits instituted 73

11. Number of suits pending 72

12. Number of passengers carried per accident report 23,916

13. Number of passengers carried per personal injury report 110,368

Classification of Accident Reports
Per Cent
of Total

£ Car Collisions 39 01.28

2. Auto and Wagon Collisions 1,431 46.84

3. Boarding Moving Car

215

07.04

4. Leaving Moving Car 90 02.94

5. Miscellaneous 1,280 41.90

3.055 100.00

1. Ratio of Accident Reports to Passengers Carried .00004

2. Total Operating Revenue $2,843,792.45

3. Total Amount Paid for Accident Claims. Office and Miscel-
laneous Expense $ 82,085.92

4. Ratio to Operating Revenue .02886

Recapitulation

Amounts Paid

1. Personal Injuries 354.519.S5

2. Property Damage 3,175.00

3. Salaries* and Wages 13.033.91

4. Miscellaneous (Hospital, Medical. Etc.) 11.357.10

Total $82,085.92

Notes:
1. Item No. 4 of the above ''Number of Accident Reports Filed" also in-

cludes any and all reports of accidents happening near the cars in which
this Railway was not involved.

2. Salaries and wages account includes expense of City Attorney 's Office

which amounts to $3,000.
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Mileage—Single Track—June 30, 1934

Operated Track:

Track Owned and Operated June 30, 1934 73.88

Track Owned and Operated Jointly with the Market Street Rail-

way Company 4.30

Total Operated Track 78.18

Non-Operated Track, Sidings, Turn-outs, etc.:

Masonic Avenue Spur 02

Polk and Geary Streets Spur 05

Columbus Avenue, Between Washington and Jackson Streets 08

Geary Street Car Barn, Sidings and Turn-outs 2.18

Seventeenth Street Car Barn, Sidings and Turn-outs 1.65

Total 3.98

Total Single Track Mileage, June 30, 1934 82.16

Track Taken Up During Year Ending, June 30, 1934

—

On Tenth Avenue, Between Geary and Fulton Streets 1.02

On Masonic Avenue, Between Geary and Turk Streets 44

Total 1.46

Miles, Routes and Route Mileage—June 30, 1934

Line "B" 14.12 Ocean to Perries via Geary Street.

Line"C ,; 11.82 Thirty-third Avenue and California Street to Ferries via

California and Geary Streets.

Line"D" 8.48 Presidio to Ferries via Van Ness Avenue and Geary Streets.

Line '
' E '

' 7.54 Presidio to Ferries via Union Street and Columbus Avenue.

Line"F" 6.16 Scott and Chestnut Streets to Market, Fourth and Ellis

Streets via Chestnut and Stockton Streets.

Line"H" 9.32 Army Street and Potrero Avenue to Fort Mason Transport
Docks via Potrero and Van Ness Avenues.

Line "J" 9.12 Thirtieth and Church Streets to Ferries via Church and Mar-
ket Streets.

Line "~K" 15.34 Grafton and Brighton Avenues to Ferries via Ocean Avenue,
Twin Peaks Tunnel and Market Street.

Line"L" 15.68 Beach to Ferries via Taraval Street, Twin Peaks Tunnel
and Market Street.

Line"M" 4.84 Plymouth Avenue and Broad Street to St. Francis Circle via

Broad Street and Nineteenth Avenue.

Line"N" 14.56 Ocean Beach to Ferries via Judah Street, Sunset Tunnel and
Market Street.

116.98 Total Route Mileage.

78.18 Total Track Mileage Operated.

38.80 Duplicate Routes.
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Bus Routes in Operation—June 30, 1934

ROUTE No. 1: Miles Miles

From Tenth Avenue and California Street via

Tenth. Avenue, Golden Gate Park, Ninth Avenue,

Judah Street, Seventh Avenue, Laguna Honda
Boulevard, Portola Drive, Miraloma Drive, Yerba

Buena Drive, Plymouth Avenue, Monterey Boule-

vard, Ridgewood Avenue, Hearst Avenue to Edna

Street and Monterey Boulevard. Connects with

Lines "B", (t Q", "~K", "L" and "N".
Mileage One Way 5.15 Round Trip 10.30

ROUTE No. 4:

From Golden Gate Ferry at Hyde and Jefferson

Streets via Jefferson Street, The Embarcadero,

Berry Street and Third Street to Southern Pa-

cific Depot.

Mileage One Way 3.40 Round Trip 0.80

ROUTE No. 5:

From terminus of Line "F" at Scott and Chest-

nut Streets via Chestnut Street and Divisadero

Street, to Marina Boulevard.

Mileage One Way 47 Round Trip 94

Total Bus Mileage One Way 9.02 Round Trip 18.01
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